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Practical information

Welcome to the 4th Conference of the European Narratology
Network
We wish to welcome you to this year’s conference of the ENN in Ghent.
Entitled “Modelling Narrative Across Borders”, the conference has
drawn nearly 158 lecturers from some 35 countries, exceeding the European borders by far and bringing together narratologists not only
from many corners of Europe, but also from the Middle East, Asia and
Latin America. With this has come an impressive variety of papers
whose scope and originality promise to explore nearly every aspect of
the conference’s theme.
This year’s ENN conference is organized under the auspices of the Department of Literary Studies at Ghent University, email withheld
(http://www.narratology.ugent.be), in co-operation with the Ghent Centre for Digital Humanities (http://ghentcdh.ugent.be) and the European
Narratology Network (http://www.narratology.net).
The conference has been made possible by the financial support of the
Flemish Research Foundation (FWO-Vlaanderen), the Doctoral School of
Arts, Humanities and Law, the Faculty Research Fund and the Department of Literary Studies at Ghent University. We wish to thank these
institutions for their support. We extend our gratitude to Wendy Lelièvre
and Katrien De Clercq for their assistance, Paul D’Eer for acting as photographer, as well as Gitte Callaert for her expertise in laying out the
conference booklet.
We hope that the conference will be a rewarding and stimulating experience for all.
Gunther Martens
Ghent University
Tobias Hermans
FWO / Ghent University
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Directions & Registration
The conference will take place at:
Universiteit Gent - Het Pand
Onderbergen 1
9000 Gent
tel. 09 264 83 05
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Access by public transport:
From station Gent St-Pieters:
tram 1 (every 6 minutes) or tram 24 (every 20 minutes). Exit at Korenmarkt, about
twenty minutes from Ghent Sint-Pieters railway station)
From Gent Zuid:
tram 4 (every 6 minutes), tram 24 (every 20 minutes) or bus 17 (every 30
minutes). Exit at Korenmarkt.
Access by car:
Follow the parking signage to parking P7 Sint-Michiels. The parking is located at
50 meter from Het Pand. Take the exit Onderbergen and you come out in the
Wilderoosstraat, just across Het Pand.
An alternative parking is P8 Ramen. From here it's about 5 minutes on foot to
Het Pand.
Registration
Registration fee for visitors: 45 €/day for staff and PhD students.
Free entrance for UGent Ba and Ma students.
Access to keynotes is free for all UGent LW06 and LW07 members.
Some practical matters for conference delegates
* Panel chairs are invited to briefly present the speakers, keep an eye on the time
and lead the discussions. Please stick to the timetable so as to ensure an optimal
conference experience for all participants !
* Conference languages: Papers can be read in English, German and French.
* The lectures will be held in the following rooms, all within the same building
and within a very short walking distance from one another:
Kapittelzaal
Registration will begin here at 8 a.m. on Thursday April 16. It is also here that
the evening reception will take place on Thursday, April 16.
Refter
This is where all plenary sessions and the ENN business meeting will be held.
Oude Infirmerie, Rector Gillis, Rector Blanquaert, Sacristie
The rooms where the parallel sessions will take place in addition to the refter.
Zuidergang
This is the location of the poster session on April 16.
Persconferentiezaal
No sessions in this room: you may use it as free co-working space. WIFI-equipped.
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Conference dinner (for pre-registered participants only; fully booked)
The conference dinner will take place on Friday, April 17 from 7 to 11 p.m. at:
Oude Vismijn
Sint-Veerleplein 5, 9000 Gent, Belgium
+32 9 223 20 00
To go to Oude Vismijn from Het Pand, you can go by foot: Go round the St. Michielskerk next to Het Pand, you go via the Korenlei to the end of the very small
Breydelstraat, then right into the Burgstraat. The walk is less than ten minutes.
Or you can take tram 1 from stop Korenmarkt to stop Gravensteen (1 stop). When
leaving the tram, cross the Veerleplein.
Tourist information (in many languages):
Ghent Tourist Office: http://www.visitgent.be
Sint-Veerleplein 5, 9000 Gent, Belgium
+32 9 266 56 60

* Social media:
Please use hashtag #ENN4 to help us spread news about the conference. The ENN’
social media outlets are
http://www.facebook.com/Narratology
http://www.twitter.com/ENN_Europe
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Internet and WIFI connection
WIFI
Eduroam
Het Pand provides access to Eduroam. To use eduroam authentication,
you need the following:




Your university (email) Username and Password, often followed by @universityname.countrycode. (e.g. gnmarten @
ugent.be)
A laptop or other device with a Wi-Fi card that supports
802.1X wireless protocols.
Use the eduroam SSID to connect.

UGentGuest
If you do not have access to Eduroam, you can use the free Guest Account (case sensitive, valid only for the duration of the conference):
Login: guestEnn4
Password: HpNIZDkQ
Make a wireless connection with "UGentGuest". If you have set up to
request an IP address automatically, you will receive an IP address
starting with 193.190.8x.
Now you are connected, but not yet authenticated. You should start a
webbrowser and you will be redirected to a logon screen. Enter the
username and password as mentioned above.
After correct authentication you can use the Internet connection.
Your connection to this wireless LAN is not encrypted. To protect your
personal data, please use encrypted connections like https, imaps, ssh
etc. or a VPN client.
There is free Wifi on tram 1 (connect to the “LijnNet” and register with
zapfi.com) and at the Graslei!
Use the hashtag #ENN4 at all times!
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Committees
The 4th Conference of the European Narratology Network is organized
by:
ENN4 local UGent organization team
Prof. Gunther Martens
Tobias Hermans
Saartje Gobyn
Charlotte D'Eer
Maaike Van Liefde
Mahdiyeh T. Khiabani
dr. Geert Vandermeerssche
Warda El-Kaddouri
Nico Theisen
dr. Thorsten Ries
Sigrid Jacobs
Wendy Lelièvre
Katrien De Clercq
ENN conference committee
Prof. Koen De Temmerman (Greek and European Literature)
Prof. Bart Keunen (Comparative Literature, UGent)
dr. Katrijn Maryns (Linguistics, UGent)
Prof. Lars Bernaerts (Dutch Literature, LW07)
Prof. Benjamin Biebuyck (German Literature, UGent)
International scientific committee:
Prof. John Pier (CRAL & ENN Executive board)
Prof. Liesbeth Korthals Altes (Universiteit Groningen)
dr. Karin Kukkonen (Turku University & ENN Executive Board)
dr. Marius Hentea (Manchester Metropolitan University)
Prof. Roy Sommer (Wuppertal)
Prof. Ondrej Sladek (Masaryk University Czech Republic)
Prof. Barbara Bordelajo (KU Leuven)
Prof. Luc Herman (University of Antwerp)
Prof. Dirk De Geest (KU Leuven)
Prof. Bart Vervaeck (KU Leuven)
dr. Kris Rutten (PPW, Ghent University)
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The European Narratology Network (ENN)
The European Narratology Network (ENN) is an association of individual
narratologists and narratological institutions. Our focus is predominantly, but not exclusively, European as regards:



our object domain, which spans narrative representation in literature, film, digital media, etc. across all European languages
and cultures;
our institutional affiliations: universities, research institutions
and interest groups based in one of the European countries.

The ENN Steering Committee:
John P IER (University of Tours and CRAL-CNRS Paris), Chairperson
Gunther M ARTENS (Ghent University)
Karin KUKKONEN (Turku University)
The Steering Committee has co-opted three ENN members:
Roy SOMMER, Universität Wuppertal
Liesbeth Korthals ALTES, Universiteit Groningen
Ondřej SLÁDEK, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague
Please visit www.narratology.net for further information.

Business meeting
ENN4 will be the occasion of the ENN’s bi-annual business meeting. At
that time, the term in office of the outgoing members of the Steering
Committee will expire. Under the terms of article 4 of the ENN Constitution (which can be consulted at http://narratology.net/node/263),
candidacies for the upcoming election of new members of the Steering
Committee must be submitted eight (8) weeks prior to the business meeting. Three members in good standing of the ENN submitted their candidacies to the current Chairman of the Steering Committee, John Pier,
prior to the deadline. They are:
Gunther Martens – Ghent University
Karin Kukkonen – Turku University
Ondřej Sládek – Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague
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Topic of the 4th Conference of the European Narratology Network: “Modelling Narrative across Borders”
Keynote speakers





Monika Fludernik (English literature, Freiburg University)
Thomas Pavel (Comparative Literature, University of Chicago)
David Herman (Engaged Humanities, Durham University)
Elena Semino (Professor of Linguistics and Verbal Art, Lancaster University)

Topic
ENN4 is the fourth bi-annual conference of the European Narratology
Network (ENN), which is to take place at Het Pand, Ghent University
(from April 16 to 18 2015). ENN4 follows up on previous ENN conferences in Hamburg, Kolding (Denmark) and Paris and aims to bring together scholars from all disciplines to discuss recent developments in
the study of narrative. Special focus areas of ENN 4 are historical narratology, computational narratology, embodiment and applications of
concepts from narrative theory across disciplinary borders. ENN 4 is
preceded by a pre-conference doctoral school course taught by Jan
Christoph Meister (Hamburg University) on the topic of computational
narratology.
The keynote addresses will explore such applications in the domains
of medical humanities, animal studies and comparative literature. Narratologists are increasingly faced with the situation that the concept of
narrative varies widely across borders. This is a happy circumstance
for the relevance and vitality of narratological concepts. At the same
time, however, this situation means that any easy “lateral compatibility” of concepts such as “narrator,” “(un)reliability,” “focalization,” etc.
across different media such as the printed book, film or the digital media, among others, can no longer be taken for granted. Carrying on
with the debates that got underway at the 2013 Paris conference, ENN
4 will address these issues by exploring conceptual models and inputs
from various disciplines and methodologies such as rhetoric and stylistics, but also more recent developments including the cognitive sciences, media studies, the digital humanities and many more. In doing
so, the ENN aims to act as an on-going forum for discussing narrative
theory across borders – conceptual, disciplinary, national, cultural, historical.
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Getting around and food
Check out our interactive Google Map for all locations near or related
to the conference:
http://www.enn4.ugent.be/node/5

Useful websites and apps
https://exchange.gentsehoppers.com/practical
http://www.spottedbylocals.com/ghent/
http://ghent.citypath.eu/#
http://www.gpsmycity.com/apps/gent-walking-tours-266.html

Transportation


The Flemish public transportation is run by De Lijn. You can buy a
ticket from one of the ticket vending machines at some major stops.
De Lijn has its own routing app or you can use Google maps directions
for public transportation instead. Tram 1 is the central line and takes
you to all the stops in the city centre.
Railtime: real-time timetables for all trains in Belgium:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.infrabel.railtime&hl=en
De Lijn: plan your tram trip via:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.themobilecompany.delijn&hl=en



If you would like to take a taxi we can recommend V-tax. They are relatively cheap and always available on short notice since they are the
biggest in town. Call +32 9 222 22 22 to order one, 24/7.

Food
Il Cortile
Kraanlei 53, 9000 Gent
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The best pizza restaurant in Ghent to our knowledge. A broad selection of thin and crispy pizza’s with original toppings like swordfish,
served in a cosy atmosphere by a Sicilian-Belgian couple. On weekends
reservations are highly recommended, but sometimes you might just
get lucky!
Domestica
Onderbergen 27, 9000 Gent
A high class French- Belgian Restaurant in a 19th century mansion.
The food and wine is simply delicious.
Het Pakhuis
Schuurkenstraat 4, Ghent 9000
Classical but still trendy, grand but still cozy, this restaurant has cosmopolitan allure. Especially for fresh fish and shrimp dishes, this is an
excellent choice.
Komkommertijd
Reep 14, 9000 Gent
A vegetarian, biological and vegan all-you-can-eat buffet in a nice setting. Ideal for lunch as well as dinner.
Vooruit Café
Sint-Pietersnieuwstraat 23, 9000 Gent
The Café at Vooruit is a lively place. It’s big and can be loud at times,
but a great place for a drink or lunch.
Gülhan - Turkish Restaurant
Sleepstraat 70, Ghent 9000, Belgium (Tram 4 from “Korenmarkt” to
“Sluizeken”)
Tel 003292335124
Friendly people, good kitchen, good service and inexpensive. You are
served swiftly, the food looks good and is tasty. One immediately feels
at ease and customers are well looked after. Wide range of food. Reservation recommended on Friday evening. Many imilar outlets near.
Amadeus
Plotersgracht 8, 9000 Gent, Belgium
Tel. +32 9 225 13 85
The place for ribs, all you can eat! Copious meals for carnivores.
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De Gekroonde Hoofden
Burgstraat 4, 9000 Gent, Belgium
More ribs. Near Gravensteen.
Korenlei Twee
Korenlei 2 (+32) 922 40 073
Admittedly this may be one of the most popular places in town for
tourists, but the surroundings of the Graslei, Korenlei and the SintMichielsbrug is unique. Korenlei Twee’s cherry on the cake is that you
can have lunch or dinner here with a view of the ‘Kuip van Gent’. Obviously this restaurant comes with a price tag, but it’s worth every cent.
The place in town to go for lobster, steak tartare or fine wine.

COFFEE
Café Labath
Oude houtlei 1, 9000 Gent
Coffee lovers should focus on Labath. Thomas will make your coffee
with his black beauty: “La marzocco”, a handmade espressomachine
from Firenze. He is surrounded by some top-baristas. Tea-aficionados
can get by in this place as well. Tea is chosen by Ann Van Steenkiste, a
famous tea sommelier, who also advises star restaurants for their tea
recommendations. Only a 5 minute-walk form Het Pand!
Julie’s House
Kraanlei 13, 9000 Gent
A cosy pastry house overlooking the Lys river in the middle of Ghent’s
historic center. They serve a daily choice of delicious brunches, artisanal pies and colorful homemade cupcakes. Their “cake ladies” love
hosting you in our beautiful pastry house surrounded by the grandeur
of the Gravensteen castle, the authenticity of the Patershol and the relaxed atmosphere by the water.
Huize Colette
Belfortstraat 6, 9000 Gent
Chocolatier / coffee shop / second hand bookstore. Taste their home-
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made pastries and chocolates. Enjoy a hot brew. Read one of the hundreds of books stacked high in every room. A place for peace and
quiet in the middle of the centre.

PUBS/NIGHTLIFE
Club Reserva
Jan Breydelstraat 32
A quiet, cushy café in the centre of Ghent. Located in a idyllic alley
that connects the Korenlei with the Gravensteen, you would easily pass
it by when not looking for it. Once you step inside, however, you are
welcomed into a comfy interior, where pictures of Billie Holiday and
Maria Callas grace the walls. Downstairs in the music cellar, there are
daily concerts and jam sessions for free.
Damberd
Korenmarkt 19, 9000 Gent
One of the oldest jazz bars in Ghent. Hosting live music on occasion.
They don’t dance here much, but it’s a nice place for a drink none the
less.
Dreupelkot
Groentenmarkt 12, 9000 Gent
Neighbour to the well-known Hot Club de Gand, Pol is selling all kinds
of “jenevers”. This beverage from which Gin was copied has many flavours. Sweet, dry, oaked, fruity. You name it, he has got it! You have
not experienced Ghent, if you didn’t have a “jenever” at Pol’s Dreupelkot. (Dreupel (Ghent dialect) = Druppel (Dutch) = Drop, meaning a
tiny glas.
Waterhuis aan de Bierkant
Groentenmarkt 9, 9000 Gent, Belgium
+32 9 225 06 80
“Brown pub”, very popular among beer lovers and tourists; take a seat
at the bar! 165 types of beer on the menu, including three house beers:
Gandavum, Klokke Roeland and Mammelokker. Jazz, blues and oldies.
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SIGHT-SEEING
The Historic Centre
Gravensteen, Oudburg, Patershol, Vrijdagmarkt, Korenmarkt, Graslei,
Ghent’s many Towers...
We can’t let you go before you had a walk in our historic city centre.
Ghent has some beautiful old buildings. The old centre is full of life
and the atmosphere is quite amazing. Do some shopping. Go have a
drink. Taste some local delicacies. Enjoy!
Lievekaai
Once you venture into the streets behind the Gravensteen, you bump
into a labyrinth of charming, cobbled alleys. You encounter scenic
bridges, small theater halls and also one of our favourite spots along
the banks of the Lieve, the first canal to connect Ghent with the North
Sea, dug out in the 13th century. Go sit down on one of the benches
and enjoy the gentle rustling of willows looming over the quiet water.
The perfect location for a relaxing evening stroll!
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Schedule

Thursday 16 April
08 h 00 – 09 h 30

Registrations

09 h 00 – 09 h 30

Conference opening
Keynote 1
Monika Fludernik (Freiburg University): Collectives in Narrative and the Factual-Fictional Border

09 h 30 – 10 h 30
10 h 30 – 12 h 00

Parallel Session 1

12 h 00 – 13 h 00

Lunch

13 h 00 – 14 h 30

Parallel Session 2

14 h 30 – 15 h 00

Coffee break

15 h 00 – 17 h 00

Parallel Session 3

17 h 00 – 18 h 00

Keynote 2
Thomas Pavel (Chicago University):
Narratives, the day after

18 h 00 – 19 h 30

Poster Session / Welcome Reception

Friday 17 April
09 h 00 – 10 h 30

Parallel Session 4

10 h 30 – 11 h 00
11 h 00 – 12 h 30

Coffee break

12 h 30 – 13 h 30

Lunch
Keynote 3
David Herman (Durham University): Narratology beyond the Human

13 h 30 – 14 h 30
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Parallel Session 5

14 h 30 – 16 h 30

Parallel Session 6

16 h 30 – 17 h 00

Coffee break

17 h 00 – 18 h 30

Parallel Session 7

19 h 00 - …

Conference diner

Saturday 18 April
09 h 00 – 10 h 30

Parallel Session 8

10 h 30 – 11 h 00
11 h 00 – 12 h 30

Coffee break

12 h 30 – 13 h 30

Lunch
Keynote 4
Elena Semino (Lancaster University):
Metaphor and narrative in health communication

13 h 30 – 14 h 30
14 h 30 – 16 h 00
16 h 00 – 16 h 30

Parallel Session 9

Parallel Session 10
ENN Business meeting and conference conclusion
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Conference Program

Floor plan of “Het Pand”
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Thursday, April 16th
08:00 Registrations (Entrance)
09:00 Conference opening (Refter) – Marc Boone, Dean | Gunther Martens, convenor
09:30 – 10:30

Keynote 1 (Refter)

Monika Fludernik (Freiburg University)
Collectives in Narrative and the Factual-Fictional Border
10:30 – 12:00

Parallel Session 1
Rector
Blancquaert

Oude
Infirmerie

1. Constructing and
countering social
identities

2. Metalepsis
and its Effects

3. Fictionality
Beyond Fiction

Per Krogh Hansen
Anke Piekut
Marianne Wolff
Lundholt

Saartje Gobyn
Noelle
Hewetson
Liviu Lutas

Stefan Iversen
Henrik Skov
Nielsen
Nils Gunder
Hansen

Refter
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Rector Gillis

Sachristie

4. Corporeal
narratology:
redefining
concepts

5. Narrating
community

Györgyi
Földes
Orsolya Rákai
Tímea
Jablonczay

Qiao Guo Qiang
Baiduzh Marina
Itay MarienbergMilikowsky

12 h 00 – 13 h 00:

Lunch (Kapittelzaal)

13 h 00 – 14 h 30:

Parallel Session 2
Rector
Blancquaert

Oude
Infirmerie

Rector Gillis

Sachristie

7. The Negotiation of
Cultural Templates and
Values in Literary Narratives

8. Digital Humanities

9. Limits
of narratology

10. Narrative for
specific purposes

Hanna Meretoja
Natalya
Bekhta
Colin Davis

Erik van Ooijen
Mary Anne
Schofield
Sylvie Patron

Refter
6. Conceptualising voice

Veli-Matti
Karhulahti
Marina
Grishakova
Tobias
Hermans

Lars Bernaerts
Luc Herman
& Bart Vervaeck
Liesbeth Korthals Altes

14 h 30 – 15 h 00:
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Coffee break

Ralph Müller
Janina Jacke
Evelyn Gius

15 h 00 – 17 h 00:

Parallel Session 3

Refter

Rector Blancquaert

Oude
Infirmerie

Rector Gillis

Sachristie

11. The Thresholds
of Narrative Worlds

12. Borders of
representation

13. Unreliability

14. Narratives
of Migration

15. Roman-Experimente

Hye Su Park
Nora Berning
Tamás
Csönge
Zuzana Fonioková

James Jordan
Marcus Hartner
Chandani Lokuge
Nieves Rosendo

Agatha Frischmuth
Christian Rink
Didem Uca
Yasemin
Dayioglu-Yucel

Raphaël Baroni
Anne Besson
Olivier Caïra
Françoise Lavocat

17 h 00 – 18 h 00:

Samuli Björninen
Laszlo Kajtar
Franco Passalacqua
Federico Pianzola

Keynote 2 (Refter)

Thomas Pavel (Chicago University)
Narratives, the day after
18 h 00 – 19 h 30:
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Poster Session / Welcome Reception (Kapittelzaal/Zuidergang)

Friday 17 April
09 h 00 – 10 h 30:

Parallel Session 4

Refter

Rector Blancquaert

Oude
Infirmerie

Rector
Gillis

16. Basic concepts of narratology

17. Action and sequence

18. Blending

19. Historical
narratology

Tilmann
Köppe
Félix Lambert
Göran
Rossholm

Felicitas Meifert-Menhard
Matthias Brütsch
Parastoo Mohebbi,
Behrooz Mahmoodi
Bakhtiari, Mohammad
Bagher Ghahramani

10 h 30 – 11 h 00:
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Coffee break

Cornelia
Wächter
Filip Krtička
Sophia Wege

JörgChristian
Klenk
Iwona
Wiezel
Saskia
Willigers

Sachristie
20. Storytelling
in organisations

Floor Basten
Justin Young &
Charlie Potter
Sjoerd-Jeroen
Moenandar &
Krina Huisman

11 h 00 – 12 h 30:

Refter
21. Film
and television
Irina Melnikova
Hilary Dannenberg
Sofia Kefalidou

Parallel Session 5

Rector
Blancquaert

Oude Infirmerie

Rector Gillis

Sachristie

22. Narrative Ethics

23. Negotiating alterity in narrative

24. Audionarratology:
Approaches to the
Study of Sound and
Narrative

25.
Authorship

Margarida
McMurry
Dana Ryan
Lande
Jakob
Lothe

Jan Alber
Joshua Parker
Gunter Kal Pressler
& José Francisco da
Silva Queiroz

12 h 30 – 13 h 30:
13 h 30 – 14 h 30:

Lunch
Keynote 3 (Refter)

David Herman (Durham University)
Narratology beyond the Human
30

Till Kinzel
Thijs Festjens
Jarmila Mildorf

Ayman E. M.
Geedallah
Gero Guttzeit
Virginia Pignagnoli

14 h 30 – 16 h 30:

Rector
Blancquaert

Oude Infirmerie

Zaal
Rector Gillis

Sachristie

27. Narrativité et écriture

28. Narrative
and Visual
studies

29. Text
Theatricality

30. Mise en abyme in
Literature across
Time and Genres

Silvia Van
Aken
Jana Gavriliu
Daria Baryshnikova
Kerstin Maria
Pahl

Esbjörn
Nyström
Weber,
Alexander
Janina Hauthal
Nico Theisen

Refter
26. Events in literary and cinematic
narrative“

Jan Christoph
Meister
Wolf Schmid
Markus Kuhn
Peter Hühn

Marcos
Flamínio
Peres
Tobias Haberkorn
Minori Noda
Valeria
Gramigna

16 h 30 – 17 h 00:
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Parallel Session 6

Coffee break

Charlie Samuelson
Veronika ZusevaÖzkan
Tsang F.Y. Gabriel
Pauline Souleau

17 h 00 – 18 h 30:

Rector
Blancquaert

Refter
31. Questioning the
Theory of Mind. A Diachronic Perspective

32

32. Mind
and body

Rebecca
Bitenc
Marzia
Beltrami
Péter
Kristóf
Makai

Jonas Grethlein
Eva von Contzen
Monika Fludernik

19 h 00 - …

Parallel Session 7

:

Oude Infirmerie

Rector Gillis

Sachristie

33. Experimental narrative

34. Empirical
studies in narrative

35. Transmedial
narratology

Karl Katschthaler
Bilyana
Vanyova
Kostova
Tytti P. Rantanen

Fiona Moreno
Ilona
Pikkanen
Jan König

Conference diner (Oude Vismijn)

Filippo
Pennacchio
Cristina de
Lucas Olmos
Elena Gordienko

Saturday 18 April
09 h 00 – 10 h 30:

Refter
36. The Perturbatory Narration
Sabine Schlickers & Vera
Toro
Ruth Fine
Katharina Niemeyer
Inke Gunia

Rector
Blanquaert

Oude Infirmerie

Rector Gillis

Sachristie

37. Narrative
Knowledge

38. Towards a Medieval Narratology

39. Transgressing borders

40. Realism
revisited

Helena Mihkelson
Matti Hyvärinen
Reiko Ikeo

10 h 30 – 11 h 00:
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Parallel Session 8

Stefanie Neu
Florian Kragl
Sabine Walther

Coffee break

Barbara Puschmann-Nalenz
Veerle Van
Steenhuyse
Sonja Klimek

Jirí Koten
Lieselot De
Taeye
Bohumil
Fort

11 h 00 – 12 h 30:

Refter
41. Emotional
turn

Derek Hillard
Lyubov
Bugaeva
Oksana Fedotova

Parallel Session 9

Rector
Blancquaert
42. Embodied
Narratology 1:
The Body’s
Place

Merja Polvinen
S.P.M. Willemsen
Daniel Irving

12 h 30 – 13 h 30:
13 h 30 – 14 h 30:

Oude Infirmerie

Rector Gillis

43. On the
borders of
fictionality

44. Rhetorical Narratology

Michal
Mrugalski
Joanna
JeziorskaHaladyj
Greger Andersson

Olivier
Couder
Tommi
Kakko
David
Stromberg

Lunch
Keynote 4 (Refter)

Elena Semino (Lancaster University)
Metaphor and narrative in health communication
34

Sachristie
45. Crossing Invented Borders:
Original Translation /
Pseudotranslation and Narratology

Tom Toremans
Beatrijs Vanacker
Brigitte Rath

14 h 30 – 16 h 00:

Parallel Session 10

Refter

Rector Blancquaert

Oude Infirmerie

Rector Gillis

46. Embodied Narratology 2: The Body’s
Experiences

47. Mise en abyme across
the Media:
Fiction, Film, Comics, Lithography, Painting, and
Photography

48. Concepts and
media of narratology

49. Narrative
and Science

Miranda Anderson
Karin Kukkonen
Marco Caracciolo
16 h 00 – 16 h 30:
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Keynote speakers

Keynote session 1 (Chair: Benjamin Biebuyck, Ghent University)
4/16/2015 09:30:00 AM
Prof. Monika Fludernik (Albert Ludwigs University of Freiburg)
Collectives in Narrative and the Factual-Fictional Border
We narratives have recently become a much discussed issue in narratology. They are also very interesting because they are much more
numerous in factual narration than in novels and short stories. The
paper will discuss the relevance of collective action and mentality in
narrative and tease out some insights regarding to the handling of
these issues in the framework of a distinction between factual and
fictional narratives. In particular, it will focus on how fictional we
narratives engage with a range of techniques from very verisimilar
models echoing factual we narratives to quite impossible or unnatural types of storytelling. It will also consider the question of how
collectives in realist narratives tend to get concealed by a variety of
discourse strategies and why that is the case.
Monika Fludernik is Professor of English at the University of Freiburg in
Germany. Her publications include The Fictions of Language and the
Languages of Fiction (1993), Towards a ‘Natural’ Narratology (1996),
and An Introduction to Narratology (2009). She has (co-)edited several
special issues of journals (on second-person fiction, Style 1994; on metaphor, Poetics Today 1999; on voice, New Literary History 2001; on
German narratology, Style 2004). She has also edited a number of collections of essays: Beyond Cognitive Metaphor Theory: Perspectives on
Literary Metaphor (2011); Postclassical Narratology: New Essays (with
Jan Alber); In the Grip of the Law: Prisons, Trials, and the Space Between
(2004, with Greta Olson); Diaspora and Multiculturalism (2003); Hybridity and Postcolonialism (1998). Her essays have appeared, among others,
in Anglia, Arial, Diacritics, English Literary History, English Studies, Narrative, New Literary History, Poetica, Semiotica, Style, Textual Practice.
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Keynote session 2 (Chair: Elizabeth Amann, Ghent University)
4/16/2015 17:00:00 AM
Prof. Thomas Pavel (University of Chicago)
Narratives, the day after
Starting from John McTaggart’s classical distinction between the Atemporal series built on past, present, and future and the B-series
which emphasizes earlier vs. later moments in time, the paper
reflects on the difference between narrative unfolding, usually
taking place in accordance with the A-series, and narrative
conclusion, based on the B-series. Concerning narrative unfolding, I
will examine the ways in which divergences between the story-line
and its actual presentation, by redistributing narrative information,
have crucial pragmatic and empathic consequences. Concerning the
narrative conclusion, I will submit that by switching from the A- to
the B-temporal series, it helps stabilizing the axiological frame of
the story. The examples will come from Manon Lescaut by Abbé
Prevost, Great Expectations by Dickens, and Anna Karenina by Tolstoy.
Thomas Pavel is the Gordon J. Laing Distinguished Service Professor in
Romance Languages and Literature, Comparative Literature at the University of Chicago. Born in Romania, he was educated in his native country and in France and pursued an academic career in Canada (University
of Ottawa and Université du Québec à Montréal) and the U.S. (University
of California, Santa Cruz, Princeton University). Trained in literature and
linguistics, he became interested in the then fashionable structuralist
methods, which applied linguistic notions to literary studies. His early
work – a book on Pierre Corneille and one on English Renaissance tragedy – examined the structure of dramatic plots with the help of notions
developed by Noam Chomsky’s transformational grammar. He soon realized, however, that linguistics provides only a limited amount of help
and in The Spell of Language: Post-structuralism and speculation (1988,
revised edition, 2001), he analyzed and criticized the hasty application
of linguistic concepts in the humanities. Pavel then initiated the postclassical turn in narratology by turning away from formal structures to
questions of imaginary worlds projected by fiction – the topic of the
book Fictional Worlds (1986). In L’Art de l’éloignement: Essai sur l’imagination classique (“Art as distance, essay on the neo-classical imagination”, 1996), he described the fictional worlds of a single period – that
of French neo-classicism – and in La Pensée du roman (“The Thinking
Novel”, 2003) he studied the evolution of fictional representation in a
single genre: the novel, from the Ancient Greek romances to the end of
the 20th century.
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Keynote session 3 (Chair: Jan Baetens, Catholic University of Leuven)
4/17/2015 13:30:00 AM
Prof. David Herman (Durham University)
Narratology beyond the Human
In parallel with the conference theme of modelling narrative across
borders, this presentation grows out of an ongoing attempt to open
up new lines of communication between narratology and a variety
of fields concerned with animals and human-animal relationships,
including anthropology and multispecies ethnography, ecology,
comparative psychology, geography, ethnozoology, and others. Titled "narratology beyond the human," my ongoing project combines
an emphasis on cultural (including scientific) understandings of animals with a focus on the distinctive structures and functions of
narratively organized discourse about animal life. Analysis of these
structures and functions can clarify the role played by fictional as
well as nonfictional narratives in consolidating, challenging, or reconfiguring understandings of animals and their relations with humans. Conversely, narratologists have not yet taken fully into account how engaging with animal stories might carry implications for
research on narrative itself. A key question is what narratives
centering on animals and on human-animal interactions reveal
about the way stories are interwoven with cultures' ontologies, their
assumptions concerning what sorts of beings populate the world
and how nonhuman beings' attributes bear on the attributes
ascribed to humans.
Using several case studies, I discuss how ideas from narratology can
help contextualize and clarify issues raised by narratives that
extend beyond the domain of the human, even as these same
example narratives point up the need for new modelling strategies
within narratology itself. Relevant topics for discussion include the
questions raised by animal stories about potential heterogeneities-as well as potential areas of commonality--in the structure of
experience for different kinds of animals; the relationship between
fictional and nonfictional accounts of animal lives; temporal and
spatial scales that, in the case of narratives about evolutionary
processes, exceed the size-limits of the lifeworld in which stories
are rooted; and the way narrative practices relate to geographies of
the self, whether those geographies deny proper selfhood to
nonhuman animals or alternatively situate humans within a larger
ecology of selves, a trans-species community of subjects.
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David Herman is professor of the Engaged Humanities in the Department of English Studies at Durham University, UK. The author of
Storytelling and the Sciences of Mind, Basic Elements of Narrative, and
other books, and guest-editor of the fall 2014 special issue of Modern
Fiction Studies on "Animal Worlds in Modern Fiction," he is currently
exploring ways to connect ideas from narrative studies with work in a
range of fields concerned with animals and human-animal relationships.
Keynote session 4 (Chair: Lars Bernaerts, Ghent University)
4/18/2015 13:30:00 AM
Prof. Elena Semino (Lancaster University)
Metaphor and narrative in health communication
Both metaphor and narrative are increasingly regarded as central to
communication about the experience of illness. In this talk I begin
by reflecting on the relationship between metaphor and narrative.
On the one hand, narrative and metaphor can be defined and observed as distinct phenomena: it is possible to have narrative without metaphor and metaphor without narrative. On the other hand,
they can interact in a number of ways, to serve a variety of communicative functions. I show different forms of interaction by looking
at data from two particular areas within health communication: the
expression of chronic pain and communication about cancer.
The sensation of pain is notoriously difficult to communicate. This
poses a problem particularly when the pain appears to be resistant
to both diagnosis and treatment, and becomes chronic. I introduce
an innovative interdisciplinary project that enabled chronic pain patients to communicate their experiences via the ‘co-creation’ of visual images with an artist. I show how the images involve a variety of
powerful metaphors for pain, and I analyse their relationship with
each patient’s own description of the images. These descriptions
contain both verbal metaphors that interact with the visual metaphors in the images, and narratives that are developed within the
metaphorical scenarios. The exploratory use of the images in pain
consultations also shows how patients can exploit them to tell personal stories of the impact of pain on their lives.
The use of metaphors for cancer has received much attention and
has often become controversial, at least since Susan Sontag’s critique of ‘military metaphors’ for cancer in Illness as Metaphor
(1978). A large-scale study of patients’ metaphors for cancer at
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Lancaster University has confirmed the importance of metaphor in
expressing views, feeling and needs, but has also challenged the
view that certain metaphors are inherently harmful and negative
(e.g. being ill with cancer as a ‘fight’) while others are helpful and
positive (e.g. being ill with cancer as a ‘journey’). I show how
different patients can use the same broad kind of metaphor (e.g. a
‘fight’ metaphor) to tell different kinds of stories about themselves,
and to present themselves as more or less empowered or
disempowered within the experience of illness.
I conclude by reflecting on the implications of both analyses for narratology and metaphor theory on the one hand, and, on the other
hand, for practice and training in healthcare.
Elena Semino is Professor of Linguistics and Verbal Art at Lancaster University, she is currently Principal Investigator leading a team working
on the ‘Metaphor in End-of-Life Care‘ Project. Funded by the Economic
and Social Research Council (ESRC), the UK’s largest organisation for
funding research on economic and social issues with an impact on business, the public sector and the third sector, the project involves a combination of ‘manual’ and corpus-based methods to investigate the metaphors used to talk about end-of-life care in a 1.5-million-word corpus
consisting of interviews with and online forum posts by terminally ill
patients, family careers and health professionals. The team introduced
the findings from the analysis that are particularly relevant to practitioners in end-of-life care, namely: the use of ‘violence’ and ‘journey’
metaphors by terminally ill patients, and the narratives of ‘good’ and
‘bad’ deaths told by hospice managers in semi-structured interviews.
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Parallel sessions – Thursday, April 16

Session 1
4/16/2015 10:30 AM

Panel 1: Constructing and countering social identities:
Contesting established narratives in organizational
communication, education and political poetry
Chair: Prof. Per Krogh Hansen (University of Southern Denmark)
Room: Refter
Counter-narratives have been defined as ”the stories which people tell
and live which offer resistance, either implicitly or explicitly, to dominant cultural narratives” (Andrews, 2004: 1). Although the concept of
counter-narrative has played a crucial role in understanding narrative
identity and positioning (Bamberg & Andrews, 2004; Nelson, 2001), it
raises challenges of how to identify and define “master”, “dominant”
and “counter-“ narratives as well as whether organizations, and not only
individuals, can be said to occupy such narrating positions. In this panel
we investigate the reach of the concept of counter-narrative by testing
its applicability in a range of cases: narratives generated by policy in
private and public organizations, narratives on adult education, and
political, autobiographic poetry. In our investigations of how concepts
of counter- and contesting narratives can be applied and reconsidered,
our shared concern is how individuals contest master narratives in the
attempt to position themselves within institutional, organizational and
ethno-political contexts. Thus our panel aims to offer three different
perspectives on the complex relations between established, dominant,
master, counter- and contesting narratives, and the implications of
these relations, not only for understanding how social identities are
conceived but also for theorizing the concept of counter-narrative.

Prof. Per Krogh Hansen
(Department of Design and Communication, University of Southern
Denmark)
email withheld
1.”Whatever follows is out of my hands”. Constructing and
deconstructing the social identity of second generation
immigrants by bestselling poetry
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In the autumn of 2013, the 18-year-old Danish-Palestinian poet
Yahya Hassan had a surprising success with his self-entitled
autobiographic debut book. Hassan thematises his Danish ghetto
childhood with troubled family relations, and his poems are
characterized by a critical attitude towards Islam and what he
himself describes as the parent generation’s laziness and lack of
integrational efforts. The Danish book critics praised Hassan’s
collection for his anger and social realism. In a public context his
critique of the Muslim ghetto communities was met by praise from
ethnic Danes and liberal Muslims, whereas more conservative
Islamic communities criticized him for adding fuel to the fire of
xenophobia in Danish society. The publication of “Yahya Hassan”
was followed by interviews in which Hassan stressed that he did not
consider himself political, and he resisted being categorized as
representative of certain ethnic groupings or identities. He is, he
claimed, contributing to the debate on multiculturalism as “a poet”.
In my talk, I will approach the identity issues involved in Hassan’s
positioning both inside and outside narratives and counternarratives of ethnicity, minority culture, and multicultural conflicts,
and I will consider the significance of performing this positioning
as poetry.

dr. Anke Piekut
(Department for the Study of Culture, University of Southern Denmark)
email withheld
2. How young adults make sense of education: Students’
narratives about adult education in Denmark
In my presentation, I want to argue that conflicting narratives about
former education and adult education play a crucial role for
students’ understanding of learning and construction of social
identities in an educational setting. The Danish adult education
centers offer young adults the opportunity to obtain a degree
equivalent to upper secondary school. At the centers there are
significant initiatives to reduce student dropout rates and increase
scaffolding of academic resources. However, the students’ own
narratives about former education have a significant impact on how
they experience the adult education institution (Clandinin &
Connelly, 2000; Linde, 2009) and on their approach to education in
general. My talk will have two main areas of focus. The first is the
young adults’ more overall narratives about former experience with
education in relation to narratives about adult education centers
(Bamberg, 2005; Ivanič, 1997). The second follows two students’
unfolding narratives concerning their own trajectories of education
and learning, and the narratives about the adult education: How
these narratives both interact with, contest and resist each other
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(Bamberg & Andrews, 2004; Linde, 1993; Nelson, 2001). For the
student it seems that the re-construction of narratives on former
education is an opportunity to re-identify what it means to be a
young adult in education; these narratives are coherent but not
necessarily concurrent with the institutional ones.

dr. Marianne Wolff Lundholt
(Department of Design and Communication, University of Southern
Denmark)
email withheld
3. Counter-narratives – what tensions are made of!
As pointed out by Andrews (2004: 1) ”counter-narratives only make
sense in relation to something else, that which they are countering.
The very name identifies it as a positional category, in tension with
another category” (Ibid.). In this contribution I will examine the
fabric of such tensions with outset in an ongoing case where Kolding
Municipality (a municipality in the Southern part of Denmark with
approximately 60.000 citizens) seeks to implement a new vision “We
Design for Life” (launched in December 2012). The vision is based
on a Design Thinking philosophy and the intention is to become a
full scale Design Thinking society by 2022. However, the vision – or
what Christensen and Cheney refer to as “identity package” (2000) has to a large extent been contested by the population resulting in
individuals’ rejection of the municipality’s narrating positions. The
overall aim of this presentation is to contribute with a deeper
understanding of how counter-narratives are to be defined when
applied in an organizational context, their ability to create and
reveal organizational tensions and an examination of what such
tensions are made of.
4/16/2015 10:30 AM

Panel 2: Metalepsis and its Effects
Chair: dr. Liviu Lutas (Linnaeus University, Sweden)
Room: Zaal Rector Blancquaert
Narrative metalepsis was first defined in 1972 by Gérard Genette as
“any intrusion by the extradiegetic narrator or narratee into the diegetic
universe (or by diegetic characters into a metadiegetic universe, etc.), or
the inverse” ([1972] 1980: 234–35). This definition is rather open, since
it allows for the possibility of seeing metalepsis as a rather harmless
rhetorical phenomenon, but also as a more disturbing transgression of
the boundaries between ontologically separated worlds. Later research
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in the field has identified different classes of metalepses, such as vertical vs. horizontal (or transworld) and discourse vs. ontological. It is possible to systematize the different manifestations of metalepses, we can
only indicate, however, some tendencies concerning the effects of the
device. Indeed, researchers have rather automatically connected each
class of metalepsis to a certain effect, ignoring the complexity of this
narrative device. This panel wants to reconsider these tendencies; the
three papers draw on the existing classifications, and concentrate on
the effects of some of the different classes of metalepsis. The papers
will address this complexity and each speaker will discuss cases of metalepsis that are particularly interesting both from a classification and
effect point of view. Saartje Gobyn will focus on the rhetorical
metalepses and asks herself whether there is a distinction to make
between metalepses which only reveal the told story as a construction
and those who lay bare the structure of the entire text. Noelle Hewetson
pays special attention to transworld metalepses and explains how they
effect the characterisation in David Mitchell’s fiction. Livu Lutas will
deepen the self-reflexive dimension of the device in relation with both
the fantastic and the comical effect on the recipient. The panel thus
contributes to the general debate on metalepsis by presenting a variety
of cases which challenge current theories.

Saartje Gobyn
(Department of Literary Studies, Ghent University)
saartje.email withheld
4. The self-referential quality of metalepses
This paper will explore the manifestations and possible effects of a
subgroup of discourse metalepses – to speak with Cohn (2005). The
central question is whether there is a difference between discourse
metalepes which refer to the told story and those which refer to the
making of the text as a whole. In my opinion, both metaleptical
variants have other textual effects: whereas the first group is rather
‘harmless’ and only shows us that the story which is told in the text
is made up, the latter variety reveals the structure of the whole text,
signalling its construction and making the reader’s willing
suspension of disbelief impossible. In the end, (only) this metaleptic
subform makes the text self-referential: the text refers to itself as to
a text and (sometimes) even questions its own art form. When such
a metalepsis is realised by an extradiegetic-homodiegetic I-narrator
– which is very often the case – this self-reflexiveness frequently
goes with a form of self-determination. By analysing Katz und Maus
(1961) and Die Box (2008), two novels of the German writer Günter
Grass, by whom such construction-revealing technics are to be
found in large measure, I want to examine how these metalepses
affect the narrative construction of the novels as a whole. What are
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the textual effects – do they for instance really undermine the text’s
credibility? – how do they influence the (position of the) narrator
and do they affect other characters?

Noelle Hewetson
(School of English, University College Dublin, UCD)
email withheld
5. “I spun my globe”: the effect of transworld metalepsis on
characterisation in David Mitchell’s fictional universe
Using Mitchell’s own concept of the “Uberbook” and drawing on
metaleptic theory in other media this paper argues that transworld
metalepsis is a complex phenomenon which plays an essential role
in characterisation in Mitchell’s oeuvre. It further argues that
transworld metalepsis satisfies Genette’s original definition of the
concept. Mitchell, the twenty-first century British writer is creating
a fictional universe which encompasses works in novel, short story,
twitter, opera and film format. This paper focuses on his novels.
These works consist of multiple fragmented micro-narratives which
employ metalepsis to develop characterization across narrative time
and space. Ontological metalepsis, the movement of an existent or
object between vertically stacked worlds, challenges core
narratological concepts since existents cross ontological boundaries
and exist in two worlds in a way that is not logically possible. There
is a view that the term metalepsis should not be used in a transworld
context since it contravenes Genette’s original dictum that the
metaleptic movement should be vertical, between the world in which
one tells, and the world of which one tells. This paper explores
recent work on metalepsis in film, TV and graphic media which
highlights the complexities of transworld metalepsis and calls this
critical view into question.

dr. Liviu Lutas
(French Studies, Linnaeus university, Sweden)
Liviu.Lutas@lnu.se
6. Metalepsis and its effects on the recipient
Already from the start, narrative metalepsis has been associated
with its effects. According to Gérard Genette’s first definition from
1972, it “produces an effect of strangeness that is either comical […]
or fantastic”. Eleven years later, Genette added the possibility of an
aesthetic effect: Metalepsis, he said, can produce ”an effect of
“humor” or of “the fantastic” or “some mixture of the two […],
unless it functions as a figure of the creative imagination”. Later
research on metalepsis (Ryan, Wagner, Malina) has taken up the
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aesthetic aspect, arguing that metalepsis has an anti-immersive
effect, thanks to its “potential for self-reference and thus for laying
bare the fictionality of the work in which it appears” (Pier). But what
is interesting is that this “laying bare” of the creative process is neither always anti-immersive, nor necessarily separated from the
other effects mentioned by Genette. I will study some examples in
which the self-reflexive dimension is related to “the fantastic effect”
(or rather what Rita Felski would call shock as a mode of textual
engagement), or to the “comical” effect on a recipient. I will concentrate on the represented effects (that is the reactions of the characters inside the diegesis), but I will briefly mention the possibilities
to study the effects on empirical recipients.
4/16/2015 10:30 AM

Panel 3: Fictionality Beyond Fiction
Chair: dr. Stefan Iversen (Aarhus University)
Room: Oude Infirmerie
Why and how would somebody use references to non-real events, persons or places in order to try to change opinions on how real lives are
lived? The fictionality theory proposed by Richard Walsh in The Rhetoric
of Fictionality (2007) has been called paradigm shifting for many reasons. It reconceptualizes key aspects of narrative theory; the narrator,
the story/discourse distinction, narrative across different media and
many others, and has led to a number of new areas of investigation. By
talking about imaginative discourse not as confined to certain genres
but as a possible quality of any type of serious communication, the
concept of fictionality invites new ways of thinking about the status of
the non-real both in and beyond the realms of fiction. The papers in this
panel take up different versions of the latter challenge by bringing the
concept of fictionality into dialogue with texts, methods and theories
situated outside the realm of generic fiction.

dr. Stefan Iversen
(Institut for Æstetik og Kommunikation Nordisk Sprog og Litteratur,
Aarhus University)
email withheld
7. What Ami Musa really wants: Fictionality in NGO campaigning
Rhetorical criticism have for different reasons omitted or avoided
the task of adequately conceptualizing the forms and functions of
the imagined in the discourses it studies, such as political rhetoric
and public deliberation. Focusing on current cases from NGO
campaigning (developmental aid, disaster relief), the paper argues
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that the concept of fictionality offers new and more accurate ways
of understanding the rhetorical functions of the non-real in texts
deeply committed to changing the real.

Prof. Henrik Skov Nielsen
(Institut for Æstetik og Kommunikation Nordisk Sprog og Litteratur,
Aarhus University)
email withheld
8. What is Fictionality?
In my paper I will focus on fictionality outside fiction but also
present the general ramifications of approaching fictionality within
a communicative and rhetorical framework. I propose the
usefulness of Richard Walsh’s approach to fictionality, but also
argue for a more radical separation of fictionality and fiction.
Fictionality in the form of the intentional use of invented stories and
scenarios is ubiquitous in our culture. Yet, apart from the work by
literary critics on generic fiction, fictionality is almost completely
unstudied and often unacknowledged. Even the widely-heralded
“narrative turn” toward the importance of storytelling in different
disciplines has not led to a focus on the pervasiveness and
significance of fictionality. This significance becomes clearer once
the concepts of fictionality and fiction are defined separately
because such a separation allows for a view on fictionality as a
quality that both applies to non-fictional genres and changes our
view on how fictionality works in fiction.

Prof. Nils Gunder Hansen
(Institute for the Study of Culture, University of Southern Denmark)
email withheld
9. The question of size and characteristics of a fictional world.
Remarks on Kazuo Ishiguro’s “Never let me go”
It would be tempting to label the 2005 novel about clones and
cloning “Never let me go” by Kazuo Ishiguro as a science fiction
novel. It is, however, almost devoid of the futuristic “reality effects”
that characterize a lot of science fiction. The fictional world seems
almost identical with England in the 1990s except for the fact that
a technology of cloning was invented back in the 1950s. Is “Never
let me go” simply a realist novel with one single twist? Looked at
more closely the fictional world presents itself as a rather peculiar
version of the real world. Its size or scope is strangely limited and
the myriad of details is not strikingly abundant. We are confronted
with a radically reduced world that mirrors the reduced “in-derWelt-sein” of the clones. They are, however, not in themselves
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reduced as human or psychological entities, which explains the
powerful ethical and empathic force of the novel.
4/16/2015 10:30:00 AM

Panel 4: Corporeal narratology: redefining concepts
Chair: dr. Orsolya Rákai (Institute for Literary Studies of Hungarian
Academy of Sciences)
Room: Zaal Rector Gillis
The name of the research group (Corpus Alienum, or in short Corpusgroup) is basically summarizing our intentions since the word corpus
itself with its double meaning emphasizes on the interweaving of the
body and the text-bodies or corpuses. Corpus alienum means foreign
body also in medical terminology which according to the encyclopedia
could be „any foreign object that enters/penetrates the body from the
outside” and generally this „indicates a strong protective reaction or
immune response”. This makes interesting associations possible (and
makes the relation between text and environment and the emphasis on
the regularly critical yet scientific description of society stronger). The
aim of the panel is to show that corporeal narratology could become a
fruitful post-deconstructive analytic instrument which can reckon with
the ubiquity and multifacetedness of narrative and can be a plausible
way to examine literary and also non-fictional narratives. Our main focus is to make visible how the narration defines and reinforces borders
between groups or individuals, or how can a narrative transpose these
borders. Corporeal narratology seems to be suitable to examine even
the social operability of narratives while remaining in the field of „close
reading” and text analysis.

dr. Györgyi Földes
(Research Center for the Humanities of Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
foldes.email withheld
10. Narratologie classique, narratologie corporelle
Depuis quelques décennies, nous sommes témoins de l’éclosion des
narratologies postclassiques : celle de la narratologie transmédiale
ou interdisciplinaire et celle des narratologies contextuelles dont la
narratologie corporelle. Dans ma communication, je me propose de
tracer les les caractéristiques et les méthodes les plus importantes
de celle-ci, préparée par Le Corps du héros. Pour une sémiologie de
l’incarnation romanesque de Francis Berthelot, et élaborée par
Narrative Bodies: toward a Corporeal Narratology [2003] de Daniel
Punday, mais en même temps adaptant ses apports aux résultats les
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plus convaincants de la narratologie classique (y comptant le
formalisme russe et les théories structuralistes). Le focus de mes
réflexions « adaptatives » portera donc sur les notions
fondamentales classiques de la narratologie, ou, autrement dit, sur
les structures narratives : la distance entre ‘histoire’ et ‘narration’,
la voix narrative, l’autorité narrative, les situations narratives (récit
narratorial/récit figural /Stanzel/ ; simple narration/scenic
presentation (Percy Lubbock, Norman Friedman), les types du
narrateur
(homodiégétique/
hétérodiégétique
/Genette/),
focalisation (zéro/intérieure/extérieure /Genette/), le temps
(chronologie, durée, fréquence /Genette/), en complétant ces
concepts par l’espace et le personnage, négligés par les recherches
structuralistes. Les formalistes et les structuralistes attribuent une
certaine incorporalité au personnage du roman (« un être de papier
», Barthes, Introduction à l’analyse structurale) : ils le prennent pour
une fonction comme les formalistes russes, pour un actant comme
les structuralistes des années 60 (Greimas), ou même, le livre
radicalisé de Philippe Hamon lui attribue un statut sémiologique, il
y sera un morphème doublement articulé (1977).

dr. Orsolya Rákai
(Research Center for the Humanities of Hungarian Academy of Sciences,
Institute for Literary Studies of Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
rakai.email withheld
11. Corpus alienum: the narrative embodiment of the stranger
In the last decades among the scientific studies that dealt with
narrative theory and narrative interpretation the initiatives that
deserved the most attention were those studies that referred to the
narrative body. For criticism it’s obvious that while the body studies
had their golden age in the midst of the 1980-s and at the beginning
of the 1990-s and there wasn’t any scientific field that didn’t deal
with the reinterpretation of the material body (which certainly has
its literary connections), the narrative theories started to become
interested in the body as a narrative category only much later. What
could discourse about body give to narratology and what could the
narrative theory offer to body science? The reason these questions
emerge again is that though the interweaving of body and text and
the compulsive force for interpretation is evident it seems as if the
narrative poetics and the sciences that are related to the
interpretation of the body didn’t utilizes on the potentials of
corporeal narratology. This new tendency that evolved inside
narratology makes an attempt to consider the preferences and
interpretational fields of the body sciences and tried to build them
in to its own theoretical principles but it’s clear that even inside
narratology they aren’t very popular and its value hasn’t been set
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yet either. The feminist and gender studies and the materialist
subject theories started to take certain aspects and methods of the
corporeal narratology into their interpretational aspects for some
time. There are many different kind of traditions that are being
mixed together inside the discipline yet a more professional
theoretical method is getting more and more visible. The so-called
corporeal narratology (as it appears in Daniel Punday's book titled
Narrative bodies: toward a corporeal narratology) belongs to the
post-deconstructive narratologies in which the story, the narrative
and the narration are conceived not as layers or hierarchies. The
starting point of the examiner can be seen as an interaction
connecting textual arrangement to extratextual space and time. The
body doesn't take form through descriptions (as a conglomerate of
physical features or as an image), but as a permanent motion, as
embodiment. This concept of narrative body can transcend
traditional dualism of Leib/Körper and can raise interesting
questions concerning the markers of embodiment. Another aspect
of corporeal narratology is a kind of narrative hermeneutics: to
explore the way the stories become important for the readers, and
to show the role of embodiment in the process of reader's
identification with the actors. Punday puts out that accentuated
corporeality objectifies the actor and doesn't incite identification.
While perhaps this hypothesis needs some refinement, it can lead to
important conclusions as it gives interesting possibilities to
research how cultural, political and ideological narratives function
in a society and how exactly can narrative texts be used to define
borders between „us” and „them”, „familiar” and „stranger” - or even
„dangerous”. Nevertheless, strangeness is a special category which
offers the main driving power of the subversive experience of the
body/text connections: the body ab ovo appears as a par excellence
stranger in the discourse. But it claims the central stage – helping
the development of identities – in the cases of great emancipatory
movements like the 19th century nationalism that helped to elevate
the lower casts to join the (modern) nation, or the worker
movements, the woman emancipation, the assimilation of the Jews
in Central Europe. The newcomers arrive as dangerous Strangers, as
foreign bodies who should be locked out and not as an Other (in the
sense of hermeneutics) who can and should be understood. Actually
all these are parts of the main thread that formed the history of the
developing modern literature (and society as a whole) in 19th and
20th century, and became redefined at the turn of the millennia, as
e.g. the Gypsy population in Hungary or the non-European
immigrants seem to embody the Stranger in recent political micro and macro-narratives with the old emphasis.
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Prof. Tímea Jablonczay
(Business School, King Sigismund College, Budapest)
email withheld
12. The body as a narrative metalepsis
The investigation of the body in recent years has been active as
never before. Taking an interdiscliplinary and cross-cultural
approach, I explore the representability of the bodily identity in the
narrative text, the role of the body in the narrative, and to detect the
metaleptic constructions of the body through the works of new
narrative forms. Perspectives from a range of theories of materiality,
postphenomenology and post-classical (and corporeal) narratology
will be combined and integrated most explicitly (Daniel Punday,
Malina Debra, Maurice Merleau-Ponty). My hypothesis is that
narrative bodies always inhabit borderlands between narrative
environments and cultural contexts, the establishment of the border
is always associated with metalepsis, the transgression of borders,
and reinforces the structure of the border. My concept revises the
role of narrative metalepsis in relation to the narrative body and
examines the relationship between representation, signification and
material of the body. Through this focus on body it addresses the
following questions: How does metaleptic construction of the body
participate in interactive mode with outside of text? How are
discursive constitution of the social body and literary
representation of body complementary? How does body constitute
or discover itself in narrative without finding itself as an essential
whole? My aim in this lecture is twofold: The first is to perform
narrative characterization of the bodies in relation to the narrative
body and metalepsis, the second is to present how corporeal
narratology can be applied to analysis of new narrative
environments particularly in the Hungarian context, like Krisztina
Tóth's Pixel, 2011 or György Dallos's Circumcision [Körülmetélés,
1990].
4/16/2015 10:30 AM

Panel 5: Narrating community
Chair: Prof. Qiao Guo Qiang (Shanghai International Studies University,
China)
Room: Sachristie

Prof. Qiao Guo Qiang
(Shanghai International Studies University, China)
email withheld
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13. Construction of Chinese Narratology: A Move toward a
Universal Narratology
Narratological studies in China have moved into a new phase,
namely from seminal introduction to Western narrative theories to
proposition of issues in Chinese narrative and construction of
related theories. The present author maintains that construction of
Chinese narrative theory needs to clarify some issues, such as the
rationale of constructing a theory of Chinese narrative, the
relationships between Chinese classical narrative and modern
narrative, the proposed contemporary Chinese narrative theory and
classical Chinese narrative theory, the theories of Chinese narrative
and that of Western narrative and how to deal with other areas of
narrative, such as movies, news media, paintings, sculptures, and
laws. Yet, this proposed construction of the Chinese theory of
narrative, which is based on the soil of Chinese narrative and with
the help of Western narrative theories, is actually a move toward a
universal narratology. Since any construction of a particular is
helpful to attain the progressive and cumulative qualities of the
science, the proposed construction of Chinese narratology is of
transformation and self-regulation within the science of the
universal narratology.

Marina Baiduzh
(Russian Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public
Administration)
email withheld
14. Family narratives in the three generations: from Domovoi to
Poltergeist
The paper is devoted to the many ghost stories, legends and other
demonological narratives connected with Domovoi (Russian
household spirit) have changed in Russian contemporary
communities under media influence and globalization process.
Therefore, constructing of the mythological personage’s image is
based on one or more model (strategy), that each person chooses
among some sets of these models accordingly his social identity or
occasional interests as well. Often there is a stratification of one
mythological model or one discursive field to another and, thus, we
had a simultaneous image of the mythological character in the
contemporary society. This article aims to analyze the constructing
of interpretative mythological models in one urban family as
microsocial group. It is important to say that the members of the
family are very close to each other, but they have a very different
interests and they are included in different subcultures outside the
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family. So, my report explores, first, how functions, names and other
attributes of Domovoi was changed from older to younger members
of the family; the second, what factors (media, family values, local
tradition, religious notions, etc) were influenced by these beliefs and
modeling mythological narratives in this family most of all.

Itay Marienberg-Milikowsky
(Department of Hebrew Literature, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev)
email withheld
15. Beyond the Matter: Stories and their Contexts in the
Babylonian Talmud – Repeated Stories as a Test Case
Rabbinic stories – the central narrative corpus of Jewish literature
of Late Antiquity – never appear alone. They are always woven into
larger, not necessarily narrative, textual frameworks organized
around subjects that differ, to a lesser or greater extent, from the
subjects of the stories integrated into them. This is the case with the
stories that appear in the Babylonian Talmud (“the Bavli”), in their
many characteristic genres, among which are reworkings of biblical
stories, stories depicting the rabbis and their world, and brief
parables. My PhD dissertation examines the interrelationships
between such stories and their contexts as exemplified by several
hundred stories that make multiple appearances in more than one
context in the Babylonian Talmud. As such, these tales offer a
fascinating test case for comparative analysis. My study focused on
the nature of the narrative function – to what end and how precisely
does the Bavli tell stories? How do the mechanisms of transmission
and duplication of stories within the text affect this function?
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Session 2
4/16/2015 1:00 PM

Panel 6: Conceptualising voice
Chair: Prof. Marina Grishakova (Unveristy of Tartu)
Room: Refter

Veli-Matti Karhulahti
(Department of Media Studies, University of Turku)
email withheld
16. A postclassical approach to fiction
After the emergence of electronic literature and videogames, the
literary-theoretical discussion of ‘fiction’⎯ which has thus far been
dominated by ‘possible worlds’ frameworks (e.g. Lewis 1973; Pavel
1986; Ryan 1991; Doležel 1998; cf. Walton 1990)⎯ enters a novel
debate (e.g. Aarseth 2007; Rhody 2010; Bateman 2011; Karhulahti
2012; Tavinor 2012). This article participates the debate by
approaching fiction from Wolfgang Iser’s (1993) inclusive but rarely
referenced position. States Iser: we might do better to discard the
old opposition of fiction and reality altogether, and to replace this
duality with a triad: the real, the fictive, and what we shall
henceforth call the imaginary (1) In this triad the fictive is not
opposed to the ‘real,’ but rather conceived as an alternative
“medium for the imaginary” (20). In what follows, Iser’s text-centric
model is given a ‘postclassical’ update that makes it fitting also with
contemporary ‘nontextual’ forms of narration, such as digital
storygames. This means splitting the notion of ‘fiction’ in two.
Accordingly, derived from old French ficcion (something ‘invented’)
and Latin fingĕre (to ‘fashion’), the word has come to signify two
mediating actions. i. In the first case an object is fictional because
the creator has ‘invented’ or ‘fashioned’ it, and not simulated from
the mutual source system that people tend to call ‘reality.’ This is
the sense in which the film Star Wars (Lucas, 1977) and many of its
entities are fictional in contrast those of a documentary film. ii. In
the latter case an object is fictional because the percipient must
‘invent’ or ‘fashion’ its potential behavior. This is the sense in which
the light sabers of the Star Wars film are fictional in contrast to the
light sabers of a plastic action figure (to which one can still invent
fictional behaviors). Two modes of mediated fiction so come into
being: that of the creator and that of the percipient. A reference, for
instance, to the light sabers of the digital storygame Knights of the
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Old Republic II (LucasArts, 2004) with the adjective ‘fictional’ is
consequently fitting or not depending on the perspective: they have
not been simulated from the ‘reality’ source system, yet one does
not have to invent their behaviors for they can be tested via an input
device. This mode of mediated existence, semi-fictionality, and the
relation to its two companying modes, di-fictionality and nonfictionality, form the substance of the present approach.

Prof. Marina Grishakova
(Department of Comparative Literature, University of Tartu)
marina.email withheld
17. Multi-teller and multi-voiced narration across media
In this paper, I shall discuss multi-teller and multi-voiced narration
across media (in literature, film, and new media) as a form of “social
modelling” related to the “crisis of the subject” and originating in
the new communicative frameworks which foster specific types of
audience response. The paper builds on the relationist perspective
and the principle of “social comparison” (Denise Jodelet). It
examines media-specific forms (semiotic modes) of multi-voiced
narration, such as “telling in the plural” (Uri Margolin) or “we”narration (Brian Richardson), multi-protagonist films (Margret
Tröhler) and web-based collaborative conversational storytelling
(for instance, by the participants of forum discussions or “social
films”), and addresses the issues of narrative mediation and
represented consciousness, particularly the cases of dissociation
between the source and attribution of consciousness, between
consciousness and its manifestations (voice, focalization), between
the manifestations and their functions. Within this broad, semiotic
(rather than narrowly textual or discursive) perspective, the study
of multi-teller and multi-voiced narration may, in my view,
contribute to more subtle and productive differentiations between
the concurrent concepts of “continuing” consciousness (Alan
Palmer), “character zone” (Bakhtin), “intermentality” (Vygotsky), and
“extended consciousness” (Damasio).

Tobias Hermans
(Flemish
Research
Foundation
&
Department
Studies/German section, Ghent University)
tobias.email withheld

of

Literary

18. Profiling critical voices in narrative music criticism
This paper seeks to explore the relation between narrative voice and
criticism. Whereas ‘voice’ originally appeared in narrative theory as
a constituent of fictional genres and media (cf. Genette 1972), my
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paper wishes to use the case study of 19th-century Musikkritik to
explore the concept of ‘voice’ as an element of factual narration.
Joining in with recent forays which have applied narrative concepts
as ‘mode’ (Hermann 2013) and ‘plot’ (Vanoost 2013) to journalistic
forms, the critical writings of authors like Robert Schumann and
Richard Wagner will be used to examine for the usage of ‘voice’ in
genres that take explicit recourse to non-fictional referents. In this
respect, the main questions of my paper will not only be directed
towards the customary issue of ‘who speaks’, but - with reference to
Richard Aczel (1998) - also to the qualitative aspects of ‘voice’, i.e.
how one speaks. In addition, I will investigate the ways in which the
critic manipulates the cognitive processes involved in the
constitution of criticism. Particular attention will go out the
strategies with which the discursive patterning of a ‘voiced’ opinion
is employed to profile and pre-configure readership. As such, my
paper wishes to further deepen our understanding of the concept of
voice and pilot genres and forms, traditionally not featured within
narrative theory, into the broad scale of new methods and domains
that it has recently opened up.
4/16/2015 1:00 PM

Panel 7: The Negotiation of Cultural Templates and
Values in Literary Narratives
Chair: Prof. Liesbeth Korthals Altes (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)
Room: Zaal Rector Blancquaert
This panel starts from the idea, widespread in cultural narratology, that
individual narratives such as novels contribute to the circulation of
cultural templates and the values and world-views that go with these
models, but often also transform these, and elicit reflection on them.
This process of articulation and transformation is studied as a form of
give and take, a negotiation. Within this general framework, the three
proposed papers each have their own approach and focus. The first two
papers concentrate on the narrative circulation and ‘negotiation’ of two
cultural templates, namely: the play with cultural patterns of paranoia
in Thomas Pynchon’s most recent novel, Bleeding Edge, and the literary
transformation of stereotypical images of the psychiatrist as the arbiter
of normality. The final paper discusses the relevance of a
“metahermeneutic” approach for the study of value negotiation in
narratives.

Prof. Lars Bernaerts
(Department of Literary Studies/Dutch section, Ghent University)
lars.email withheld
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19. The Figure of the Psychiatrist as a Cultural Template in
Modern Fiction
In the second paper, Lars Bernaerts applies a similar framework, not
to what may be considered as a cultural form of madness (paranoia)
but to the figure of authority who determines what is madness and
what is not. In literary narratives, the doctor, psychiatrist, or
psychoanalyst is often key to determining the meaning and the
boundaries of madness and normality. As a cultural template, the
interaction with the psychiatrist is a typical site where meaning and
values are negotiated. It is clear, however, that the figure of the
fictional psychiatrist does not simply echo extraliterary stereotypes
and frames of reference, it also acquires a distinct literary
significance. Focusing on the characterization of psychiatrists and
on the narrative functions of this figure, the presentation reflects
upon the circulation of this cultural template in modern fiction. This
will lead to a distinction between different types of psychiatrists in
fiction, who combine aspects of the familiar template with literary
and narrative functions.

Prof. Luc Herman & Prof. Bart Vervaeck
(English Literature, Antwerp University & Dutch Literature, University of
Leuven)
Bart.Vervaeck@kuleuven.be | luc.email withheld
20. Paranoid Shrinks: The Circulation of Cultural Materials in
Pynchon and Antunes
The presentation by Luc Herman and Bart Vervaeck consists of three
parts. First, a short introduction establishes the general framework
(a mix of cultural narratology with socio-narratology) and defines
the idea of negotiation. The second part will provide insight into the
American template of paranoia, which is often seen as a corollary of
the JFK assassination. The final part investigates Pynchon’s play
with these patterns through an analysis of the Bleeding Edge
reviews."

Prof. Liesbeth Korthals Altes
(Arts, Culture and Media, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)
e.j.korthals.email withheld
21. The author as Moi Morcelé/"a Jackson Pollock" - frameworks
for negotiating the value of art (with Michel Houellebecq's La
Carte et le territoire as a case)
In the third paper, Liesbeth Korthals Altes will discuss the
importance of analyzing how such a negotiation of values, assumed
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by many of us, narratologists, might actually occur: who is doing
what negotiation, under what conditions, and with what effects, and
how can the researcher know? Are we speaking about what writers,
their “texts”, or characters do (and who is the actual agent, then)?
Or about readers, in the singular, or in the collective form? More
specifically this paper will argue for the relevance of a
“metahermeneutic” reflection on the value-negotiation that occurs
in collectively conducted interpretation, which may be used as an
exercise in phronesis and (self-)interpretation. This exercise could
provide an enriching practice in educational and professional
training contexts.
4/16/2015 1:00:00 PM

Panel 8: Digital Humanities
Chair: dr. Thorsten Ries (Ghent University)
Room: Oude Infirmerie

Prof. Ralph Müller
(Germanistik, Univ. of Fribourg)
ralph.email withheld
22. Moral evaluation in children’s and young-adult fiction
Some may consider moral evaluation of literature as a potential
danger to any genuine literary expression (cf. Posner 2005).
However, moral evaluation in narrative is a relevant part of the
narratological category of focalization (cf. Schmid 2010, p. 99–118,
on “ideology”), and it has become a central issue of narratological
debate in the context of ‘ethical narratology’ (Köppe 2008-2009) and
ethical criticism (cf. Gregory 2010). In addition, the relevance of
researching moral evaluation can be seen in the context of the study
of children’s and young-adult fiction: For instance, moral evaluation
has been identified as one important dimension of the adaptation
of narratives to a young audience (cf. Ewers 2000, p. 201). This
contribution will investigate and describe the forms of moral
evaluations in children’s and young adult fiction. Special interest
will be paid to moral evaluations that may be attributed to an
authorial stance in contrast to evaluation by narrators and/or
characters. In addition, I will assess the usefulness of distant
reading methods (e.g. Moretti 2005) with respect the identification
of some types of moral evaluations.

Janina Jacke & dr. Evelyn Gius
(ICN, University of Hamburg)
janina.email withheld-hamburg.de/ evelyn.email withheld-hamburg.de
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23. heureCLÉA or How the problems of sparsity and noise can be
a blessing for narratology
We envisage a contribution about the narratological perspective on
methodological effects of the cooperation between humanists and
computer
scientists
in
the
project
heureCLÉA
(cf.
www.heureclea.de). heureCLÉA aims to develop a digital heuristic
that supports the narratological analysis of time. This heuristic will
be implemented as a module of CATMA (cf. www.catma.de), a webbased text analysis tool, and will make suggestions about the time
phenomena in a text, such as order, duration and frequency (cf.
Genette 1972). Since the development of the heuristic involves
research questions from both disciplines, this is a use case for real
interdisciplinarity in the digital humanities field. Due to the need
for annotated texts, our approach involves collaborative annotation
of time phenomena in literary texts. This semi-exemplary approach
raised two major problems: From the natural language processing
(NLP) point of view our data is both “sparse” and “noisy” (cf.
Manning & Schütze 2001), meaning that while its extent is (too)
small, it contains a relatively high level of ambiguities in time
phenomena. At the same time, our analyses are perfectly consistent
with the narratological approach to text analysis (cf. Jannidis et. al
2003; Jannidis 2003; Danneberg 1999; Jacke 2014). In our talk, we
would like to illustrate this tension between (non-deterministic)
hermeneutics and (deterministic) computer science and the
narratological gain from our approach that aims at an adequate
solution for both disciplines. The latter includes the detection and
adjustment of incomplete or unclear definitions of narratological
concepts as well as the discovery of dependencies between specific
narratological concepts and basic theoretical assumptions. Both
aspects can account for inconsistent results of narratological
analyses in quite a lot of cases.

Evelyn Gius
(ICN, University of Hamburg)
evelyn.email withheld-hamburg.de
24. Erzählen über Konflikte. Zum praktischen und theoretischen
Gewinn anwendungsorientierter Narratologie
Der anvisierte Beitrag ist anwendungsorientiert und skizziert
gleichzeitig Ansatzpunkte für eine theoretische Weiterentwicklung
der Narratologie. Er basiert auf den praktischen und theoretischen
Ergebnissen einer Studie, die von 2008-2013 im Rahmen eines
literaturwis-senschaftlichen
Promotionsprojekts
durchgeführt
wurde. Im ersten Teil wird die umfassende computergestützte
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narratologische Analyse beschrieben werden, die im Rahmen der
Studie an einem Korpus aus 39 faktualen Erzählungen durchgeführt
wurde. Dabei kamen insbesondere narratologische Kategorien in der
klassisch-strukturalistischen Tradition zur Anwendung, die auf
Genette (1972) zurückgehen und in Lahn und Meister (2008;2013)
beschrieben, sowie durch diverse Beiträge in Hühn et al. (2014)
diskutiert
werden.
Die
Verteilung
von
fast
30.000
Phänomeninstanzen, die unter ins-gesamt 14 narratologischen
Phänomenkonstellationen subsumiert werden können, deutet auf
systematische Bezüge zwischen der narrativen Konstitution einer
Erzählung und ihrer Konflikthaftigkeit hin.1 Diese Bezüge wurden
zu einer Heuristik für Konflikterzählungen zu-sammengefasst, die
in der Bearbeitung von Konflikten als zusätzliches Werkzeug
genutzt werden kann. Die dezidierte Anwendungsorientierung der
Studie hat – über die anvisierte Heuristik hinaus – wesentliche
theoretische Erkenntnisse nach sich gezogen, die im zweiten Teil
des Vortrags referiert werden sollen: Durch die Operationalisierung
der angewendeten Beschreibungska-tegorien – eine notwendige
Bedingung für die Durchführbarkeit der in narratologischer Hinsicht umfassenden Untersuchung und die Vielzahl der textuellen
Phänomene – wurden Interdepenzen zwischen bislang nicht
gemeinsam
betrachteten
Phänomenen
aufgezeigt.
Diese
Interdepenzen sind bislang theoretisch kaum wahrgenommen
worden und müssen im Sinne eines konsistenten narratologischen
Beschreibungsinventars überprüft werden.
4/16/2015 1:00:00 PM

Panel 9: Limits of narratology
Chair: Prof. Hanna Meretoja (University of Tampere)
Room: Zaal Rector Gillis

Prof. Hanna Meretoja
(Comparative Literature, University of Tampere)
Hanna.Meretoja@uta.fi
25. Narrative hermeneutics and a sense of the possible
The paper explores a hermeneutic approach to narrative. It
approaches narrative as a form and practice of interpreting the
world, which is necessarily selective, perspectival and contestable:
it foregrounds certain things, leaves untold other things and opens
the question of other possible versions. The paper focuses
particularly on how narrative creates a sense of the possible for the
reader (what is possible in the fictive world, what possibilities does
it open for the reader, what is the range of possibilities for the
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characters etc.). A historical world can be studied as a space of
possibilities (e.g. on the basis of Koselleck’s ideas), and an
imaginative world can be seen as a space of possibilities that is in a
complex, often ambiguous relation to real historical worlds. The
paper discusses this approach in relation to Jonathan Littell’s and
Julian Barnes’s novels that thematize the process of constructing a
past world, as a space of possibilities, from the horizon of the
present world: these narratives bring forth and reflect on the
process of narrating a past world that formed its own space of
possibilities but which is now rendered through a sense of the
possible shaped by the narrator’s and the author’s present world.

Natalya Bekhta
(Graduate Centre for the Study of Culture, Justus-Liebig-University
Giessen)
Natalya.Bekhta@anglistik.uni-giessen.de
26. Non-narrative Fiction as the Limit of Narratology
In this paper I would like to critically assess the merits and
drawbacks of what James Phelan once called an “imperialist
expansion” of narrative, thereby also continuing the discussions
raised at ENN 2013. The expansion of narrative and narratology into
other fields of cultural and literary studies, as well as into nonnarrative modes of fiction, has led to a dissolution of the boundaries
of the concept of narrative itself. By drawing my examples from nonnarrative fiction, I propose to consider several questions: In how far
does temporally and linearly structured narrative comprehension
extend? Can non-narrative fiction be nevertheless comprehended
narratively? How productive are these moves of comprehension and
interpretation? My preliminary contention comes from Richard
Walsh’s (2013) observation of an interdependence between narrative
and spatial cognition. In non-narrative fiction, narrative
comprehension, however, is subsumed under other meaningmaking strategies which demand investigation. For example,
database and systemic logic (Manovich 2007) – as opposed to
narrative’s sequential logic, prominently figures in the network-like
structures of digital literature. Can narratology tackle these texts?
Finally, narratology acutely needs to address its limits as well, in
order to be able to accommodate some new fictions (while, perhaps,
surrendering claims for others) without losing its theoretical rigour.

Prof. Colin Davis
(School of Modern Languages, Royal Holloway, University of London)
Colin.Davis@rhul.ac.uk
27. Ricoeur, hermeneutics, and making sense of war
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A few years ago, the wartime record of the great hermeneutic
thinker Paul Ricoeur was questioned. It was suggested that he had
downplayed the duration and extent of his support for Marshal
Pétain and the Vichy Régime in the early years of the Second World
War, before and during his five years as a prisoner of war. Ricoeur’s
rebuttal was robust, detailed and utterly convincing. Even so, his
account of the period in his intellectual autobiography, Réflexion
faite (1995), can be seen as evasive, as if there were after all
something to hide. In a sense this is no more than a storm in a
teacup. I do not believe for a moment that Ricoeur was guilty of
anything worse than what in retrospect we can view as a short-lived
error to which millions of others subscribed. Yet at the same time,
his own hermeneutics, with its emphasis on the text rather than the
author, permits a reading of his life story which is at odds with his
attempt to maintain control of it. Ricoeur’s theoretical account of
hermeneutic engagement rejects the foreclosure of interpretation
by reference to historical and biographical ‘facts’; yet for
understandable reasons he does not want his text, and the story of
his life, to be ‘misunderstood’ in a manner which would impugn his
intellectual, political and moral reputation. This is a fascinating case
of a hermeneutic thinker who defends the openness of
interpretation whilst nevertheless endeavouring to close down the
meaning of his own life story. In more general terms, what is at stake
here is the tension between the freedom and constraint of
interpretation, when it is personally and ethically vital not to
misinterpret texts which nevertheless cannot pre-empt their
reception.
4/16/2015 1:00 PM

Panel 10: Narrative for specific purposes
Chair: Sigrid Jacobs (Ghent University)
Room: Sachristie

dr. Erik van Ooijen
(Department of Literature and History of Ideas, Stockholm University)
erik.van-email withheld
28. Narrative Game Worlds as Models of Veganism
Debates on the ethics of video games tend to focus on the
representation of spectacular outbursts of violence. Scholarly
discussions, too, may concern whether or not, e.g., playing a serial
killer desensitizes the player towards experiencing or performing
real acts of violence. However, according to Slavoj Žižek, such
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instances of seemingly abnormal “subjective” violence will only
become visible against a backdrop of “objective” ideological
violence constituting the “normality” of a societal status quo. In
today’s “carnistic” society, the brutality against animals within
industrial meat production is a prime example of how violence
becomes invisible. Can video games be seen as also representing this
state of “normal” violence? Following Ian Bogost, I will consider the
game worlds of narrative video games as procedural models of
specific real world processes: a game world is a rhetorical model of
“how things work”. By designing gameplay, game makers decide
what kinds of acts can be carried out against different classes of
entities – e.g., who can be killed, who can be eaten, and why. Thus,
they also create incentives for particular types of behavior. From
this perspective, I will consider how veganism and meat eating is
represented procedurally in a few contemporary video games.

dr. Mary Anne Schofield
(Augustine and Culture Seminar, Villanova University)
mary.anne.email withheld
29. War narratology: A new version
The most successful marketing campaign in United States history
was the war bond campaign that helped finance the Second World
War. The first Series E U.S. Savings Bond was sold to President
Franklin D. Roosevelt by Secretary of the Treasury Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., on May 1, 1941. On January 3, 1946, the last
proceeds from the Victory Bond campaign were deposited to the U.
S. Treasury by the War Finance Committee, which sold a total of
$185.7 billion of securities to more than 85 million Americans, a
number unmatched by any other country. This five-year effort
combined a marketing and narrative mix heretofore not seen and
revolutionary in the extreme. I examine the magazines ad-narratives
that created ‘short’ short stories that were the proto-narratives of
the War Bond ads, which would include a “come-on” title from the
narrative itself, an overtly patriotic picture/illustration of the
principle character/s, the emotionally-charged text of the mini short
story, and, of course, the propagandistic slogan needed to make the
sale. There is no better example of a ‘narratology across borders’
packaged in a popular narrative during wartime than these war
bonds advertisements. These individual advertisements are protonarratives, and therefore revolutionary, that anatomize the skeletal
structure of wartime, propagandistic narratives in the small space
between the advertising and the selling of war bonds. They are tales
of gaps and interstices requiring active readership. They combine to
create a war narratology that continues the male/war/apotheosis of
masculinity, but the implied reader, the women and children of the
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home front, rather than the passive, peripheral figures of much of
the literature of the period, become active protagonists and
participants in the story as they carry it out into the real world by
buying bonds. The two characters—the soldier and the home front
warrior—and the two narrators—the government and the soldier-combine to present a multi-faceted narrative package that tells the
reader/audience the war story at that particular moment and from
that point of view. The global drama unfolds within the privacy of
the reader’s home as he/she reads the magazine. The narrative and
its impact are immediate; the battleground is actualized and the war
is personalized. The ‘short’ short stories found in the war bond drive
advertisements are part of an anthropological/myth/folktale
tradition. It is the very formulaic-ness of the narrative that yields
interesting information about our society at war, about the
mentality of the people at war, especially their collective
unconscious as the tales tap into the cultural icons of the shared
war consciousness. These ads present a multi-layered, hegemonic
discourse designed to produce a universal narrative within the
framework of the advertisement.

dr. Sylvie Patron
(Lecturer and Research Supervisor, University of Paris Diderot)
sylvie.email withheld
30. Narratology in the Press
This paper is in three parts. The first one presents the results of an
investigation carried out during one year on the use of the terms
narrateur, narratrice (“narrator”, male and female), and possibly
their derivatives (narratorial, “narratorial”), in the book reviews
published by the Monde des Livres, the literary supplement of the
daily French newspaper Le Monde, between Friday, September 6,
2013, and Friday, August 29, 2014. The second part puts these
results in perspective, connecting them to the problem of the
narrator in narrative theory (conflict between pan-narrator and
optional-narrator theories). It identifies a standard model for the
use of the terms narrateur and narratrice, and analyzes some
problematic occurrences. The third part interprets these results, i.e.
provides a link between data analysis, problematics and the field of
investigation in which the research has been developed. The aim of
the paper is to give rise to a reflection on the contradictions
attached to the use of the term and concept of the narrator in
journalistic criticism and consequently on the contradictions of the
prevailing theory (pan-narrator theory) which inspired it and which,
in return, reinforces it.
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Session 3
4/16/2015 3:00:00 PM

Panel 11: The Thresholds of Narrative Worlds
Chair: Prof. Raphaël Baroni (University of Lausanne), dr. Olivier Caïra
(UNIVERSITE D'EVRY)
Room: Refter
This panel aims to examine the concept of "world", which was
introduced in narrative theory during the 1970s, particularly under the
impulse of Thomas Pavel, Umberto Eco and Vladimir Dolezel, and whose
interest was recently renewed by cognitive narratology. We will question
the "thresholds" of narrative worlds: What is the difference between a
simple evocation of the past and a real transition from one space-time
to another, involving a flashback in the full sense of the term? How do
fictional and possible worlds differ from the real world and how are
they inserted into it? What are the minimal requirements we need in
order to build a possible world whose consistency is sufficient enough
for the reader-listener-viewer-player to immerse himself into it? How
are transitional spaces between worlds represented (thresholds, gates,
formal effects such as fades, embedded narratives, etc.) and what are
their narrative functions? What difference can we establish between the
continuous changes affecting one single world and the discontinuous
changes involving the existence of several worlds, successive, parallel
or embedded into one another? This panel will investigate new
territories for possible world theory by interrogating the limits of the
concept of world and the transition between worlds in
narrative representations.

Prof. Raphaël Baroni
(Ecole de français langue étrangère, University of Lausanne)
raphael.email withheld
31. Back to the future: frontiers between reported information
and flashback in verbal representations
This communication uses the resource of comparative transmedial
narratology to renew the definition of flashback/analepsis in verbal
narratives. While, in movies and comics, there is a clear difference
between reported informations and flashbacks, since the narrator
has the choice to reenact the past visually or to have it simply
evoked by the voice of a narrator or a character (see Chatman,
Bordwell), such distinction remains mostly unquestioned in verbal
representations, especially in the definitions of flashback/analepsis
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by Tomashevsky and Genette. We propose to adopt a narrower
definition of flashback/analepsis, in order to limit its use to real
transitions from one space-time to another. Even if immersion in a
space-time is a question of degree in a diegetic world expressed by
verbal means, while there is a clear delimitation in iconic
representations, we can use linguistic clues for determining the
threshold between different temporal referentials and the minimal
conditions for narrative transitions. Then, in a functional
interpretation, we will be able to explain how some narratives seem
to present informations concerning a story chronologically, while
they are in fact using multiple flashbacks, while others arouse the
curiosity of the reader concerning the past and later resolve it
without using any time distortions.

dr. Anne Besson
(Littérature Générale et Comparée, Université d’Artois)
email withheld
32. No limits? Multiverses, alternate universes and the mediatic
franchises
It is no coincidence if the biggest franchises today (Star Trek, Star
Wars or Marvel) all dwell around fantastic genres: their specific
narratives, namely their ancient uses of “other worlds” provide a
perfect ground for mediatic expansions—fictional spaces and times
for locating stories and games, only mildly affected by “continuity”
issues. This communication will take fan studies’ tools in regard to
transmediatic worlds (Jenkins, Peyron, Bourdaa), to investigate
narrative options thus opened, focusing on potential limits of the
public acceptance for this kind of multiple worlds’ narratives. If fan
contributions and the transmedia strategies aiming to engage them
have been understood as a form of cognitive training on trans-world
circulations, reboots, prequels and other retellings tend, on the
opposite, to draw the opposition of the “world-keepers”, not so
much on behalf of poor innovation that for abuse of “alternate”
storylines—if everything is possible in a given universe, how would
its experts recognize their own?

dr. Olivier Caïra
(CRAL, UNIVERSITE D'EVRY)
o.email withheld
33. All This Useless Beauty: An alternative to possible-worlds
theory in fiction
Is it possible to deal with fictional worlds without using the
attractive but useless notion of “possible worlds”? Why should
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scholars describe fictional diegesis in terms of true or false
propositions, thus ignoring the heterogeneity of devices, media,
genre conventions and techniques involved in their production and
reception? This communication will provide sociological and
philosophical reasons to build alternative theories. Sociologically,
we will study the processes of worldmaking and storytelling in
novels, dramas, films and games. World consistency is just one of
several competing objectives: immersion, narrative tension,
playability, cost efficiency, etc. The indiscriminate and
disproportionate use of the possible-worlds theory tends to hide the
fact that worldmaking is not a natural by-product of fictional
creation, but a dedicated and substantial effort – and a specific job
in contemporary studios. Philosophically, we will first show that not
all fictional works and experiences are meant to create a world. But
the most important point is that worldmaking is not a matter of
logical consistency between homogeneous propositions. Continuity
editing is mainly based on cross-checking and collation of
heterogeneous versions: sentences, images, sounds, stage props,
etc. Our “nodal” theory of fiction is based on these notions of
versions and cross-checking.

Prof. Françoise Lavocat
(Université Paris III-Sorbonne-Nouvelle)
francoise.email withheld-paris3.fr
34. The relevance of an onto-logico approach of fictional worlds
In this paper, I will defend the relevance of an ontological and logical
approach of fictional worlds, in the following way. First, I will
summarize the usual arguments against this perspective, and I will
try to propose some answers, arguing that every theory of fiction is
grounded on an ontological statement (even when it is denied). I will
then show that the relevance of an onto-logical perspective relies on
a large range of motives and interdisciplinary perspectives
(philosophical, historical, cognitive). My final proposal consists in
defining a world of fiction as a set of alternative modalities with
respect to the present world. Finally, I will try to demonstrate that
the attempt to define fictional worlds through a specific ontology
helps us to distinguish those worlds not only from the actual one,
but also from legal fiction as well as from games.
4/16/2015 3:00 PM

Panel 12: Borders of representation
Chair: dr. Federico Pianzola (Digital Accademia, Italy)
Room: Zaal Rector Blancquaert
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Diegesis can be seen as the hallmark of narrative, nonetheless narrative
is predominantly defined in terms of mimesis: representation of events.
It is a common practice to study how we understand and use narrative
considering mainly its semantics, i.e. how narrative refers to,
represents, presents or constructs storyworlds and state of affairs. In
this panel, however, we want to remark the limits of conceiving
narrative as representation, acknowledging the importance of theories
in which the rhetorical and performative aspect of discourse is
considered constitutive of narrative (Sternberg; Fludernik; Phelan;
Hutto). All four contributions have a distinct philosophical tone but also
focus on how theory affects narrative analysis and practice in four
different contexts: Björninen shows that the narration of non-events is
more common than what one would suppose; Kajtár’s presentation is
concerned with arguments against the “narrative as representation
model”; Passalacqua addresses narrative as a competence, in
educational contexts; and Pianzola deals with the
phenomenon of transmedia storytelling.

Samuli Björninen
(School of Language, Translation and Literary Studies, University of
Tampere)
samuli.email withheld
35. Bordering on Representation – non-events, non-description,
and non-characterization in literary narratives and everyday
situations
Very successful and very different accounts of how narrative works
have been built on the premise that a narrative is a representation,
in the form of an ordered temporal sequence, of a story consisting
of events and characters in a linear temporal sequence. To probe
one way of complicating this definition of narrative, my paper
delves into the realm of non-events (Hühn), and by derivation, nondescription, and non-characterization. Although I find my examples
in late modernist literary texts, I will also demonstrate that these
phenomena are commonplace in everyday life. I will use non-events,
non-description, and non-characterization as a way to momentarily
suspend the question of representation: even if we were to define
narrative through representation, these phenomena would only
border on representation. My paper considers the analytical benefits
and drawbacks of viewing them within a representational
conception of narrative – and ask what a conception not based on
representation might do differently. Furthermore, drawing on
Wolfgang Iser’s theory of aesthetic response I will suggest one way
of accounting for the difference between literary and everyday
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situations in which non-events,
characterizations arise.

non-descriptions

and

non-

Laszlo Kajtar
(Department of Philosophy, Central European University)
email withheld
36. Arguments against Narrative Representationalism
I focus on arguments against what one might term “narrative
representationalism”. The concept of representation seems to be a
cornerstone of modeling narrative, viewing the content-form
distinction as identical to that of represented-representation.
Various media are then construed as various representational
modes, and so the concept of representation is carried across
borders. Though convenient, I think that this line of thinking faces
serious difficulties. I outline three arguments against the borderless
conception of narrative as representation. First, I am inclined to
preserve the distinction between story-level and discourse-level,
however, only by claiming that the story-level is an abstraction in
both fictional and non-fictional contexts. If this is so, I argue that
narrative discourse cannot be said to represent the story. Second,
both the descriptions of events and the sequences of events are
constituted by the discourse in an important sense. Again, if this is
acceptable, it is implausible to say that the narrative on a discourse
level represents events and sequences. Lastly, I draw on Porter H.
Abbott’s theory of narrative gaps and demonstrate that it is
incompatible with representationalism. The conclusion is that
representationalism does not provide an appropriate model of
narrative despite its borderless attractiveness.

Franco Passalacqua
(School Education and LALTRO, University of Milan Bicocca, Italy)
fr.email withheld
37. Narrative competence and representation-based definition:
epistemological incompatibilities in narrative models
As recent studies have shown (Herman 2007; Walsh, Nielsen, Phelan
2014; Walsh 2007; Savarese, Zunshine 2014), an increasing area in
narratology have addressed its inquiry to the set of skills and
abilities underlying narrative practice with the aim, on one hand, of
exploring narrativity as a skill-based process and, on the other, of
questioning representation-based definitions. At the same time an
intense debate on narrative competence has been developing in
pedagogy, developmental psychology, disability studies, almost
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without any references to contemporary narratology, in order to
explore specific cognitive processes and social abilities involved in
narrative. From this perspective, representation seems to play a less
crucial and more subordinated role in the definition of narrative and
narrativity, even in those models grounded on the priority of
semantics over syntax and pragmatics. The purpose of this
contribution is to 1) explore and challenge the representational and
semantic level of narrative models, by means of analysis of narrative
skills and abilities; 2) argue in favor of an anti-representational
definition of narrative and narrativity, both for narratology and
pedagogy; 3) provide arguments to establish a common ground for
bridging the epistemological gap between narratology and
pedagogical studies on narrative.

dr. Federico Pianzola
(Digital Accademia, Italy)
f.email withheld
38. Representation and narrative engagement
Taking into account the most famous case of transmedia
storytelling (The Matrix) I will show where a representational theory
of narrative (Ryan 2006) is successful and where it fails to grasp
very important aspects of narrativity in the complex context of
franchise entertainment (Jenkins 2006). Following a Wittgensteinian
argument, I will then suggest that the construction of storyworlds
and events can be more fruitfully conceived as one aspect of a
broader theory of narrative, which correlates representational forms
to specific kinds of audience engagement (Sternberg 1992; Hutto
2009).
4/16/2015 3:00 PM

Panel 13: Unreliability
Chair: dr. Hye Su Park (Bellevue College)
Room: Oude Infirmerie

dr. Hye Su Park
(English Department, Bellevue College)
hyesu.email withheld
39. Performing Unreliability: New Approach to Unreliable
Narration in A Gesture Life and Comfort Women Testimonies
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This paper suggests that David Herman’s double emphasis on
stories “as a target of interpretation as well as a resource for sense
making” (Storytelling and the Sciences of Mind, 10) opens a new way
to better evaluate and engage with unreliable narration in both
printed books and oral narratives. Specifically, I use Chang-rae Lee’s
1999 novel A Gesture Life and oral testimonies of surviving comfort
women as case studies and argue that the seemingly unreliable and
problematic narrations in both cases can in fact promote more lucid
understanding of the worlds narrated when situated within a
broader context of sense making practice. A range of narrative
strategies and patterns (gaps, inconsistencies, mis-regarding,
temporal and spatial displacements, and emotional instabilities) in
both A Gesture Life and comfort women testimonies show unreliable
narration’s highly functional and performative nature, suggesting
that unreliable narration as a means of sense making can help
resolve important questions concerning why and how of unreliable
narration, constructing and enriching story worlds and people’s
lives in these worlds. Chang-rae Lee’s character narrator, Franklin
Hata, underreports and mis-reads his past experience in order to
withhold the information that he hopes to revisit and yet is reluctant
to reveal, his involvement with a Korean comfort woman during
World War II. The author uses these elements of Franklin’s
unreliability to gradually and effectively reveal complexities and
depth of his interiority and the challenges he faces in his attempt to
make sense of his world. Likewise, efforts to document and
investigate comfort women testimonies must consider how
surviving comfort women tell their stories not only to evoke and
represent their experience, but to rebuild and make sense of the
experience itself, intervening in political, cultural, and historical
discourses of comfort women issue and inviting readers/listeners
to re-configure the event with critical eyes.

dr. Nora Berning
(Department of English and American Literature, Gießen University)
nora.email withheld
40. James Frey’s A Million Little Pieces (2004) as a Test Case for
the Lateral Compatibility of Narrative Theory across Conceptual
and Generic Borders
If the past is another country, James Frey’s semi-autobiographical
memoir A Million Little Pieces serves as a particularly compelling
case of ‘modelling narrative across borders,’ for the drug-addicted
first-person narrator oscillates between the past and the present,
illusion and reality, trying to reclaim his life when he enters a
rehabilitation centre. Drawing on previous research on bordercrossing narratives, it will be argued that Frey’s work distinguishes
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itself through a specific border poetics, which emerges, on the one
hand, from a thematic focus on the borderlands between life and
death and, on the other hand, from the constant transgression of
the fact-fiction border. In this way, Frey challenges, for instance, the
narratological concept of reliability as the default in non-fictional
narratives. Based on an analysis of the linguistic, stylistic, rhetorical,
narratological, and generic markers of truth and lie, this study aims
at unravelling Frey’s distinctive border poetics, which calls for a
reconceptualization of such hotly debated concepts as ‘narrator,’
‘(un)reliability,’ and ‘authenticity.’ Shedding light on both the
relevance and vitality of the aforementioned concepts in nonfictional narratives, the paper seeks to contribute to ongoing
discussions about narrative theory across conceptual and generic
borders.

Tamás Csönge
(Faculty of Humanities, University of Pécs)
email withheld
41. Is This The Real Life? Is This Just Fantasy? Narrative
juxtapositions in Pans Labyrinth
Cinematic narratives present quite a challenge when the theorist
tries to conceptualize their diverse representational strategies with
classical narratological concepts such as Booth’s unreliable
narrator, Genette’s focalization or describe them as the interplay of
different communicational and representational channels. In my
presentation I use Guillermo del Toro's 2006 film, Pan’s Labyrinth
as a case study to draw attention to a complex case of unreliable
film narration. I argue in favor of an interpretation where the
multiple (audio and visual) channels of the film present different
kinds of truths regarding the fictional status of the story elements.
I want to emphasize how these techniques create ambiguity and
raise the question whether we can resolve the ontological conflict
between the fantastic realm experienced by Ofelia, the young
protagonist and the historically authentic, realist world of the
Spanish civil war and its adult characters. The audience tends to
interpret the fantastic thread as unreal, something which only exists
in the mind of the young girl. But we shouldn't forget the framing
narratorial voice which outlines her story as a fairy tale opposed to
the realist paradigm (the historical background) of the film which is
introduced in the form of an onscreen text. The main question is not
whether we can trust this voice or not, but whether we can interpret
the framing verbal narration as an extradiegetic device or something
that belongs to the imagination of Ofelia, thus it is only an
expression of her thoughts about a tale where she is a lost princess.
I analyze the narrative process in detail with an emphasis on the
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juxtaposition of the auditory and visual channels and propose the
concept of palimpsestic narration where several narratioral devices
simultaneously guide our perception of the film, therefore creating
different stories.

Zuzana Fonioková
(Department of Czech Literature and Library Studies,
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic)
zuzana.email withheld
42. Narrative unreliability: Can the concept cross the border of
fiction?
The paper examines the concept of narrative unreliability across the
border of fictional and factual narration, more specifically the
possibilities and restrictions of applying this concept to
autobiographical texts. Shen and Xu propose three types of
unreliability in autobiography: intratextual, extratextual and
intertextual. While the intratextual type of unreliability might be
close to unreliability in fiction, the intertextual and extratextual
types are radically different. In an attempt to synthesize existing
approaches (primarily by Nünning, Fludernik, Phelan, and Yacobi), I
will show that a crucial aspect of unreliable narration in fiction is
the reader’s hypothesis of the author’s intention to show the
narrator as unreliable: the reader shares this effect with (his/her
projection of) the author. By contrast, extra- and intertextual
unreliability in an autobiographical text that employs “direct telling”
is likely to turn the reader against the author as it questions the
author’s honesty. This fundamental difference casts doubt on the
usefulness of the concept of narrative unreliability for
autobiography. Furthermore, by blurring the boundary between
fiction and autobiography, autofiction and metafictional
autobiographies challenge the notions of truth and reliability as
applied to autobiographical writing. What could be seen as a signal
of narrative unreliability in a work of fiction serves a different
purpose in these kinds of texts, as I will demonstrate using the
example of Max Frisch’s Montauk.
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4/16/2015 3:00 PM

Panel 14: Narratives of Migration
Chair: Warda El-Kaddouri (Ghent University)
Room: Zaal Rector Gillis

dr. James Jordan
(German Studies, University of Warwick)
J.A.Jordan@warwick.ac.uk
43. Making sense of diasporic narratives: the case for an
interdisciplinary approach
A clear trend in research into diasporic literature – that is to say,
literature written by migrant and postmigrant generations – is a
desire to de-emphasise the ethnic background of the writer and its
significance for an understanding of his/her work. This is an
entirely understandable re-balancing of the relationship between
critic/academic and writer which addresses directly the
overemphasis on ethnicity in much research in the last twenty years:
this had the unfortunate consequence of trapping aspiring writers
in an ethnic pigeonhole and circumscribing the scope of critical
treatments of their work. As a consequence, more recent research
tends to foreground universalist aspects of diasporic literature, the
intercultural nexus between cultural and literary traditions and so
on. An unintended and unforeseen consequence of this act of
cultural-political compensation becomes apparent, however, when
considering certain narratological aspects of complex diasporic
works. A significant feature of some of these is the establishment
by diasporic authors themselves of a first person narrator whose
misreadings of their situation, arising frequently from a blindness
towards or reflex misapprehension of their own cultural identity,
has significant consequences for narrative integrity. This device or
structure creates a complicity between the writer and reader based
on their ability to in-fill the narrator’s perceptions to restore
coherence to narrative events. For example at the writer’s unstated
instigation the reader is able to reinterpret experiences of conflict
which the narrator fails to understand by supplying from his or her
own experience a racist motivation to the event. I will argue that the
writer thus invites the reader to participate politically in the
narrative by supplying the ethnic or multicultural context which the
narrator fails to offer. I will argue further that this strengthens the
case for the use of interdisciplinary perspectives such as diasporic
studies or the politics of cultural identity in order not to devalue the
literary dimension of diasporic literature in favour of a more
sociological approach but rather to emphasise the growing
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complexity of diasporic narratives. I will illustrate my case by
reference to works by Kazuo Ishiguro, Chang-Rae Lee, Mohnsin
Hamid, Ralph Ellison, Feridun Zaimoglu and Navid Kermani.

dr. Marcus Hartner
(Department of Linguistics and Literary Studies, Bielefeld University)
marcus.email withheld-bielefeld.de
44. Rethinking Fictions of Migration
Novels of migration belong to one of the most widely read genres of
contemporary literature. In Britain, for instance, experiences of
migration have played a major role in Black and Asian British fiction
for a long time. Yet, in recent years many novels have been
published whose authors and/or protagonists do not hail from the
countries of the Commonwealth. In addition, the British novel has
begun to explore an increasingly widening range of different types
of migration. Despite these developments, however, it is still largely
being studied from the vantage point of postcolonial theory. I
believe that those developments call for an expansion of our
theoretical toolkit. In the tradition of Roy Sommer’s seminal Fictions
of Migration my paper will argue that narrative theory has much to
offer, particularly if it is blended with concepts from cultural
studies. I will present a theoretical framework developed with Ralf
Schneider in a current research project on “Contemporary British
Fictions of Migration,” which blends the sociological theory of
‘transnational social spaces’ (Faist) with Fauconnier’s cognitivist
concept of ‘mental spaces’. In this way, we attempt to develop a
transnational cultural narratology that is doing justice to both the
transnational dimension of migration literature and the narrative
strategies employed by such fictions.

Prof. Chandani Lokuge
(School of English, Monash University)
chandani.email withheld
45. Crossing borders: Towards a global understanding of a unique
aesthetic tradition in selected Sri Lankan literary fictions (written
in English and in English translation) within the SinhaleseBuddhist aesthetic tradition
This paper will focus on the aestheticization of homeland culture in
selected Sri Lankan literary fictions (written in English and in English
translation) within the Sinhalese-Buddhist aesthetic tradition. The
theoretical frame will shed light on a unique aesthetic heritage,
looking at Sinhalese-Buddhist culture in its Sri Lankan instantiation
in order to propose a new global understanding of an aesthetic that
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is bound by a particular system of affect and cognition. Despite
various foreign powers from both East and West entering and
overpowering its history, Sri Lanka has retained and developed its
own ‘special character throughout the over two millennium of its
existence’ (Hallisey, 689). The Sinhala language, an Indo-Aryan
language related to Sanskrit, was brought to Sri Lanka from India
around 600 BC and was later inflected by the literary heritages of
Tamil and Pali. When Theravada Buddhism arrived in Sri Lanka from
India during the third century BC, it pervaded the island’s culture
and became Sri Lanka’s major philosophy, reforming and
integrating Sinhalese literary and cultural traditions from within. In
the 9th century, when Sinhala became the literary language of
Buddhist literature, its aesthetic features were set out in the poetics
handbook, Siyasbaslakara (poetics of one’s own language), an
adaptation of the Sanskrit Kavyadarsa (the mirror of poetry), dating
from the 7th century AD. The paper will discuss the ways in which
Sinhalese-Buddhist aesthetic discourse informs and shapes the
literary texts under examination, leading the way towards a global
understanding of this unique tradition.

Nieves Rosendo
(Departamento de Información y Comunicación, Universidad de
Granada)
email withheld
46. Guess the character: Some considerations about transmedial
and transfictional characters
The category of world is key in the design (Klatrup and Tosca 2004,
Dena 2010), production (Pratten 2011, Bernardo 2011) and study
(Jenkins 2006, Long 2007, Scolari 2009) of transmedial narratives.
However the category of character has received less attention, even
though the success of a few evergreens, such as Tarzan or Sherlock
Holmes, or contemporaries born from the world of comic books
such as Batman or Superman. In this paper I propose the analysis
of the recognition of the transmedial character, to more be more
precise the possible obstacles for the recognition of the
transfictional character (Saint-Gelais 2011). In order to accomplish
such task my corpus will be based upon the character of Alice by
Lewis Carroll, the saga born from the videogame American MacGee
Alice (Rogue Ent. 2000) and the film adaptation Alice in Wonderland
by Tim Burton (2010).
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Panel 15: Roman-Experimente
Chair: Prof. Anke Gilleir (KU Leuven)
Room: Sachristie

Agatha Frischmuth
(Peter Szondi-Institute, Free University of Berlin, Germany)
agatha.email withheld
47. Narrative without action. The denial of a story in Bora Ćosić s
Nulta Zemlja
The concept of 'action' is a common one in the realm of the literary
narrative. In drama, it is the key to the performative realisation of a
play; equally, in both poetry and prose it may be thought of as
generating semantic changes and transitions that govern the
development of a particular plot. A plethora of classic texts lends
itself easily to (scholarly) plot (re-)construction and interpretative
understanding of the motivation, causality or even teleology of
action-and-result networks. However, the 20th and the 21st century
have seen an increase in literary works that – in disabling their
protagonists from carrying out action – complicate and even resist
a comprehension of this kind (Der Zauberberg by Thomas Mann,
various plays by Samuel Beckett, Georges Perec's Un homme qui dort
and Andrzej Stasiuk's Przez rzekę, to just name a few). The inactivity
or 'doing nothing' discoursively realised by these works is
characterised by the 'static function' (Boris Tomashevsky), by the
appearance of 'activities' rather than actions that express the
invariable of a permanent condition (Jenny Stellemann). On the
whole, it is the absence of Yuri Lotman's sobytie (the event that
occurs through the crossing of the border between two oppositional
semantic fields). Lotman's structuralist approach to this narrative
dilemma of Sujetlosigkeit, as it were, prompts the claim that the
absence of the revolutionary event equals the affirmation of the
world order as presented by the text. This paper aims to challenge
this notion by introducing an extra-diegetic perspective to the
narratological examination of texts about inactivity. In addition to
the possible evaluation of the narrated world, they may call into
question ideas about the fundamental composition of stories
through action, both individual (Tat) and narrative (Handlung). On
the basis of the novel Nulta Zemlja by the Serbian author Bora Ćosić
it will discuss the possibilities of examining the lack of dynamic
action and events as a critique of the narrative function in general.
When the protagonist of Nulta Zemlja pertains that he regards his
life as a story that is not realisable ("Ja svoj život ionako osmatram
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kao jednu pripovest, neizvedenu, osim u nekom uopštenom smislu.
Pa mnogo toga izmedu, čini se da nedostaje i da ima puno
preskakanja."), it may well comprise a reflection on the overall
shortcomings of storytelling. The paper will consider the
narratological implications of this reading with regards to the key
terms 'action', 'event', 'plot' and 'story'.

dr. Christian Rink
(Institut für moderne Sprachen, University of Helsinki)
christian.email withheld
48. Christian Kracht als Wiedergänger Joseph Conrads
In meinem Beitrag sollen Narratologie, Geschichtswissenschaft und
Rezeptionsästhetik zur Erläuterung der Debatte um den Roman
Imperium von Christian Kracht aus dem Jahr 2012 miteinander
verbunden werden. Noch vor der offiziellen Erscheinung des
Romans Imperium nannte der Spiegel-Kritiker Georg Dietz am
13.02.2012 den Autor in einer Vorabbesprechung einen Wegbereiter
„antimodernen, demokratiefeindlichen, totalitären Denkens“ und
bemerkenswert verquast einen „Türsteher“ „rechten Gedankenguts“, der sich „sehr bewusst außerhalb des demokratischen
Diskurses“ platziere. Damit löste er eine intensive Debatte in den
deutschsprachigen Medien um den Text und den Autor und seine
Selbstdarstellung als Provokateur im literarischen Betrieb aus, die
letztlich zugunsten des Autors und der Person Christian Kracht
ausfiel. Auf der Seite Krachts stand dabei neben dem nahezu
gesamten Feuilleton u. a. Elfride Jelinek, die Kracht ausdrücklich
dafür lobte, einen Abenteuerroman geschrieben zu haben. Ebenso
wird auf dem Klappentext des Romans damit geworben, dass Kracht
„gut gelaunt mit den Formen des historischen Abenteuerromans
eines Hermann Neville, Joseph Conrad, Robert Louis Stevenson oder
Jack London spielt“. Dabei wurde kaum beachtet, dass der Roman
sein provokatives Potential nicht nur durch bewusste Abweichungen
von öffentlichen Sagbarkeitsregeln innerhalb des Erinnerungsdiskurses gewinnt, sondern auch durch sehr geschickte
Anspielungen auf die rassistische bzw. koloniale Weltsicht, die
Joseph Conrads Heart of Darkness durchzieht. Dementsprechend ist
neben der rezeptionsästhetischen Arbeit und geschichtswissenschaftlichen Rekonstruktion der von Kracht geschilderten
Ereignisse v. a. eine genaue Analyse der Fokalisierung (insbesondere
der Übergänge zwischen erlebter Rede und Erzählerkommentar)
und der Anordnung der Zeitebenen im Roman notwendig, will man
Ausmaß und Verlauf der Debatte und das angesprochene provokative Potential des Romans angemessen deuten.
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Didem Uca
(Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures, University of
Pennsylvania)
email withheld
49. A Saved Tongue, a Redeemed Childhood: Focalization and
Narration in Canetti
In this paper, I will analyze Elias Canetti’s 1977 memoir Die gerettete
Zunge by considering the adult narrator’s comments on the
experiences of the child focalizer. In my wider research on memoirs
and biographical or pseudo-(auto)biographical novels featuring
child focalizers, I have found that many writers underscore
moments in which the child protagonist does not understand a
given event. I have thus coined the term information gap, defined as
the difference in the respective comprehension of a particular event
in the narrative as experienced diegetically by the child focalizer and
as either reported by the narrator, explained diegetically by other
characters, or understood by the adult reader. The application of
this literary device results in various narratological and thematic
consequences for the text. Information gaps can be resolved in
different ways and with different effects. In the case of Canetti, the
information gaps occur between the narrating and narrated selves1
and are resolved by an instance of metalepsis—an extradiegetic
interference by the addition of information that the adult narrator
possesses (Genette 234). By performing a close reading of several
passages in which the child focalizer expresses a lack of
comprehension and the adult narrator supplies the missing
information, I argue that the resolution of these information gaps
imbues the entire text with a redemptive quality.

dr. Yasemin Dayioglu-Yucel
(German Studies, University of Pennsylvania)
email withheld
50. Der Familienroman als kulturell bedingte Gattung – am
Beispiel von Uşaklıgils „Verbotene Lieben“ und Thomas Manns
„Buddenbrooks“
Der Ursprung des Romans und somit auch des Familienromans wird
gemeinhin in Europa verortet. Von hier aus, so der bisherige
Konsens, etablierte er sich im Zuge der Annäherung an den Westen
auch in der heutigen Türkei. Mein Beitrag wird anhand eines
Fallbeispiels, Halit Ziya Uşaklıgils „Verbotene Lieben“ aus dem Jahre
1900, der Frage nachgehen, inwiefern diese These für den
türkischen
Roman
haltbar
ist,
indem
Thomas
Manns
„Buddenbrooks“ aus dem Jahre 1900 im Vergleich betrachtet wird.
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Im Besonderen geht es mir um die Verknüpfung von kulturgeschichtlichen und gattungsgeschichtlichen Fragen, die narratologische Fragen einschließen. Mein Beitrag knüpft damit an Birgit
Neumann und Ansgar Nünning an, die in ihrer Einleitung zum Band
„Gattungstheorien und Gattungsgeschichten“ die kulturelle Bedingtheit von Gattungsmustern und ihren Zusammenhang mit Sinnstiftungsmustern in das Blickfeld rücken (Neumann / Nünning
2007: 14). Ich argumentiere, dass „Verbotene Lieben“ keineswegs als
Kopie einer europäischen Vorlage gelesen werden darf, sondern als
eine kulturelle Ausprägung der universellen Gattung Familienroman
unter anderen.
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4/17/2015 9:00 AM

Panel 16: Basic concepts of narratology
Chair: Prof. Derek Hillard (Kansas State University)
Room: Refter

Prof. Tilmann Köppe
(Courant Centre, Göttingen University)
tilmann.email withheld-goettingen.de
51. There Is No Focalization in Film
Current accounts of a narratology for cinematic narration typically
(though not unanimously) take their starting point with Gérard
Genette’s Narrative Discourse (1972/1980). Thus, in order to deal
with forms of ‘narrative perspective’, or ‘point of view’, what many
theoreticians do is to interpret and criticize Genette’s typology of
internal, external, and zero focalization and to adjust it to the
medium of film (see e.g. M. Kuhn, Filmnarratologie, 2011). I shall
argue that that’s a bad idea. There is much to be said in praise of
Genette’s theory of focalization, to be sure, and there is much to be
said about perspective, or point of view, in film, too. But Genette’s
account does not offer a proper starting point for an elucidation of
perspective, or point of view, in film. I shall offer some (new) reasons
for this contention by arguing that, for some prevalent accounts,
either the interpretation of Genette’s categories or their application
to filmic narration do not work. By doing so, I shall aim at both a
clarification of focalization in (written) narratives and of
perspective, or point of view, in film.

Félix Lambert
(Etudes cinématographiques, Université de Montréal)
email withheld
52. Narrative Sculptures: exploring
narratology with mathematics

graphic

novels

and

The possibilities to represent stories in different mediums depend
intrinsically on the surfaces holding the images. Starting from Scott
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McCloud’s concept of infinite canvas, we, firstly, expand its
definition to explore new possibilities for graphic novel narratives,
and secondly, we discuss the possibilities it opens for narrative
modeling by using mathematical theorems and theories about
surfaces. The first step of this exploration is to model time with
segments of parametric curves. Grouping these curves to represent
multiple characters’ time lines leads to the formation of graphs.
Finally, embedding these graphs on surfaces brings light to various
limitations of narrative structures as much as to multiple new paths
for exploration. In particular, when diegetic time is circular, as in
many mythologies as well as some science fiction story structures,
the resulting graphs might possess a property names planarity
which can be defined as the possibility for a graph to be embedded
on a surface without unnecessary edge crossings. We define
narrative sculptures as the stories exposed on these various
surfaces, or equivalently these infinite canvas, together with these
surfaces themselves. This conference exposes the general ideas
behind this theory alongside with the main theorems that underline
the importance of narrative sculptures as exploratory objects for
artists as much as comprehensive tools in narratology. Concrete
examples will be studied with the time curve structures for movies
such as Primer (Carruth, 2004), Looper (Johnson, 2012) and Triangle
(Smith, 2009) as much as for some graphic novel pages by Chris
Ware, Jason Shiga. Some explorations made on surfaces like the
Môbius strip will also be presented. Finally, we will propose
explorations on various surfaces and discuss the theoretical
challenges they bring. To conclude, the cognitive aspect of story
structure recognition and comprehension will be briefly considered
in aiming at the importance to use highly complex narrative
structures to help the development of concept network learning. I
have a background in neuroscience and mathematics and I am
actually completing my master in cinema studies under the
supervision of André Gaudreault. I presented multiple conferences
about the links between mathematics and visual arts in universities
such as Concordia, York, Ryerson and Harvard, and I have published
articles about similar topics. My thesis focuses on mathematical
narratology and narrative sculptures.

Prof. Göran Rossholm
(Department of Literature and History of Ideas, Stockholm university)
goran.email withheld
53. Reflections on immediacy
The term “immediacy” as used here is closely related to terms such
as “absorption”, “immersion”, “identification”, “transportation”,
“simultaneity”, and “empathy”. These words are not synonymous,
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but they point to a theme that characterizes much modern narrative
theory in distinction to classical structural narratology, and that
also relates to experiences outside the realm of narrative reading.
All these experiences will be called “i-experiences” in the
presentation. The paper will sketch an array of examples – a reader’s
i-experiences of a fictive world actor’s i-experience of the role she is
playing, a person’s i-experience of a fictive character or another real
person a spectator’s i-experience of a football match, a listener’s
intense i-experience of a piece of music, a person’s i-experience of a
tricky situation in a game of chess. A problematic distinction is iexperiences, which necessarily involve counterfactual imagination
and i-experiences which don’t. It might seem that immersive fiction
reading always triggers counterfactual imagination, and that
listening to music does not necessarily do so, but the paper will
demonstrate that the distinction is much more complex. Two more
basic questions are whether all narratives are designed to trigger iexperiences or not, and what kinds of evidence points to instances
of an i-experience.
4/17/2015 9:00 AM

Panel 17: Action and sequence
Chair: Mahdiyeh T. Khiabani (Department of Literary Studies, Ghent
University)
Room: Zaal Rector Blancquaert

dr. Felicitas Meifert-Menhard
(Institut für Englische Philologie, LMU München)
felicitas.email withheld
54. “Reader, I married him”: Narrating Consequence in Fictional
Texts
My proposed paper will revolve around the question: how can the
consequences of individual action be narratively mediated?
Narrative itself is, of course, already heavily dependent on
consequence, since it is generally presupposed that any two events
that can be temporally and/or causally connected to each other
already constitute a narrative. The actions of individual characters
in narrative texts also invariably have consequences, and how these
consequences are presented in terms of narrative mediation will be
of interest to this paper. There are different ways of unfolding the
outcomes of a character’s decisions: they may be narrated (and
judged) by a third-person narrator (as in George Eliot’s Adam Bede,
whose authorial narrator at one point laments: “Pity that
consequences are determined not by excuses but by actions!”), laid
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bare by a first-person narrator who has been immediately involved
with making the choices that have led to a given consequence (as in
Jane Eyre’s (in)famous assertion “Reader, I married him”), or even
presented as a spectrum of possibilities in texts that leave the act
of choosing to the reader (in CYOA-books or video games, for
instance). This paper will evaluate how such narratologically and
medially different modes of narrating consequence affect both text
and reader in their evaluation and experience of choice(s) and their
effect(s).

dr. Matthias Brütsch
(Seminar für Filmwissenschaft, University of Zurich, Film Studies
Department)
matthias.email withheld
55. The Sequential Dynamics of Film Narration
Ken Ireland ’s statement from 2001 that sequencing and sequential
dynamics is a neglected topic in narratological studies still holds
true today. Most overviews do not mention the division of narratives
into parts (chapters, sequences, acts etc.) as a narratological issue
worthy of special attention. The few studies that have examined the
subject are considered out of date now (e.g. Roland Barthes ’
„Introduction à l’analyse structurale des récits “ and Christian Metz
’s “Grande syntagmatique du film narrative ”, both 1966) or have
not received much attention in the first place (Philip Stevick ’s The
chapter in Fiction, 1970), Ken Ireland ’s The Sequential Dynamics of
Narrative, 2001). This neglect stands in sharp contrast to the
continued attention issues of segmentation and plot structure have
received in dramatic and screenwriting theory. My paper aims to
critically assess existing models of plot segmentation, with a special
focus on the three-act paradigm popularized by Syd Field in 1979,
which is still the standard model for the analysis of mainstream film
today. Considering that screenplay manuals, despite recurring to
the same theoretical model, differ significantly in their practical
segmentations, I will show that classic and mainstream film have
much more dynamic and varied structures than the rigid three act
paradigm purports. Taking ideas by Jens Eder (1999) and Kristin
Thompson (1999) as a starting point, I will attempt to develop
criteria for defining and weighing the importance of different kinds
of turning points, which in most cases serve as hinges between plot
segments in film narration.

Parastoo Mohebbi, dr. Behrooz Mahmoodi Bakhtiari, dr.
Mohammad Bagher Ghahramani
(Theatre Studies, University of Tehran, Iran)
email withheld
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56. Development of Iranian Performance from a Diegetic World
The concept of Diegesis originally appeared in Plato’s thesis as
opposed to Mimesis. Plato described Diegesis as the third person
style of expressing a fiction mediated by an author/narrator,
whereas he proposed Mimesis as the first person style of presenting
a story by means of characters and actions. Aristotle then applied
Mimesis for the craft of writing plays and developed the notion to
study dramatic and epic arts. In the current era, the notion of
Diegesis and Mimesis has been reconsidered in the field of
Narratology, and developed as the key elements for making
difference between verbal narratives and drama, arguing that the
sequence of events is generally mediated through a given narrator
in a fiction, while it is presented in a play by an actor. In the origins
of Iranian performance, however, Diegesis and Mimesis, regardless
of today’s disagreements, are intertwined as such that the
Rhapsodist (bard) functions as a narrator-actor who recounts the
event from a third person view, at the same time that he attempts
to perform his dramatic role from a first person view. In Taziyeh,
which many historians argue that it is inspired by Rhapsody and
might be taken as the oldest type of traditional performance in Iran,
performative elements are in alignment with narrative elements in
such a way that they would be no longer accounted for an absolute
narration, or an absolute imitation. The main features of Diegesis in
Taziyeh could be explained in the style of developing dramatic
elements such as character, dialogue, time and place, and presenting
them in a unique performance using their narrative techniques and
capabilities.
4/17/2015 9:00 AM

Panel 18: Blending
Chair: dr. Marcus Hartner (Bielefeld University)
Room: Oude Infirmerie

dr. Cornelia Wächter
(Department of English, Paderborn)
cornelia.email withheld-paderborn.de
57. Cognitive Narratology and the Deconstruction of Stereotypes
Literature
awareness
Using the
officer as

has long been credited with the potential to raise
and empathy on behalf of socially marginalised groups.
highly stereotyped occupational group of the prison
an example, my proposed paper examines literary
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deconstructions of stereotypes from a cognitive narratological
perspective. As exemplified by Brendan Behan’s The Quare Fellow
(1956), I am firstly going to demonstrate how inviting the initial
activation of stereotyped frames (e.g. ‘prison-officer-as-sadist’) and
then gradually causing friction in the frame can provoke the reader’s
(even painful) confrontation with her own stereotypes and ideally
provoke the reassessment of her attitude towards the marginalised
group in question. So as to illustrate a very different way of
narratively deconstructing stereotypes, I am secondly going to show
how the utilisation of conceptual integration networks (Fauconnier
and Turner) can preclude the activation of a stereotyped frame for
a protagonist in the first place. Integration networks drawing upon
different social groups as input spaces can not only invite a
personalised mental model of the officer character from the onset
but also induce a reassessment of the stereotyped category by
means of the invited blends and most notably via backwards
projection from the blend into the stereotyped input space. My
paradigmatic analysis is going to be of Allan Guthrie’s novel
Slammer (2009).

Filip Krtička
(Department of Anglophone
University in Prague)
filip.email withheld

Literatures

and

Cultures,

Charles

58. Blending Multiple Narratives
As a basic cognitive process of making sense of the world,
conceptual integration, or blending promises to be a useful
conceptual tool of narrative analysis across various borders:
generic, historical, national etc. Drawing on the work done by Gilles
Fauconnier and Mark Turner in cognitive linguistics as well as by
Barbara Dancygier in narrative theory, I view the narrator’s
discourse as a mental space – what Dancygier calls “narrative
space.” My interest lies in examining narratives with multiple
narrators and the interaction of their individual narrative spaces in
the production of the emergent story (the blended space). I bring in
considerations of prominence of the individual narrative spaces.
Taking as an example two modernist texts from different sides of
the Atlantic, I focus specifically on narratives in which the narrative
spaces contradict one another. Published two years and two
continents apart, William Faulkner’s Absalom, Absalom! (1936) and
Karel Capek’s Meteor (Povetron; 1934) bear some striking
resemblances in their narrative situations. Both feature multiple
narrators who “invent” stories regarding a protagonist who is to a
large extent shrouded in mystery. I analyze the contradictions as
well as (possible) similarities of the narrative spaces of these novels
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and their collective production of the emergent story to show the
ways in which conceptual integration comes into play in the reader’s
comprehension of narrative.

dr. Sophia Wege
(Institut für deutsche Philologie, LMU München)
sophia.email withheld-muenchen.de
59. The Power of
Authorship

Imagination.

Conceptual

Blending

and

In den 1990 Jahren entwickelten Mark Turner und Gilles Fauconnier
die Theorie des conceptual integration / Kognitiven Blending ,
„which offers a general and convincing explanation of how the mind
creates new mental structures from inputs of two and more mental
sources […]“. Mittlerweile zählen Blending-Prozesse zu den
zentralen
Untersuchungsgegenständen
der
Kognitiven
Literaturwissenschaft (KLW) / cognitive literary studies. Das große
Interesse gründet sich auf dem Erklärungspotential der BlendingTheorie für klassische literaturtheoretische Untersuchungsgegenstände (Zeit/Raum, Figurencharakterisierung, Story/Plot,
Fokalisierung, Metapher u.a.) sowie auf ihrer Anwendungsfreundlichkeit bei der Einzeltextanalyse. Einen Überblick über den
Forschungsstand und die vielfältigen Einsatzmöglichkeiten der
Blending-Theorie gibt der Band Blending and the Study of Narrative.
Applications and Approaches (Schneider/Hartner 2012). Ein Aspekt
im Feld „blending and narrative“, der von Schneider/Hartner
lediglich am Rande erwähnt wird, ist die Bedeutung von BlendingProzessen bei der Produktion narrativer Texte. Das erstaunt
insofern, als es sich bei der Blending-Theorie um eine Allgemeine
Kreativitätstheorie handelt, und damit auch um eine Theorie zur
Entstehung narrativer Texte. Das Desiderat lässt sich darauf
zurückzuführen, dass sich die KLW in Abgrenzung von textzentrierten Ansätzen auf die Erforschung des Verhältnisses von
Leserkognition und Text festgelegt und darüber hinaus dem
poststrukturalistischen „Tod des Autors“ implizit zugestimmt hat.
Aus der rezeptionsästhetischen Positionierung heraus lässt sich
zwar begründen, jedoch kaum rechtfertigen, dass die kognitivbiologischen Dispositionen, die auf produktionsästhetischer Seite
eine Rolle spielen bzw. an der Entstehung narrativer Texte Anteil
haben, bislang von der KLW kaum berücksichtigt wurden. Mein
Vortrag soll sich der Frage widmen, inwiefern die Blending-Theorie
grundsätzlich geeignet ist, produktionsästhetische Fragestellungen
zu erhellen. Dabei sollen autorseitige Formen und Funktionen von
Blending-Prozessen diskutiert werden. Anschließend soll am
Beispiel Karl May gezeigt werden, dass die Blending-Theorie neue
Möglichkeiten eröffnet, das Verhältnis von Autorkognition und
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Narration zu beschreiben: „Old Shatterhand z.B. bin ich selbst“, ließ
Karl May seine Leser wissen. Nicht nur behauptete er, mit seiner
Hauptfigur identisch zu sein, er gab auch vor, dass seine „Reisen
keine Lügen“ seien. Während sich der Ich-Erzähler als Radebeuler
Schriftsteller zu erkennen gibt, inszeniert sich der Autor in der
Öffentlichkeit als Westernheld. Bei May bilden Leben und Werk ein
rückkoppelndes System, in dem eine komplexe „Osmose“ zwischen
Autor und Figur/Erzähler, Realität und Fiktion, enzyklopädischem
und erfundenem Wissen (in Mays Werk) stattfindet, die sich
hervorragend als kreativer Blending-Prozess analysieren lässt.
Dieser Prozess ist für Karl Mays narratives Verfahren zentral und
hatte wesentlichen Anteil an der enormen Popularität seiner
Romane. Mit Hilfe der Blending-Theorie lässt sich das Verfahren
jenseits der Kategorien Wahrheit und Lüge und der damit
verbundenen moralischen Wertungen beschreiben. Abgeleitet vom
Fallbeispiel soll abschließend die These vertreten werden, dass die
Blending-Theorie auch zur Debatte um das Verhältnis von „Wissen
und Literatur“ einen Beitrag leisten könnte.
4/17/2015 9:00 AM

Panel 19: Historical narratology
Chair: Stijn Praet (Department of Literary Studies, Ghent University)
Room: Zaal Rector Gillis

Jörg-Christian Klenk
(Berlin-Brandenburgische Akad. der Wissenschaften, HUBerlin/ Bern)
email withheld
60. Framing in der mittelhochdeutschen Literatur am Beispiel des
›Parzival‹ Wolframs von Eschenbach
Für mein Paper schlage ich eine Verknüpfung der Framingtheorie
mit der Rezeptionsästhetik Wolfgang Isers vor, um aus diesem
Ansatz ein für die Altgermanistik taugliches narratologisches
Analyseinstrumentarium zu erarbeiten. Analysiert werden über eine
Rekonstruktion der Figurenperspektive sowohl der textimmanente,
intradiegetische framing- Vorgang auf Figurenebene wie auch
dessen Nachvollzug auf Rezipientenseite. Der hier vorgeschlagene
Ansatz baut auf Isers Verständnis des Lesens als einer Interaktion
zwischen Text und Leser auf, die dem Abbau von Kontingenz dient.
Da im Gegensatz zu interpersonaler Kommunikation keine gemeinsame Kommunikationssituation vorgegeben ist, müssen sich die
beiden Kommunikationspartner Text und Leser ständig aufs Neue
über den Status ihrer Kommunikation vergewissern. In diesem
steten Rückkoppelungsprozess darf die Kontingenz weder
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überhand nehmen, noch vollständig aufgelöst werden, da beides zu
einem Abbruch der Interaktion auf Seiten des Lesers führt. In
diesem Zusammenhang spielen Leerstellen als Zonen besonders
hoher Kontingenz eine Schlüsselrolle. Aufbauend auf vorheriger
Überlegung muss diesen die Möglichkeit der zumindest teilweisen
Auffüllung durch den Leser beigegeben sein und hier lässt sich das
Iser’sche Konzept mit der Framingtheorie verzahnen: An den
Leerstellen sind insbesondere in multiperspektivischen Texten6
eine Vielzahl von framings angelagert, die verschiedene frames auf
Leserseite aktivieren (frame activation), so dass das System Leser
das System Text an diesen Leerstellen besetzen kann. Diese
framings können sich auf extratextuelle, leserspezifische, individuellkontextuelle frames beziehen, oder auf im Lektüreprozess
auf Leserseite generierte textspezifische frames (frame building),
die intratextuelles Wissen vorhalten. Wie kontextuell-kulturelle sind
auch diese Frames nicht starr, sondern können durch das Hinzukommen neuer Informationen verändert werden (frame tuning). Als
Analysegegenstand wird der ›Parzival‹ Wolframs von Eschenbach
gewählt. Dieser bietet sich aufgrund der für einen mittelhochdeutschen Text aussergewöhnlichen Multiperspektivität und der
damit verbundenen Häufung von Leerstellen als Zonen erhöhter
Kontingenz und somit verstärkten framings an. Untersucht werden
sollen jene Stellen, an denen die beiden Hauptprotagonisten
Parzival und Gawan in die Erzählung eintreten sowie deren erstes
Aufeinandertreffen im Rahmen der bekannten Blutstropfenszene
zu Beginn des VI. Buches. Parzival ist bei seinem Eintritt eine Tabula
rasa, ein Kind, das ausserhalb der höfischen Sphäre aufgezogen
wurde, während Gawan sogleich als höfischer Ritter eingeführt wird.
Die daraus resultierenden unterschiedlichen Figurenperspektiven
sowie die Haltung von Reflektorfiguren bestimmen die
Figurenkonstitution auf Seiten des Rezipienten massgeblich. Der
Frage, wie diese im Detail verläuft, soll das hier vorgeschlagene
Paper nachgehen.

dr. Iwona Wiezel
(Department of Greek Studies, John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin)
iwona.email withheld
61. Making History of Dialogue-Herodotus and Early Historical
Writing in Its Social Context
Besides its historical assets which imply a certain “accuracy” in
presenting historical events and people, it is also possible to
stipulate in Herodotus’ Histories these fragments which belong only
to the domain of fiction, a genre literature which basic substratum
consists primarily in the description of the world seen through the
eyes of the narrator. In the case of Histories, it is difficult to
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explicitly define how much of it is history and how much is
literature. Nevertheless, it is certain that Histories are a special kind
of storytelling, which, as shown by a closer analysis, is based on a
personal and vicarious experience of the historian and his oral
sources that covers several dozens of years of conflict between the
East and the West, intertwined with historical, geographical and
ethnological descriptions of Greek and barbaric tribes. In such a
context the paper will focus on presenting a twofold nature of
Herodotean discourse, revealing, on the one hand, the “rising” of the
oral history from the sheer activity of dialoguing with people about
the recent past, reconstructed on the basis of its formal and
cognitive structure (Fludernik 1996), and, on the other hand, the
technique of emplotment (White 1973) used by Herodotus to make
the story reportable and tellable within the realm of epic convention
which was vivid and influenced the Archaic and Classical Greek
texts of literature in his times.

Saskia Willigers
(Classical Studies Department, Universiteit van Amsterdam)
S.Willigers@uva.nl
62. ‘Our race of ancient story’: the Greek tragic chorus as a ‘we’narrator
Choral songs in ancient Greek tragedy contain many embedded
narratives, in which the tragic chorus turns to myth to find a parallel
for the play’s main storyline. These embedded narratives bring
along their own characteristic techniques. This paper examines one
of the characteristics of the Greek tragic chorus as a narrator, which
has been the subject of debate for many decades: why does the
chorus mostly refer to themselves in the singular, but sometimes in
the plural? In this paper I will investigate the chorus’s use of the
first person plural by regarding the tragic chorus in these passages
as a ‘we’-narrator. I will examine what exactly the collective identity
is that the choral narrator creates, and what the effects are of this
identity in the narratives in which it occurs, such as adding force to
requests, making barriers between narrative levels porous, etc. The
chorus in Aeschylus’ Supplices will serve as a case study. In this play,
the members of the chorus ask acceptance into the city of Argos. I
will argue that they emphasise their connection with the citizens of
Argos by using the plural.
4/17/2015 9:00 AM

Panel 20: Storytelling in organisations
Chair: dr. Kris Rutten (Ghent University)
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Room: Sachristie

dr. Floor Basten
(Campus Orleon, Independent scholar)
email withheld
63. The instructed narrative interview
Narrative research has been theorized and applied in social sciences
since decades. Yet, the extensive research on narrative in the
humanities has been largely overlooked and possibly relevant
findings of the narratological study of fiction have remained
unused. Sociologists with a structuralist inclination have used
narrative frames in their analysis, but not in their interview
questions. Whilst there is a continuum in structured and
unstructured interviews, X and Y (submitted) concluded in their
literature review of elicitation techniques that narratological
schemes were missing. Therefore, they decided to do a small-scale
experiment with interviews (N=12). An interview method based on
Greimas’ tools for analysis was devised: actants and components of
the narrative program were explicitly used to instruct interviewees.
In this paper, we present a summary of the aforementioned
literature review and outline the design of our experiment. We chose
the topic of experiences with racism in the post-war era. This is a
topic surrounded with many taboos in contemporary Dutch society
and we wanted to see if our narratologically inspired elicitation
technique could help interviewees to tell their stories. We present
our results and conclude with a brief discussion of our findings.

dr. Justin Young & Charlie Potter
(English Composition Program & Writers' Center, Eastern Washington
University)
email withheld
64. The Narrative Turn in Pedagogy and the Performativity
Criterion: International Trends in Education Research, Policy, and
Practice
In his discussion of education and its “legitimation through
performativity,” Lyotard suggests that, increasingly, institutions of
education will no longer ask “Is it true?” but instead, “What use is
it?”… “Is it saleable?”… and “Is it efficient?”Lyotard makes this
observation as he seeks to describe how the transmission of
knowledge is “affected by the predominance of the performativity
criterion,” that is, the drive to legitimize knowledge (e.g., science
and law) on the basis of its contribution to the pe rformance of the
system. Our poster will examine the competing influences of
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narrative learning and the performativity criterion across
international borders in education research, policy, and practice.
The presentation will argue that, running in contrast to recent
efforts to understand and promote learning through narrative—
what has been termed a “narrative turn” in pedagogy,— knowledge
about education practice and the practice of education itself is, at
least within certain borders, increasingly legitimatized by the
performativity criterion. To this end, the poster will consider major
shifts in U.S. education policy that legitimize research and practice
according only to its performativity, while also delegitimizing the
use of narrative in the classroom on the same basis.

dr. Sjoerd-Jeroen Moenandar & Krina Huisman
(Groningen Research Institute for the Study of Culture (ICOG),
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)
email withheld
65. To leave your kindred and your father’s house. Contemporary
Dutch Christian Border Narratives
To be human means to be in transit and narrative can in many ways
be seen as the form of communication that is most suitably geared
to deal with transition. Through the emplotment implied in
narrative, people give shape and meaning to trajectories of
migration and transgression. Transition brings with it processes of
remembering, forgetting and the readjustment of identity and
narrative offers generic models to work through such processes. We
have interviewed young Dutch Christians who grew up with an
exclusive form of orthodox Protestantism (i.e. the Reformed Church
Liberated), but have joined a student organisation of a more
inclusive Evangelical persuasion. Departing from insights into the
functioning of narrative identity (Ricoeur) and using the analytical
tools provided by structuralist narratology (Greimas), we will
analyse their narratives of transition. What is the underlying
narrative structure of these accounts? Do the subjects, faced with
different interpretations of the Christian faith on either side of the
border, work towards an outcome of ‘discordant concordance’
(Ricoeur) and if so, how? And what motivation drives their narrative
of departing their orthodox surroundings? The outcomes of this
research promise to be highly relevant for our understanding of
today’s globalised and multicultural societies in which many are in
a permanent state of transition. They give insight in how people
define, through the stories they tell, what needs to be remembered
and what needs to be forgotten when we find ourselves in transit.
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Session 5
4/17/2015 11:00 AM

Panel 21: Televisual narratives
Chair: Prof. Hilary Dannenberg (University of Trier)
Room: Refter

Prof. Irina Melnikova
(A. J. Greimas Centre of Semiotics and Literary Theory, Vilnius
university)
irina.melnikova.email withheld
66. Epistolary Narrative in Fiction and Film: Possession (A. S. Byatt
/ N. LaBute)
The paper considers the dialogue between the two narratives of
different media – the literary one of Possession by A. S. Byatt (1990)
and the filmic one of the adaptation of the same title directed by N.
LaBute (2002). Both narratives introduce the “philological detective
story” of scholarly research inspired by the uncovered
correspondence between the two fictional Victorian poets. Both the
novel and the film focus on the presentation of epistolary form, still,
they use different narrative techniques. While the literary discourse
alternates the voice of heterodiegetic narrator with different
homodiegetic narratives of letters, diaries, verses and fragments of
‘scientific prose’ of the characters, the film changes the modes of
presentation of these forms by a number of devices (specific
crosscutting, panning and voice-over) that transform their narrative
function and meaning. Thus, when taking into account the concept
of epistolarity as of a specific type of discourse which is
conceptualized as ‘a field of force set up by conflictual possibilities’
(Janet G. Altman), I will try to reveal the peculiarities of the narrative
patterns within the texts and between them, and to outline the
specific ways in which they produce the meaning.

Prof. Hilary Dannenberg
(English Literature, University of Trier)
email withheld-trier.de
67. Invasion Narratives in Film and Television from the Cold War
to Posthumanism
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The genre of the invasion narrative is a key plot of the modern age
which emerges in the latter half of the nineteenth century and
continues through to the present day (Chesney’s The Battle of
Dorking [1871], which depicts the invasion of Britain by a European
power, is seen as a founding text). Invasion narratives can be read
as reflecting specific geopolitical constellations of a particular
period and can thus be read as depictions of perceived threats to
regional, national or human identity in a historical and cultural
context; for example, two significant waves of the genre reflect preWWI anxieties and Cold War insecurities. Particularly iconic invasion
narratives, however, also evoke more subtle, deep-seated and
intrinsic existential anxieties and questions. Invasion narratives are
also of classical narratological interest – the threat of invasion and
infiltration by an enemy which constitutes a key aspect of the
unfolding narrative in this genre provides many interesting
examples of suspense creation. The paper will introduce these
different analytical approaches and illustrate them with reference
to key texts of film and television from the mid-twentieth century
onwards: Siegel’s Invasion of the Body Snatchers; Pall’s The Day the
Earth Stood Still; Hitchcock’s The Birds, and the reimagined
television series Battlestar Galactica.

Sofia Kefalidou
(School of Journalism and Mass Communications, Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki)
email withheld
68. TV news’ “reality effect”: Evidence from Greek TV news
The study of perspective/focalization as crucial dimension of the
translating-knowing-into-telling function of narrative discourse is
restricted mainly to fictional narratives (Niederhoff, 2011). The
paper deploys narratological concepts to account for TV news
“transparency fallacy” (Fiske 1999), i.e. the illusion created by TV
news multimodal discourse of simply reflecting the real, silencing
its mediating function. By applying Fludernik’s narrative mediation
frames and Jahn’s Windows of Focalization to the analysis of the
camera-reporter’s discourse interplay, in a sample of Greek TV news
texts and by opening, after Herman, the discussion of viewpoint
phenomena to cognitive linguistic approaches such as cognitive
deixis, Langacker’s viewing arrangement and Steen & Turner’s
approach of TV news as a scene of blended joint attention, I analyze
journalistic objectivity as the reporter’s strategy to eliminate
himself as filtering consciousness and argue that journalistic
discourse blends reporters’ and their audience’s viewpoints to
project a commonsense OBSERVER monitoring (internally or
externally) the storyworld. The paper thus contextualizes
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narratological concepts in journalistic multimodal environment. At
the same time, it feeds back to analyses that support the relevance
of imaginary perspective taking to phenomena such as
reflectoralization, figuralization and hypothetical focalization and
provides evidence of their visual realization by the camera.
4/17/2015 11:00 AM

Panel 22: Narrative Ethics
Chair: Prof. Jakob Lothe (University of Oslo)
Room: Zaal Rector Blancquaert

Margarida McMurry
(Department of Literature, University of Oslo)
margarida.email withheld
69. Reading Ethics: Ethical Assumptions in Iain Pears’s An
Instance of the Fingerpost
This paper argues that ethical positioning presents the reader with
a very considerable challenge because there is a great distance
between the characters’ ethical assumptions and those of the
authorial audience. The paper discusses whether – and if so, how –
this gap is bridged in Pears’s novel.

Dana Ryan Lande
(Department of Literature, University of Oslo)
email withheld
70. Ethics of the Told: Character-Character Relations and Ethical
Encounters in Nadine Gordimer’s The Amateurs
This paper identifies and discusses a significant ethical encounter
in one of the author’s earliest stories, published in 1949 and
presenting the reader with a clear view into the ethical realm of her
short fiction situated in South Africa. The story is considered as a
prime example of how the ethical positions of two distinct groups
of characters may be in service to points of social criticism if
presented in a particular rhetorical fashion – in this case through an
ethical encounter.

Prof. Jakob Lothe
(English Literature, University of Oslo)
jakob.email withheld
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71. The Ethics of Narrative Endings: Ian McEwan’s Atonement
Jakob Lothe discusses how the novel’s final chapter, “London,
1999,” radically changes, and accentuates, its narrative ethics. Lothe
pays particular attention to the aesthetic and ethical effects of
McEwan’s decision to identify both the third-person narrator of the
preceding chapters and the first-person narrator of the final chapter
as Briony Tallis, thus making the reader dependent on, and
restricting his or her access to, the narrative version of the main
character who makes a fatal mistake at the beginning of the novel.
4/17/2015 11:00 AM

Panel 23: Negotiating alterity in narrative
Chair: Prof. Roy Sommer (University of Wuppertal)
Room: Oude Infirmerie

dr. Jan Alber
(Aarhus Institute of Advanced Studies)
jan.email withheld-freiburg.de
72. Transmedial Meets Postcolonial Narratology: An Analysis of
"Zorba the Greek Yolngu Style" by the Aboriginal Chooky
Dancers
This paper analyses the performance "Zorba the Greek Yolngu Style"
by the Chooky Dancers, an Aboriginal (Yolngu) dance group from
Elcho Island in Australia's north, at the 2009 Melbourne
International Comedy. The performance begins with a traditional
Yolngu dance, accompanied by a didgeridoo, music sticks, and
singing, and then turns to a segment in which the dancers mimic
and ridicule the iconic Greek dance from the film Zorba the Greek
(1964). The paper will explore the ideological ramifications of the
story the dance tells. To begin with, the Chooky Dancers
demonstrate that cultural practices are always already strange, and
in this sense, they are all located at the same level. The performance
presents indigenous and non-indigenous cultures as being equal (or
at least equally extraordinary). Furthermore, the performance
constitutes an example of hybridity in the sense of Homi K. Bhabha
(1994: 5) insofar as it creatively fuses Aboriginal and WesternEuropean culture. In addition, the dance involves a strategic
utopianism because it projects a situation in which the hegemony
of Western cultures is subverted: Aborigines mock the Western
world. The Chooky Dancers thus deliberately elude the politics of
polarity, which still dominates today's Australia. Finally, it is worth
noting that the Chooky dancers deploy humour and laughter in their
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attempt to bring people together. The paper will close by dealing
with the question of whether humour might be an appropriate tool
in the process of reconciliation in Australia.

Joshua Parker
(Department of English and American Studies, University of Salzburg)
email withheld
73. Place’s Plots: American Identity Reflected Abroad
If, as has often been remarked, America has a constant need to
reinvent itself, and if, as Susan Stanford Friedman has written,
“narratives of identity require some form of intercultural encounter,
some form of contact with an Other who is experienced as different”
(1998: 153-54), America might also be seen as having a need to
constantly reinvent the Other. Interestingly, Friedman notes, stories
“generated by intercultural encounters invite a strong shift in our
reading strategies from a desire-centered, temporal paradigm that
dominates much narrative theory to a more spatially oriented
framework.” These “intercultural narratives” tend to “foreground
space and movement through space rather than time,” as space
“often functions as trope for cultural location – for identity and
knowledge as locationally as well as historically produced” (1998:
137). This paper, focusing on American fiction set abroad, discusses
several specific examples of how characters’ movements in
“foreign” diegetic space, from landmark to landmark in a cityscape,
may outline what Kelly A. Marsh called “submerged plots”: stories
which cannot be told directly, due to societal, generic, formal, or
authorial convention: the otherwise “unnaratable.” The paper
proposes that a cataloguing of characters’ movements through
“foreign” space may sometimes be read as a plot in itself, either
complementing a text’s temporal, event-based narrative, or even
undermining or subverting its most obvious tenets.

Prof. Gunter Kal Pressler & José Francisco da Silva
Queiroz (Universidade Federal do Pará)
gunter.email withheld-hamburg.de
74. Amazon: a sphinx without mysteries. Scenery and territory in
literature about Amazon: narratives and identifications
The Amazon representation, either made by the foreign perspective,
or by an autochthonous sight, is manifested wrongly, if not
pernicious. An imaginary, sometimes fanciful, sometimes hellish;
has been established along a historical repetition of (pre) concepts
and stereotypes. In many cases, literature has served to this stan-
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dardization on the attempt to understand and explain the Amazonian region. The first literary texts that put the Amazon in focus
in the national Brazilian literary scene are linked to positivism
principles in vogue in the nineteenth century and are concomitantly
inserted in the realism-naturalism literary tradition. In discussion of
the Inferno Verde (1908), Alberto Rangel, we discuss the ideological
bases present in the paratextual discourse (GENETTE, 2009) that
support the infernal characterization of the Amazon; questioning at
last how the narrative discourse (Factuality/Fictionality/Faktizität)
(STIERLE, 2002; SCHMID, 2010) intends to be taken as representative
of space and societies that dwell there in a certain historical context.
4/17/2015 11:00 AM

Panel 24: Audionarratology: Approaches to the Study
of Sound and Narrative
Chair: Prof. Jarmila Mildorf (Paderborn), dr. Till Kinzel (TU Berlin)
Room: Zaal Rector Gillis
The so-called “post-classical narratologies” have over the last few
decades significantly expanded their scope of research and have
increasingly explored narrative across medial and generic boundaries
(Nünning and Nünning 2002, Ryan 2004), foregrounding narrative
multimodality and transmediality (Ryan 2014). Despite heightened
interest in narrative forms and functions in film (Hawthorn 2014),
graphic novels (Kukkonen 2013), hyperfiction and other digital
narratives (Page 2011), social media (Page 2012), and video games
(Domsch 2013) – to name but a few – a preponderance of studies still
focuses on word-image relations and on visual and/or verbal narrative
presentations in these media. The study of sound in relation to
narrative structure – including noises, voices and music – has received
considerably less attention, ironically even in genres and media that
very strongly rely on sound as a narrative element: radio plays,
audiobooks, museum audio guides, sound performances and
installations, opera, popular music, etc. Audionarratology seeks to
redress this imbalance by placing sound centre-stage and by exploring
old and new forms of what can be termed “audio art” (Huwiler 2014).
To focus on sound and its narrative dimensions poses both theoretical
and methodological challenges and requires genuine cross- disciplinary
engagement. This panel offers three examples of the ways in which
sound and voices contribute to storytelling and aural world-making and
open vistas to future research on interfaces of sound and narrative.

dr. Till Kinzel
(TU Berlin)
email withheld
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75. Narrativity and Sound in German Radio Play Adaptations of
Paul Auster’s New York Trilogy
In line with the strong emphasis on visuality in the wake of the socalled ‘visual turn’ in literary and cultural studies, graphic novel
adaptations of literary texts have recently been the objects of
scholarly study and narratological theory building. Much less
attention, however, if any, has been accorded to radio play
adaptations of novels like Paul Auster’s New York Trilogy, for
example. And yet, the audionarratological analysis of radio play
adaptations acquires a special significance in the case of this highly
enigmatic work, which makes a seriously playful use of postmodern
narrative strategies. It is perhaps above all this feature which made
the adaptation of the novel’s first instalment, City of Glass, into a
graphic novel by Paul Karasik and David Mazucchelli so successful.
While the graphic novel visualizes characteristic features of its
mother text I want to explore the different modes of narrative sound
in three German radio play adaptations of Auster’s novel in my
paper. Listening to Alfred Behrens’ Stadt aus Glas, Katharina Bihler’s
Schlagschatten and Norbert Schaeffer’s Hinter verschlossenen
Türen, I will focus on narrative devices like voices in both German
and English, the evocation of city soundscapes, the narrative uses of
diegetic and non-diegetic music as well as issues of the simultaneity
and/or difference of story and discourse time. The narrative
auralization of Auster’s novels in the radio plays under discussion
can be shown to foreground non-visual aspects of the pre-texts and
to add further dimensions for interpretation that underline the
usefulness of audionarratological analysis.

Thijs Festjens
(Department of Literatury Studies/German section), Ghent University)
thijs.email withheld
76. Narrative Aspects in Rimini Protokoll’s ‘Mobile Phone Theatre’
Call Cutta
The interactive ‘Mobile Phone Theatre’ play Call Cutta (Berlin, 2005)
was created by the Swiss German theatre collective Rimini Protokoll.
Equipped with a mobile phone and headphones, the ‘spectator’ (or
rather ‘participating performer’) receives walking directions from
the invisible voice of an unknown Indian call-centre agent and sets
off on a journey of discovery through a partially unfamiliar Berlin.
When compared with the focalisation taking place in both literature
and film, in this type of ambient and experimental performance
there are very few agents that focalise or direct our attention to
some specific phenomena rather than others. This paper elaborates
on narrative aspects of Rimini Protokoll’s performance style. In Call
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Cutta, as soon as the connection is established, both the
participating performer and the agent are immersed into a shared
acoustic space. At the same time, by his or her act of walking and
moving through the urban space, the participating performer
creates a linear trajectory similar to writing narrative lines for a
story. Whilst there is a scripted pattern provided by Rimini Protokoll,
the scripted steps are not mandatory: the participating performer is
not forced to stick to the prescribed path, and there is no
overpowering narrative voice to be heard. The participating
performer has every right to interrupt the narrative flow and decide
to sit on a bench and focus entirely on the exchange with the agent.
As the outcome of the encounter is to some extent
underdetermined, the participating performer becomes the main
character in the auditory co-narration of this telephone
conversation that simultaneously serves as a guided city walk. This
paper analyses this interactive kind of ‘narrative walks’ when the
participating performer is ‘narrivated’ (narrated/navigated) through
his or her urban space (Tecklenburg 2014: 203-224).

Prof. Jarmila Mildorf
(Institut für Anglistik und Amerikanistik, Paderborn)
jarmila.email withheld-paderborn.de
77. Pictures into Sound: Aural World-Making in Art Gallery Audio
Guides
Despite narratology’s expansion into various disciplinary fields and
across both fictional and non-fictional narrative genres, one form of
storytelling that has not yet been within the purview of narratology
is the one practised in art gallery and museum audio guides. Being
both pragmatic and artistic at the same time, audio guides employ
sound, music and voices to inform visitors in an entertaining way
about exhibits or pictures and their artists. They mesh biographical
and socio-historical details with scholarly discussions of the
respective artefact, often resorting to anecdotes and so-called
“artist’s statements” (Sandino 2010) gathered from the artist’s diary
and letters. First-person narrative blends into and out of what is
mostly third-person narration, a transition which is marked by tone
of voice, sound or music. Discussing examples from the book series
Kunst zum Hören (Hatje Cantz), which presents the texts of art
gallery audio guides alongside the exhibited pictures in audiobookcum- exhibition catalogue form, I investigate more closely how
audio guides create a special soundscape by combining observation
and visual input with an intimate and purely auditory narrative
experience. Audio guide narratives create a productive tension
between a text that is scripted and its rendition in oral form that is
more reminiscent of oral/aural storytelling situations. In this
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context, the speaker’s/reader’s tone of voice and prosodic
modulations, alternating voices and musical interventions support
as well as implement narrative structure and thus create
storyworlds in listeners’ minds even beyond the worlds presented
in the pictures, just as is the case with audiobooks more generally
(cf. Kuzmičová 2014).
4/17/2015 11:00 AM

Panel 25: Authorship
Chair: dr. Gero Guttzeit (Ghent University)
Room: Sachristie

Ayman E. M. Geedallah
(Omar Almkhtar-Tobruk University, Libya)
email withheld
78. The Equilibrium between Author and Time with Special
Reference to Dickens’s Great Expectations
This paper is an inquiry into the connection between author time
and story time. It is an attempt to determine how author time, i.e.
‘Charles Dickens’, and ‘story time’, i.e. Great Expectations, relate to
one another. The main point will be to show how the two times have
an internal impact on the subjective reading of the author himself.
It will be seen that the young age of the character in the narrative
has symbolic meaning for the writer himself. This can be studied by
looking at the recurrent beginnings of the story in some of Dickens’
novels and biographies and the way they reflect the early stage of
the character and by opposing the character’s time to the author’s
personal experience. The study will seek to show how the narrative
can be reflected in the author’s personal life. The similarity of the
two times will be central to the analysis in order to see in what ways
they are connected. The paper attempts to answer the
question:‘How does story time come about?'

dr. Gero Guttzeit
(Deparment of Literary Studies/English section, Ghent University)
Gero.Guttzeit@gcsc.uni-giessen.de
79. The Rivals of Conan Doyle and Dr Watson: Genre Positions of
Authors and Narrators in the Transatlantic Emergence of
Detective Fiction
This paper analyzes a corpus of transatlantic detective stories and
novels from the 1880s and 1890s in order to theorize and illustrate
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the vexed relationship between historical authors and narrators as
it is determined by genre (Walsh 2007, 69–85; Alber and Fludernik
2014). The generic form of detective fiction has long furnished an
important paradigm for narratological distinctions (Hodgson 1992;
Todorov 1977), and its late nineteenth-century consolidation
furnishes an ideal corpus for a theorization of authorial poetic
activity and generic morphological change, as, among others, Franco
Moretti has argued in his examination of the clue as the central
defining element of the genre (Moretti 2000). What M oretti
disregards in his argument on Conan Doyle’s authorial edge over his
competitors, however, is the narrative mediation by Watson, that
has become a standard example of an extradiegetic and allodiegetic
narrator (Herman and Vervaeck 2005, 85). Comparing the narrator
in Doyle’s Holmes stories with that of his British and transatlantic
competitors such as Anna Katharine Green sheds light on how the
generic form of detective fiction emerges across Atlantic borders,
which, in turn, helps to rethink such concepts of authorship as
Booth ’s “career author” (1983; 1988).

Virginia Pignagnoli
(Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies, Ca’ Foscari Uni of Venice)
virginia.email withheld
80. Literary Narratives and Digital Epitexts: Authorship in the Age
of Social Media
In the current cultural ecology dominated by digital and social
media, many fictional writers exploit new media affordances to
promote and enhance their printed narratives or to establish social
interactions with their actual readers (e.g. making use of personal
websites, blogs, or engaging with social networking sites such as
Facebook, Twitter or Instagram). Contemporary readership, in turn,
becomes more and more aware of the role that such extra-fictional
and paratextual elements play in positioning authors’ public
persona and their fictional work within a wider critical discussion.
This essay investigates the way these nonfictional discourses
intersect with fictional narratives and explores, through a
contextualized perspective and a medium-specific analysis, the way
digital-media practices are affecting literary production and
reception. In particular, how can we account for the countless
discourses around a narrative and her author in the ever-growing
media and new media domains? How is the concept of implied
author challenged by these digital epitexts? Finally, this paper
analyses the way an author’s ethical stance toward the role of new
technologies is employed as rhetorical resource, especially with
regard to post-postmodern values of (new) sincerity and earnest
communication.
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Session 6
4/17/2015 2:30 PM

Panel 26: Events in literary and cinematic narrative
Chair: Prof. Wolf Schmid (Universität Hamburg)
Room: Refter

Prof. Jan Christoph Meister
(ICN, University of Hamburg)
jan-c-email withheld-hamburg.de
81. Formalizing Events: Digital Humanities Approaches to the
Modelling of Narrative Events
Digital Humanities approaches in Literary Scholarship have become
particularly relevant in three main areas: digital text edition as a
means to produce high-quality, multi-variant scholarly editions; the
building and providing of digitized source material – typically made
available nowadays in the form of web based corpora and
collections – that will constitute the base material for subsequent
research projects; and the modelling and analysis of textual features
across a wide spectrum of pertinent research questions originating
in stylistics, semantics, topic and theme analysis, genre
classification, etc.. The formal modelling of narrated events has a
long history in Narrative Studies: indeed, Propp’s idea to formalize
narrated events as a string of functions in his Morphology of the
Folktale (1927) which is generally considered the earliest example of
a more rigid narrative formalism was met with great interest by
computational scientists in the 1970s already. However, notions
such as event or function take on a specific meaning in the
computational context. For example, here any change in a system
state (regardless of qualitative considerations) is generally
considered an event – but then what is “the system”? Does it possess
any semantic properties, as natural language narratives must
obviously have in order to be considered culturally relevant, or is it
merely a machine that is defined in terms of a closed set of functions
that we expect it to perform? How far can we go with the mapping
of computational onto narratological concepts and models and vice
versa without drifting toward merely metaphorical equations?
Against this backdrop the focus of my contribution will lie on the
exploration of the definition and intension of the notions of event,
episode and action in a contemporary Digital Humanities perspective
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which tries to relate them to one another as computational and as
narratological concepts.

Prof. Wolf Schmid
(ICN, Universität Hamburg)
email withheld-hamburg.de
82. Mental events in literary narrative
In jüngster Zeit ist das Augenmerk der Narratologie auf die
Phänomene von Ereignis und Ereignishaftigkeit gefallen. Seit dem
Ende des 18. Jahrhunderts sind in den europäischen Literaturen die
entscheidenden Ereignisse (die als relevante Veränderungen eines
Zustands verstanden werden) mentaler Natur, Veränderungen des
Bewusstseins. Jedes äußere Handeln wird seitdem mit inneren
Vorgängen verbunden. Der Nexus zwischen Handeln und Bewusstsein ist ein Grundprinzip des neueren Erzählens, und der
wechselseitigen Motivierung der beiden Faktoren gilt die Sorge der
um Glaubwürdigkeit bemühten Autoren. Die häufigsten mentalen
Ereignisse betreffen Wertungen. Helden erblicken Personen,
Vorgänge, Sachverhalte in einem neuen Licht und gelangen zu neuen
Wertungs- und Sinnpositionen. Schon in der Poetik des Aristoteles
wird mentalen Ereignissen ein zentraler Ort in der Handlung
(Mythos) zuerkannt. Die Anagnorisis, die eines der drei
Grundelemente des Dramas ist, wird von ihm definiert als
„Umschlag von Unkenntnis in Kenntnis“ (ἐξ ἀγνοίας εἰς γνῶσιν
μεταβολή). In der englischen Literatur ist paradigmatisch geworden
die Umwertung, die sich in den Protagonisten von Janes Austens
Pride and Prejudice (1813) mit der Überwindung der im Titel
genannten Haltungen vollzieht. In der deutschen Literatur ist ein
Musterfall einer neugewonnen Sicht auf die Welt und auf sich selbst
Goethes Wilhelm Meister (1776–1829). In der russischen Literatur
wird in der Periode des Realismus in mannigfacher Form das
prozrenie der Helden gestaltet (das Dúrchblicken, das
Durchscháuen, die plötzliche Erleuchtung, das plötzliche
Verstehen). Ihren Höhepunkt erreicht die realistische Ereignishaftigkeit im plötzlichen Begreifen des Sinns des Lebens, der Pierre
Bezuchov in Krieg und Frieden (1968/69) und Konstantin Levin in
Anna Karenina (1877/78) zuteil wird, und in der „Auferstehung“
Nechljudovs, die Tolstojs drittem Roman (1899) den Namen
gegeben hat. Dostoevskij hat das mentale Ereignis in der „Auferstehung“ Rodion Raskol’nikovs in Schuld und Sühne (1866)
gestaltet und in der finalen Einsicht in ihre Schuld, die die Brüder
Karamazov in dem nach ihnen benannten Roman (1878/80)
gewinnen. Während in den Romanen der beiden Groß-Realisten die
Helden zur tiefen, wesentlichen Veränderung, zur Überwindung
ihrer moralischen und charakterologischen Grenzen fähig sind, wird
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in den postrealistischen Erzählungen Anton Čechovs die
Ereignishaftigkeit der Welt und die Veränderungsfähigkeit des
Menschen kategorial in Frage gestellt. Im Projekt der mentalen
Ereignisse, den der Vortrag ankündigt, wird es insbesondere um
folgende Fragen gehen:
1. Mit welchen Verfahren der Bewusstseinsdarstellung werden
Ausgangs- und Endzustand in den unterschiedlichen Epochen und
Kulturen präsentiert? Es geht hierbei um die Rolle von Gedankenbericht, direkter Rede und erlebter Rede.
2. Welche Rolle spielen dabei die indizialen, impliziten,
symbolischen Formen der Bewusstseinsdarstellung?
3. Welcher Grad von Ereignishaftigkeit wird in den unterschiedlichen Epochen und Kulturen realisiert?
4. Wie wird der „Umschlag“, die Metabolé, realisiert?
5. Wann und wo wird Skepsis bezüglich der Möglichkeit
weitreichender und folgenreicher mentaler Ereignisse artikuliert?

Prof. Markus Kuhn
(Institut für Medien und Kommunikation/ICN, University of Hamburg)
markus.email withheld-hamburg.de
83. The Representation of Mental Events in Audiovisual Narration
Media have the potential to represent not only a variety of possible
as well as actual worlds, but also the perception and consciousness
of characters in these worlds. Especially audiovisual media such as
feature films or TV series, seem to be resourceful in finding new
ways to represent what characters think, feel, dream, imagine, or
remember. Those mental events are usually represented within the
context of micro-structures that I call mental projection structures,
or subjective representations. By this I mean the entire set of formal
filmic variations that audiovisually (re)present mental events. This
includes all insertions, overlays, stills, shots, sequences, sounds,
and forms of spoken and written language that fulfill the function
of cueing the viewer to interpret the events represented not as ‘real’
or ‘diegetic events‘ but as mental events, or, at least, of signaling to
viewers that their interpretations should involve the imagination of
some character. Many creative variations on this structure have
emerged in recent years and we are currently – in three small
intertwined research projects – compiling a corpus of examples in
order to empirically survey the resources and mechanisms
deployed. The proposed paper will give an overview on our research
on mental projection structures and mental events and will
elaborate on some capabilities and shortcomings of different
approaches to this phenomenon. Bringing together different
theoretical frameworks, we strive to develop a combined approach
that has both explicatory power and the potential to account for
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fine-grained analyses of representations of subjectivity, their
functions within the text and within their cultural-historical context.
Building our theoretical approach on the basis of a broad inclusive
corpus that contains different forms of mental projection
structures, we want to highlight both differences and continuities,
among various historical, cultural, and generic contexts."

Prof. Peter Hühn
(ICN, Hamburg University)
email withheld-hamburg.de
84. Coping with Death in Poetry: Eventful Narration as a
Therapeutic Strategy
Das Thema des Vortrags steht im Kontext der Anwendung
narratologischer Kategorien auf die Analyse von Lyrik, einem
meiner Spezialgebiete (über das ich seit vielen Jahren forsche und
publiziere). In diesem Beitrag geht es speziell um das Phänomen,
dass Gedichte seit der Antike, verstärkt seit der frühen Neuzeit als
Medium für die Klage über Tod und Verlust einer geliebten Person
fungieren, typischerweise mit mehr oder weniger explizitem
biographischen Bezug. Ich werde zeigen, wie man den Klage- und
Bewältigungsprozess im Gedichttext mit Hilfe des narratologischen
Ereigniskonzepts erhellend in seiner (psychischen) Relevanz und
Dynamik modellieren kann: Konfrontation mit einem den
Lebenszusammenhang zerstörenden negativen Ereignis als
Ausgangsproblem und Bemühen um seine Integration in eine
irgendwie geartete neue Lebenskohärenz als kompensatorisches
positives Ereignis im Textverlauf – oder aber das (andersartig
ereignishafte) Scheitern dieses Bemühen. Der zerbrochene alte und
der eventuell gewonnene neue Zusammenhang lassen sich erhellend
als Geschichtenstrukturen beschreiben, als Konstitution narrativer
Kohärenz zur Bewältigung des Verlustes. Diese Prozesse werden im
Vortrag zunächst theoretisch erörtert und dann an englischen
Gedichten exemplifiziert (Ben Jonson, John Donne, John Milton).
Abschließend werden Bezüge hergestellt zu interessanten
narrativen
Ansätzen
in
der
neueren
psychiatrischen
Traumatherapie (Robert Neimeyer, Margaret und Wolfgang Stroebe
u.a.)."
4/17/2015 2:30 PM

Panel 27: Narrativité et écriture
Chair: dr. Sylvie Patron (University of Paris Diderot)
Room: Zaal Rector Blancquaert
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Prof. Marcos Flamínio Peres
(Brazilian literature, University of São Paulo)
email withheld
85. Melodrama in Balzac´s Le père Goriot (1835) and José de
Alencar´s As minas de prata (Silver mines, 1865-6)
This paper aims to study Balzac´s Le père Goriot (1835) and José de
Alencar´s As minas de prata (Silver mines, 1865-6) - masterpiece
written by the most important Brazilian romantic writer – and
intends to compare their main characters, Vautrin and Priest Molina,
respectively, making use of melodrama, a genre typical of the 19th
century literature as defined by Peter Brooks in his classical study
The melodramatic imagination (1976). As a genre to take to stage,
melodrama is usually seen as one that rewards virtue and punishes
crimes, based on manicheistic and moralizing aspects and known as
well by its intense body gestualization. The critic Jean-Marie
Thomasseau stresses the importance of social and historical context
for better understanding melodrama, which is, according to him, a
reaction against French Revolution and the end of massive
superstructures, like forms of government, social hierarchies and
religious beliefs. Brooks, however, provides a definition of
melodrama which doesn´t stress neither its linkage to social and
historical context, nor the effets de scène on stage; above all, Brooks
emphasizes “ethical imperative” as a decisive feature of
melodramatic mode, or its “desire of expressing everything”. Thus,
the real subject of the novelist who works over the melodramatic
mode – either Balzac or Alencar – refers to what is “hidden and
masked” from the eyes of the reader, or a “hidden moral” which can
be seen in the force of the gestualization that is at the origin of that
mode – and whose best example, for Brooks, is Vautrin. That pattern
common to Balzac is the same we find in Alencar´s masterpiece,
whose similitude I´ll examine in this paper.

Tobias Haberkorn
(Arts et Langages, EHESS/FU Berlin)
email withheld
86. Incohérence narrative et cohérence affective dans 2666 de
Roberto Bolaño
2666 de Roberto Bolaño me semble une œuvre assez puissante pour
déclencher une réfexion narratologique pertinente pour l’ensemble
des formes narratives contemporaines. Je partirais d’un constat et
d’une consternation : d’une part, ce roman ›marche‹ : il trouve un
lectorat large et diversifé dans de nombreuses pays, il fascine
universitaires, journalistes, artistes et lecteurs non-professionnels
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au même degré. D’autre part, 2666 apparaît comme une œuvre
profondément contingente. La plupart des descriptions, réfexions et
dialogues qui constituent la trame du texte ne semble obéir à aucun
lien de causalité ou de nécessité interne. Et dans les parties qui
s’apparentent à des genres romanesques plus ou moins établis
(roman policier, roman psychologique, roman d’idées, roman-essai),
2666 ressemble plutôt à une parodie qu’à une œuvre sobrement
générique. Quelles sont alors les mécanismes narratologiques qui
permettent à ce roman apparemment défaillant de si bien marcher
? Mon hypothèse serait que 2666 fonctionne par un mélange
caractéristique d’incohérence et de cohérence. L’incohérence se
situe sur les plans classiques du roman réaliste et moderniste :
intrigue, psychologie, identifcation, temporalité, nécessité, réfexion.
La cohérence se situe sur le plan affectif : ambiance, image,
spatialité, hapticité, contiguïté, présence et co-présence. Par son
incohérence narrative, 2666 s’apparente aux esthétiques sérielles
contemporaines: la faible nécessité narrative permet aux lecteurs
d’›accrocher‹ à n’importe quel moment à l’histoire (ou plutôt aux
histoires) racontée(s). Par sa cohérence affective, le roman rend
compte de notre monde médiatiquement mondialisé. Ce qui fait la
solidité du roman est une ambiance (Stimmung/mood) qui relève de
l’image et de l’affect plutôt que de la signifcation verbale. Le concept
deleuzo-guattarien du ›bloc‹ pourrait rendre compte de la totalité à
la fois unie et disloquée du roman: des éléments hétérogènes
s’entrechoquent et s’interrompent mutuellement, unis dans leur
négation d’unité.

Minori Noda
(Comparative Literature, CRAL)
email withheld
87. La description du paysage urbain chez Émile Zola
Dans son article théorique intitulé « De la description », Émile Zola
met en question la rhétorique traditionnelle pour lui donner sa
propre définition naturaliste. En citant l’exemple de la description
depuis Théophile Gautier jusqu’à Flaubert pour distinguer sa propre
théorie de ses prédecesseurs et surtout du romantisme, Zola
compare la description à l’activité du scientiste. Malgré cette
définition positiviste de la description, on découvre néanmoins
toujours dans le même article un plaidoyer pour la description
romantique et poétique d’Une Page d’amour, qui a été attaquée par
ses contemporains. Il s’agit d’une preuve de la vocation complexe
de l’écrivain qui peut être considéré à la fois comme conteur objectif
de l’histoire et de la mentalité humaine de son époque et comme
poète dont le point de vue relève plus ou moins de l’esthétique
romantique. Dans ce sens, la description du paysage urbain dans Les
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Rougon-Macqaurt et Les Trois Villes peut être un objet d’étude à la
fois spécifique et général. Pour dégager sa spécificité de la technique
à la fois narratologique et descriptive, nous allons voir à travers des
séries zoliennes ce qui est révélé d’un aspect de l’histoire et de la
société de la deuxième moitié du XIXème siècle.

dr. Valeria GRAMIGNA
(French Literature, Università degli Studi di Bari)
valeria.email withheld
88. Écritures “sonores” dans la littérature française de l’extrême
contemporain
Cette communication se propose d’analyser les nouvelles
interactions entre littérature et musique, dans la perspective non
plus seulement du “roman”, mais du “roman-œuvre d’art”, c’est-àdire que le roman se fait l’espace d’un support pour l’expérience
d’un lecteur-spectateur, ainsi que de l’écrivain lui-même. Il s’agirait
moins d’ “exprimer” que de “créer”. À la valeur de l’expression, dans
cette contemporanéité qui est la nôtre, il semble s’ajouter celui de
la création, l’urgence et la nécessité de créer. Le texte se fait un
dispositif qui induit une situation spécifique, une relation
particulière avec le travail de l’écrivain-artiste et avec celui qui reçoit
l’œuvre, le lecteur-spectateur. De par sa nature, la musique est un
art interactif entre un musicien et son auditeur. Le texte s’avère à la
fois, matière, objet et média, où la parole écrite-dite, ainsi que les
autres éléments qui le constituent, résulte la composante d’un
processus de création et de mise en place du roman, qui mène à
réfléchir sur une transformation concernant le processus même de
la création. Le roman change suite à la mutation de l’acte d’écriture.
Cette “mutation” nourrit, d’une part, le lecteur-spectateur, d’autre
part, supporte la réflexion sur le processus créatif chez l’écrivain,
de même qu’elle donne une autre forme au texte littéraire. Ne seraitce peut-être cette modification de l’acte d’écriture à constituer
l’enjeu de la question sur laquelle il faudrait s’arrêter pour
comprendre l’une des tendances du roman actuel ? Dans le cadre
des nouvelles expériences narratives où la musique est présente, audelà de la citation, du thème ou de la structure narrative inspirée
des principes musicaux, je me suis demandée si la prose influencée
par la musique, notamment par le son, acquiert des formes
narratives particulières. Et j’ai pu constater l’existence de matériaux
divers dont le fil rouge réside dans le fait que les différentes
tentatives de la prose montrent combien l’écriture littéraire se soit
revitalisée au contact avec la musique, porteuse de nouveaux
rythmes et d’un rapport différent avec la langue. C’est possible que
le roman, dont la mort a été annoncée à plusieurs reprises au cours
du XXe siècle, se révèle au contraire la forme littéraire par excellence
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apte à raconter, comprendre et suivre le XXIe siècle avec ses
transformations en cours, culturelles, artistiques, sociales. Je ne
parle pas des mutations techniques, telles que la fausse rivalité
entre le papier imprimé et l’univers numérique, mais du regard que
chacun de nous porte sur l’autre, tout en permettant de le situer
dans le monde, de s’y adresser à travers une histoire, une situation,
un moment du temps. Les faits, les histoires sont riches de possibles
dont nous avons connaissance de par l’imagination et l’exploration
opérées par le roman qu’il ne faudrait, donc, par là considérer ni un
dispositif préétabli ni un stéréotype à l’intérieur duquel caser une
histoire, mais comme une sorte de témoin écrit ou bien de révélateur
d’un aperçu authentique du monde et de l’individu.Le but de cette
intervention est celui de repérer des écritures “sonores” dans les
lettres françaises actuelles, où la musique correspond à la nécessité
de créer une différente forme narrative. Il s’agira, donc, d’enquêter
aussi sur les capacités explicites ou latentes de la prose de l’extrême
contemporain d’alimenter la musique et sur la possibilité que le
discours littéraire considère la musique non seulement comme
modèle d’un discours rythmé et fragmentaire, mais que ce soit
surtout l’occasion pour une restructuration du matériau littéraire.
4/17/2015 2:30 PM

Panel 28: Narrative and visual studies
Chair: dr. Nora Berning (University of Giessen)
Room: Oude Infirmerie

Silvia Van Aken
(LUCA school of arts & KU Leuven)
Silvia.email withheld
89. Conceptualisation of mindfilm: Palmer's private and social
minds applied to feature films
In Fictional Minds Palmer (2004) refers to the internalist perspective
of character’s thoughts: a character gains access to his own
thoughts by introspection (private minds). Palmer opposes this
paradigm – which was/is dominant in narratological and film
studies – to the externalist perspective: a character gains access to
another character’s thoughts through mind reading (social minds).
The private and the social minds are part of a larger research field
which includes subjective film (Bordwell), flashbackfilm (Turim),
mind-game film (Elsaesser), etc. In my research, I introduced a new
label that covers these concepts: mindfilm. Mindfilm is not a film
genre, but mindfilms do have stylistic and narrative features in
common. This new label can also be expanded to other media:
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mindtelevision, mindtheatre, etc. To create a profound knowledge
about character’s thoughts, a conceptual model should not only
include internalist elements like focalisation (sensory perception),
emotions (driving force behind motivation), cognition (narrative
information or knowledge) and modes of consciousness (memories,
dreams, imaginations, hallucinations and hybrid modes of
consciousness) of a character. Equally important are externalist
elements like actions, verbal communication (speech act) and nonverbal communication (like intonation, body language or facial
expressions) of a character.

dr. Jana Gavriliu
(Excellence Center in Image Studies, University of Bucharest)
email withheld
90. Graffiti in the photographic expanded field: narrating the
faces, the masks, the love, the death and the magic in Brassai’s
Parisian walls
In On Some Paradoxes in the Relationship between Photography and
Contemporary City (2002) Stefano Boeri notes that every time an
attempt is made to construct a representation of the urban spaces,
by force of circumstances it becomes necessary to resort to a
montage of divergent angles. In Boeri’s view, the nonsynthetic
character of modern city obliges us to draw simultaneously on a
multiplicity of subjects and perspectives, without any possibility of
fitting them all into a single metadiscourse. Starting from these
ideas my contribution aims to discuss the narrative elasticity of
Parisian wall graffiti, understood as an extensible protophotographic visual field in its photographic divergent but
complementary field of Brassai’s Graffiti. Specifically, I intend to
argue that wall graffiti, as a (clandestine) artistic medium could be
seen, in terms of Clive Scott (Street Photography. From Atget to
Cartier-Bresson, 2007), as an ethnographic pre-photographic stuff
that stores a plurality of possible pasts and of possible futures
urban civilizations. I intend to stress that wall graffiti has not only
its own peculiar limitations and its own specific photographic
potentialities but has also narrative disponibilities. Following
Rosalind Krauss (Sculpture in the Expanded Field, 1979), the graffitic
voluntary altered spaces (Georges Bataille, L’art primitive, 1933) of
the modern Parisian walls can be not only photographically
extended, but can be also narratively expanded. The complex and
dramatic photographic texture of Brassai’s Graffiti could be
narratively reterritorialized as a gradually visual evolved form in its
past solarized, petrified graffitical state. In this way, as sculptural
middle intervals and as photographic visual interspaces of faces,
masks, love, death or magic, graffiti and photographs narratively
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dissipates, modulates, infiltrates and generates experiences of
medial liminality and of narrative polyphonic movements. They also
visualy inform each other, as possible narrative fabricated imageries
and as medial spectrographic entities (Jacques Derrida, Bernard
Stiegler, Echographies of TELEVISION), that endlessly haunt each
other in Brassai’s mythical world of the wall that is fluid,
metamorphic, in flux.

Prof. Daria Baryshnikova
(Institute “Russian School of Anthropology”,

Russian State University

for the Humanities (Moscow, Russia)
baryshnikova.email withheld
91. Representing Minds in Cut-up Narratives
There is a great number of literary works, for example, those written
in the cut-ups technique, that do not meet the criteria employed by
traditional narratology dealing with texts where author/narrator
represents events occurring in particularly space and time. Recently
arose the so-called unnatural narratology challenging the mimetic
understanding of narrative. With the help of its principles and
concepts my paper investigates the question: how could be
characterized and interpreted the representation of minds (as a
principal object) in cut-up narratives by Russian writer Pavel Ulitin
(1918-1986) compared to those by William Burroughs (1914-1997).
The comparison helps me to define the cut-up principle specificity
within the different cultural contexts. Ulitin’s prose written in a
specific kind of cut-ups technique uses non-fictional conversational
narratives as a material. His books Ulitin made with his own hands
from the very beginning to the hand-bound volume. An important
component of the work was reciting fragments of texts to his
acquaintances in specific places, so one may argue that these texts
combine some features of literal and visual artworks, and
performances. Therefore I would like to discuss how genre and
media specificity of such texts affects the representation of mind?
How these transmedial narrative transformations could be
described and analyzed? Then I would like to argue that the
representation of minds in Ulitins writing being “unnatural” at a
story level (there is no story actually), at discourse level could be
found to be “natural” as interpreted by M. Fludernik as mimetically
motivated evocation of human consciousness. My thesis will be
evolved in two lines of argumentation: theoretically I will outline the
most relevant conceptions for the analyses of the plotless narrative;
from a formal viewpoint I will define the characteristics and major
devices of Ulitins relatively pointless, arbitrary, unconnected prose
(such as a style of «concealed sujet», fragmentation, verbatims of
overheard dialogues) compared to those of Burroughs, its goals and
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specificity in mind representation that goes beyond literature to the
processes of becoming-literature.

Kerstin Maria Pahl
(History of Art, Humboldt University Berlin/ King's College London)
kerstin.email withheld
92. Telling Life(s): Narratives in Portraiture in 18th--‐Century
England
This paper is concerned with narratological approaches in history
of art, a discipline where the capability of the visual arts to develop
and display narrative structures remains subjected to discussion. It
had been an amalgam of Shaftesbury, James Harris, and Lessing,
drawing on diverse theoretical notions, that established time – or
consecutive signs in time („aufeinanderfolgende Zeichen“) – as the
defining aspect of action, never achieved by painting where signs
coexist („nebeneinander geordnete Zeichen“):“A Painter … has but
one sentence to utter, but one moment to exhibit.” (J. Reynolds).
Lessing, heavily indebted to James Harris, was the first author to
systematically differentiate between the means of representation by
focusing on either art’s innate structure, thus singling out a pattern
which we would call nowadays narrativity. In its broadest sense,
narrativity is a change of state that results in the presentation of a
plot that is based on a linear timeline and whose elements have been
comprehensibly ordered beforehand, a procedure termed
“emplotment” by Hayden White. While the literary studies, keeping
in tradition with Lessing, used to doubt that a painting may be
narrative in the strictest sense, art historians such as Franz
Wickhoff,vWolfgang Kemp,vi and Robert Suckalevii have proposed
narratological approaches to pictures. These theories are based on
the assumption that, since all narration’s basic principle is a
progress in time (“Zeit [bringt] die Differenz hervor.”, the story--‐
line needs not necessarily to be reproduced in its entirety but could
be retraced by the beholder through one moment displayed. If one
accepts this wider definition of narrativity, which then becomes
admittedly a matter of the work’s subject and not only of its mode,
narratological approaches may be enlightening for a variety of
pictures. Retracing the story is a frequent proceeding in religious
and history painting, but is difficult when faced with pictures that
are less likely to exhibit a narrative quality. In portraiture, implying
is challenging since knowledge of the story cannot be taken for
granted, but portrait theory, striving for self‐elevation, was
nevertheless concerned with the portrait being more than merely
imitating art. According to Jonathan Richardson, a portrait should
be „a sort of a general history of the person it represents“(1719),
making clear that the task of implying past through present (and
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presence) was also required of a picture first of all meant to show a
status quo. Portraiture could be the source of a train of thoughts,
thereby not depicting, yet causing the (virtual) perception of real‐
time. To draw on narratological approaches when analysing portrait
painting may be of great value particularly for English portraiture
of the 18th century which began to exhibit an important novelty:
Instead of presenting the sitter in stiff poses, peering out of the
canvas, and being surrounded by property and symbolic references,
portrait painters showed their protagonists in action and often
unaware of the beholder. By telling small private stories which aim
at imparting an idea of general intimacy to the spectator, portraiture
was meant to be elevated above mere likeness and into the realms
hitherto occupied by history painting. Reynolds defines portrait and
history painting as follows: The former “retains the individual
likeness” and the latter “shews the man by shewing his actions”
(Discourse IV). But what if portraits start to characterise a person by
actions that are meant to be relevant to mankind in general?
Portraiture originally strove for that very expression which imparted
a condensed, yet representative notion of the sitter’s character, but
portrait painting of this age develops a notion of real--‐time and
progress – it tells the sitter’s live instead of depicting it – and in my
paper, I will argue that narratological approaches may help to
understand English portraiture’s development in the 18th century.
4/17/2015 2:30 PM

Panel 29: Text Theatricality
Chair: dr. Elke Huwiler (University of Amsterdam)
Room: Zaal Rector Gillis

dr. Esbjörn Nyström
(Baltic Literatures, Tartu Ülikool, University of Tartu)
esbjorn.email withheld
93. Narrative Eigenarten der Regiebemerkungen in Per Olov
Enquists Dramentexten
Die Regiebemerkungen in Per Olov Enquists Dramentexten seit den
1970er Jahren enthalten Merkmale, die mit diesen Textsegmenten
traditionell nicht verknüpft werden: an epische Texte erinnernde,
erzählerische Kommentare, aber auch gelegentlich Fragen und
Ausdrücke der Unsicherheit, Tatbestände betreffend. Durch diese
Merkmale werden in hohem Maße miteinander zusammenhängende
Fragen aktualisiert: Dies betrifft die Kategorien der Fokalisierung
(„Wer nimmt wahr?“) und Fokussierung (vgl. Muny 2008: „Was wird
gewusst?“), ferner Fragen der zeitlichen Ordnung (Analepsen,
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Prolepsen) sowie auch mehrere Fragen der Stimme einschließlich
narrativer Metalepsen. Die für Regiebemerkungen typische
Unauffälligkeit der narrativen Instanz und der Narration allgemein
wird bei Enquist pointiert aufgehoben. Der Vortrag analysiert die
oben genannten Aspekte der Regiebemerkungen und der mit ihnen
verwandten Kategorie der Sprecherbezeichnungen (freilich auch in
ihrem Zusammenspiel mit den Repliken) in Enquists dramatischem
Oeuvre, mit dem Schwerpunkt auf Tribadernas natt (1975), Från
regnormarnas liv (1981), I lodjurets timma (1988) und Magisk cirkel
(1994). Die Analyse wendet dabei Theorie- und Methodenkonzepte
sowie terminologische Diskussionen sowohl aus der klassischen
Narratologie (insbesondere Genette) als auch (hauptsächlich) aus
der neueren transgenerischen Narratologie des Dramentextes (Jahn,
Nünning/Sommer sowie insbesondere Muny, Korthals und Detken)
und zudem gelegentlich aus der relevanten dramentextbezogenen
Textlinguistik (Tschauder, Harweg, Strömquist) an. Vor diesem
Hintergrund wird es möglich, den Dramentext als narrativen Text
zu analysieren und die oben genannten Erscheinungen näher zu
betrachten.

Alexander Weber
(Department Germanistik und Komparatistik, Universität ErlangenNürnberg)
alexander.email withheld
94. Drama und Narratologie
Hier nur grob skizziert, verstehe ich die Episierung als ein
grundlegendes Verfahren der narrativen Repräsentation einer
Geschichte. Während mit einem dramatischen Verfahren diejenigen
kausalen, teleologischen oder ästhetischen Zusammenhänge, die die
Zustandsfolge der repräsentierten Geschichte motivieren bzw.
relationieren, nicht zusätzlich erläutert werden, wird das epische
Verfahren eingesetzt, um diese Relationen für den Rezipienten
explizit zu machen. Mit dem dramatischen Verfahren werden
Zustände
und
Ereignisse
nacheinander
scheinbar
zusammenhanglos aneinandergereiht. Der Rezipient ist für die
Stiftung von Kohärenz und Sinn in Bezug auf die dargestellten
Ereignisse und die Geschichte selbst verantwortlich. Um diese
Vorgänge greifbar und verständlich zu machen, ziehe ich Ansätze
der kognitiven Narratologie heran. Ich beziehe mich hier auf die
sogenannte Schema-Theorie, wonach der Rezipient durch seine
Erfahrung mit dem Narrativen und seine allgemeine Welterfahrung
bestimmte stereotype Handlungssequenzen und thematische
Zusammenhänge internalisiert hat und mit deren Hilfe
wahrgenommene Situationen erfassen und ergänzen kann, selbst
wenn nicht alle Informationen vorliegen. Genau davon kann auch
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der Produzent von narrativen Texten ausgehen. Er muss nicht alle
Verknüpfungen oder Motivationen der Geschichte offen darlegen
oder sie durch einen Erzähler äußern. Er kann sie auch dramatisch
und damit implizit gestalten. Mithilfe des epischen Verfahrens
hingegen werden dem Rezipienten bestimmte Motivationsstrukturen, die der Zustandsfolge zugrundeliegen (sollen), explizit
angezeigt. Ich möchte
gerne
meine
Konzeption
einer
transgenerischen Narratologie des Dramas vorstellen und
diskutieren. Diese macht es nicht nur möglich Dramentexte einer
genaueren narratologischen Analyse zu unterziehen. Sie wurde
unter dem Gesichtspunkt gestaltet, die diversen narratologischen
Konzeptionen zusammenzuführen, um damit mindestens eine
Möglichkeit vergleichender narratologischer Analysen von Dramenund Erzähltexten zu schaffen.

dr. Janine Hauthal
(TALK, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
email withheld-wuppertal.de
95. Voice, Perspective, Focalization: Modelling Transmedial
Narratology from Page to Stage
Contributing to the emergence of transgeneric and transmedial
approaches to narratology in recent decades, various scholars have
tackled the nexus between narrative and drama (cf., most recently,
Hühn/Sommer, Martens/Elshout 2014 and the contributions in
Tönnies/Flotmann 2011) as well as that between narrative and
performance (cf. Breger 2012; Tecklenburg 2014). Thereby, they
have helped to interrogate the previously predominant binary
opposition between narrative and drama/performance fuelled by,
e.g., Manfred Pfister’s dictum of the ‘plurimediality’ and ‘absolute
autonomy’ of drama (cf. Pfister 1988 [1977]). So far, however, only
few scholars (cf. Richardson 1988, 2001; Jahn 2001; Hühn et al.
2009) were concerned with questions of voice, perspective, and
focalization in plays. What is more, the significance of the (implied)
(inter-)medial transition from page to stage for a transmedial
narratological take on drama and/in performance, in particular, still
tends to be neglected. The proposed paper will address this lacuna
by comparing aspects of voice, perspective and focalization in three
contemporary plays in English. The paper will focus on David
Greig’s Europe (1994), Dennis Kelly’s Debris (2003) and Michael
Redhill’s Goodness (2005). All three plays have in common that they
incorporate multiple narrative perspectives, thus denying recipients
the possibility both of a seemingly ‘unmediated’ witnessing and of
emphatizing with a single narrative position. The focus of the paper
will be threefold: Firstly, the plays’ respective uses of storytelling
and epic elements will be scrutinized in order to account for their
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influence on the perspective structure of each of the three plays.
Secondly, the paper will be concerned with the significance of (the
lack of) stage of directions in order to explain how each of the plays
conceptualises the relation between page and stage. Thirdly,
attention will be paid to the (implied) (inter‐)medial transition from
page to stage as it illuminates the crucial function of the divergent
medial framings of reception for a narratological take on voice,
perspective, and focalization in plays. In concluding, the paper will
engage with questions of ‘lateral compatibility’ and link the
transmedial modelling of works for page and stage to the ongoing
debate surrounding the ‘expansion’ of narratology across media,
disciplines and cultures.

Nico Theisen
(Department of Literary Studies (German section) & Performance
Studies, Universiteit Gent)
nico.email withheld
96. The E stands for: Ereignis. DiskursErzählen im Theater René
Polleschs
Die Dringlichkeit oder Notwendigkeit, neue narratologische
Instrumente für die Untersuchung von nicht-dramatischem Theater,
Performances und »unorthodoxen« Theatertexten bereitzustellen
bzw. alte von ihrer definitorischen Starrheit zu befreien, haben
jüngst Claudia Breger (An Aesthetics of Narrative Performance:
2012) und Nina Tecklenburg (Performing Stories: 2014) evident
aufgezeigt, indem sie beide – wenn auch auf unterschiedliche Weise
– der hartnäckigen Genre-gestützten Opposition von Narration und
Performance zu Leibe rücken. Auch die Theaterprojekte von René
Pollesch sind nicht im konventionellen Sinne dramatisch, ermangeln
jedoch bis dato einer eingehenden Analyse ihrer narrativen Anteile.
Sie konstituieren sich aus äußerst komplexen, intertextuellen, rhizomatischen Textnetzwerken, die in intermedialen Arrangements in
Szene gesetzt werden. Mit seinen zahlreichen Referenzen auf Film
und Fernsehen zitiert Pollesch kontinuierlich Genres, deren
narrative Strukturen gewissermaßen außer Frage stehen. So
gruppieren sich seine früheren Stücke etwa zur Trilogie (Heidi Hoh:
1999-2001, Prater-Trilogie: 2001-2002, Zeltsaga: 2004) oder zu
mehrteiligen Zyklen (Prater-Saga: 2004-2005) und erinnern an
Serien-Formate, wie sie in Form von soap operas, Telenovelas oder
Miniserien im TV ausgestrahlt werden. Pollesch ist allerdings
weniger als »Geschichtenerzähler« bekannt, denn als Macher von
»Diskurstheater« – ein Theater, das es einerseits versteht, virtuos
den Remix und das Sampling von theoretischen und philosophischen Hypotexten zu betreiben, das andererseits aber auch
Diskursivität performt, indem das dichte Textkonvolut nicht bloß
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vorgetragen, abgebildet oder »erzählt« wird, sondern in Relation zu
den Körpern der Agierenden sowie dem (Theater-)Raum gesetzt
wird (Texttheatralität). Nichtsdestotrotz finden sich in seinen
Produktionen kleine, offene, heterogene Narrative, wie beispielsweise Fragmente oder Anekdoten, denen das Prozessuale, Unabgeschlossene, Kontingente und Ereignishafte anhaftet, und die ohne
Figurenkonstitution oder Plot operieren, sodass eine klassische
narratologische Methodologie dem Theater Polleschs nur unzureichend habhaft wird. Dieser Beitrag möchte somit anhand einer
Analyse eines Stückezyklus ’ von Pollesch aufzeigen, wie die
Begriffstrias Diskurs, Ereignis und Erzählen (als weit gefasster
Term) dazu dienen kann, Theatertexte, Inszenierungen und Performances, die nahezu ohne traditionell-dramatische Strukturen auskommen, narratologisch zu analysieren.
4/17/2015 2:30 PM

Panel 30: Mise en abyme in Literature across Time and
Genres
Chair: dr. Pauline Souleau (Oxford)
Room: Sachristie
In his oft-cited journal entry, in which he coins the notion of mise en
abyme, André Gide describes various examples of “the transposition, to
the level of the characters, of the very subject of the work.” He notes
how the examples he gives all function “a bit differently”—“un peu différemment.” This panel emphasizes how extremely “different” mises en
abyme can be, by focusing on various delineations and implications of
the concept across cultural, historical, generic, ideological, philo sophical, and of course narratological borders. The panel, that is,
attempts to look not only at how mise en abyme definitionally muddles
the borders between the fictive world of characters and the creative
process, but also at how the concept bridges other borders, to different
effects. Papers cross historical borders, looking at medieval French literature through modern theoretical lenses; so doing, we cross generic
borders, dipping into historiography and the dits. We cross cultural borders, moving from Europe to communist China. Consistent with work
in post-classical narratologies, we cross theoretical borders, examining
the larger ideological implications of differing uses and conceptions of
mises en abyme; specifically at issue are both political questions and
philosophical ones, namely as they regard temporality. And of course,
the panel will investigate and interrogate narratological borders, examining, for example, how the broad concept of the “metanovel” spills
across different narrative—and perhaps even non-narrative—frameworks. In fact, a panel staging the unlikely bedfellows that are
Guillaume de Machaut and Jean Froissart, Dumas, Kundera, and Ar
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Cheng, should serve to underscore just how “broad,” in nearly every
sense, the “little” term mise en abyme can be. Is this, we ask, related to
a larger philosophical, political or esthetic “openness” inherent in the
term or concept?

Charlie Samuelson
(Dept. of French and Italian, Princeton University)
email withheld
97. The ‘True Story’ of Medieval Mises en Abyme: Overlapping
with the Lyric, and Supplementing Sex in Guillaume de Machaut’s
Le Livre dou Voir Dit
One medieval genre stands out for the depth of its engagement with
what Lucien Dällenbach calls “mises en abyme of the enunciation”:
the dits. Its most influential text, Guillaume de Machaut’s Le Livre
dou Voir Dit (1363-5), details the literary courtship between the
narrator-protagonist and his lover as they self-consciously
construct the very book we read. Not only is Machaut’s exploration
of mise en abyme important from an historical perspective, but it
also suggests an unlikely proximity between mise en abyme and lyric
poetry, since the inserted lyrics that the lovers exchange function in
a manner similar to Dällenbach’s “generalizing mises en abyme”: to
apply his terminology, both are “microcosms” that come to
“englobe” the surrounding narrative “macrocosms.” I propose
initially to investigate the relationship between lyric poetry and mise
en abyme in late medieval fiction, specifically focusing on how both
imply metaphoric (symbolic) and metonymic (contiguous)
relationships with the surrounding narrative. Inspired by recent
work in feminist/queer narratologies, I then turn to how this selfreflexivity maps on to late medieval notions of courtly love. I argue
that the Voir- Dit’s insistence on its own textuality functions queerly,
by exposing sexuality as a contingent, performative narrative that
has increasingly little relationship to “natural” impulses, physicality,
or even “presence” more generally conceived. Machaut’s Book of
Truth, I hope to show, exposes aspects of mise en abyme’s
unexpected role in the history of narrative and of sexuality.

dr. Veronika Zuseva-Özkan
(Institute for Philology and History, Russian State University for the
Humanities (RSUH)
v.zuseva.email withheld
98. The Invariant Structure and Typology of Metanovel
The paper explores the problems of the invariant structure and
typology of the metanovel genre. The metanovel is seen as a two-
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pronged structure consisting of the ‘novel of the characters’ and
‘novel of the novel’. The focus of our attention is on different
possibilities of how these two aspects correspond to each other. Our
approach to the typology of the genre is based upon the type of
relationship between the author and the hero and the type of border
between two worlds – fictive world of characters and world of the
creative process. There are different possibilities of the author’s
manifestation in the metanovel. Its text can be written on behalf of
the author who appears as a character in one of his hypostases
(example – Eugene Onegin); on behalf of the extra-heterodiegetic
narrator who is not present in the world of his story but talks in the
first person (Les Faux-monnayeurs); its text can be attributed to the
main character who completely replaces the author in his narrating
function (Tristram Shandy); its text can be attributed to the main
character though it is not evident until the end so there is
syncretism of the subjects (The Gift). We try to show how these
interlacing narrative possibilities affecting all the levels of the
literary structure form different types of metanovel.

Tsang F.Y. Gabriel
(Comparative Literature, King's College London)
email withheld
99. An Interrogation of the Allegorical Function of Mise en Abyme
Mise en abyme, in Gregory Minissale’s definition, is “a process of
representation within representation”. It is a narrative technique
characterised by eternal extension of repetitive images. Under Paul
Ricoeur’s framework of narrative-metaphor analogy, Mise en abyme
can be regarded not as a blank intertextuality, but as an allegorical
infinity structurally performed by textual arrangement. Following
his discussion, it is important to explore the functions of allegory
from the connection of text and reality to the integration of different
elements of text (like plots, rhetoric usage, ideas, personal
characters, etc.). As both narrative and the reality imitated by
narrative are bound with time, the temporality of Mise en abyme
enables it to be more internally referable. This referability is
significant to realise its whole process of functioning. Structured
with this central idea, this paper will be exemplified through
Nietzsche’s “eternal recurrence” mentioned in Kundera's novel
Unbearable Lightness of Being and the Sisyphusian life mode in the
enclosed communist countryside shown in Ar Cheng (a Chinese
writer)’s novella “King of Children”. It is expected that this paper
can bring the current thinking of Mise en abyme from metafictional
rhetoric to internal complexity of signification.
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dr. Pauline Souleau
(St Peter’s College, University of Oxford)
pauline.email withheld
100. Mise-en-abyme, Performing Self, and Intertextuality:
Froissart-protagonist in Le Voyage en Béarn and in Alexandre
Dumas Le Batard de Mauléon.
In 1388, Jean Froissart, a chronicler, romancer, and poet, travelled
to the Pyrenean region of Béarn, officially to hear of distant military
matters related to the Iberian Peninsula. He recorded such matters
in his historical narrative known as Les Chroniques in a passage
usually entitled Le Voyage en Béarn. As its name suggests, the
excerpt is not merely an account of distant knights’ distant
adventures, it is also the narrative of Froissart’s own journey and
crafting of his historical narrative: his meeting with local informants
turned secondary narrators and with Gaston Fébus, ruler of Béarn.
In this multi-layered narrative Froissart depicts himself, at times as
protagonist, chronicler, romancer, and even performer - reading out
his Arthurian romance, Meliador, to Fébus’ court. In this paper, I
propose to examine the mise-en-abyme carefully created or, to reuse a phrase dear to Froissart, ‘forged’ through the secondary
narrators’ metadiegetic tales and Froissart’s multiple selves. I will
show how such interpretations reveal a specific narrative strategy
and hidden ideological intent on the part of the author. I will open
up the discussion to the relevance of narratological tools such as
(metadiegetic)
narrative
voices
and
mise-en-abyme
for
historiographical and medieval narratives. I will conclude by
bridging the gap between the medieval and the modern, history and
fiction, by looking at the intertextuality of Le Voyage en Béarn and
one of Alexandre Dumas’ historical fiction, Le Bâtard de Mauléon, in
which Jean Froissart and his very informants are also portrayed
meeting and interacting whilst travelling to Béarn.

Session 7
4/17/2015 5:00 PM

Panel 31: Questioning the Theory of Mind. A
Diachronic Perspective
Chair: Prof. Koen de Temmerman (Ghent University)
Room: Refter
If one were to identify the major trends in post-classical narratology,
cognitive narratology and diachronic narratology would surely be up
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front. Since the early 1990s, the ‘cognitive turn’ has had a major impact
on narrative theory, giving rise to a huge number of approaches inspired
by cognitive psychology, AI, and empirical studies. Likewise, the
diachronization of narratology has become one of the catchphrases of
the field, which has led scholars to include pre-eighteenth century
material more regularly. Yet it is striking that especially in cognitive
narratology, ancient and medieval narratives tend to be marginalized or
ignored completely. In this panel, we go beyond the historical and
theoretical borders in conducting three case studies – based on ancient,
medieval, and early modern examples – in order to ascertain the
relevance of and implications for analysing ‘minds’ and character
portrayal in premodern narratives. Given that cognitive approaches
shift the focus from narrative as an enclosed object to its engagement
with the reader, premodern practices of narration and reading challenge
existing categories and invite us to reconsider how we think about
reader engagement and ‘fictional minds’ from a
literary historical perspective.

Prof. Jonas Grethlein
(Classics, Universität Heidelberg)
jonas.email withheld-heidelberg.de
101. Narrative, Mind-reading and the Ancient Novel
This paper use the ancient novel to challenge the current fashion of
seeing in the Theory of Mind the key component of readerly
engagement with narrative in general. Palmer, Zunshine and other
advocates of this view tend to base their claims about narrative on
a very small corpus of texts. While having much space in the
classical modern novel, the presentation of consciousness is far less
significant in other narrative genres. Not unlike much of modern
paralittérature, the ancient novel is a genre that is more invested in
the mimesis and reconfiguration of time. My test-case will be
Heliodorus’ Aethiopica, hugely influential for the emergence of the
modern novel, but now rarely studied outside a small circle of
experts. Its high degree of reflexivity makes the Aethiopica a
particularly intriguing text for my argument. The embedded
narratives and responses highlight that suspense and curiosity are
important means of enticing readers. Studied by such scholars as
Baroni, the temporal dynamics of narrative also deserve the
attention of cognitive narratologists, especially as suspense and
other features are often, but not always entwined with the
presentation of consciousness processes.

dr. Eva von Contzen
(Englisches Seminar, Ruhr-University Bochum)
eva.email withheld
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102. Mind the Gap: Medieval Literature and Theory of Mind
Why do we read and enjoy fiction? According to theorists of mind,
it is because we attribute mental states – thoughts, intentions,
dreams, emotions, and the like – to characters and follow them
throughout their stories, deriving social pleasure from the activity.
In my paper, I am going to challenge this claim by arguing that the
seemingly inclusive “we” (“we” read fiction and “we” attribute
mental states) is historically biased and describes only a specific
group of modern readers culturally cued to reading in a specific,
indeed largely mind-oriented, way. Taking medieval narrative as my
counter-example, I demonstrate that quite a different paradigm of
reader engagement can be distilled from these texts, a paradigm
that is inextricably linked with the derivative nature of many a
medieval narrative. Medieval saints’ legends and romances, arguably
the two most important because most widely read medieval genres,
suggest that in the Middle Ages the depiction and configuration of
action patterns take precedence. Rather than presenting why
characters act in a certain way, the narratives favour showing how
they act and react. This overarching narrative strategy, in which
medieval readers took pleasure, I propose, could be termed ‘reading
for the discourse’.

Prof. Monika Fludernik
(Anglistik, University of Freiburg)
sekretariat.email withheld-freiburg.de
103. Collective Thought and Group Consciousness in Early
Modern Narrative
Taking its inspiration from cognitive narratology and particularly
the work of Alan Palmer on the Victorian novel, this paper examines
to what extent collective minds can be traced in early modern
narratives and how their analysis can impact the diachronization of
narratology. One of the typical sites of intermental thought is the
representation of crowds. In my contribution, I discuss how
collectivity and intermentality are textualized in depictions of riots,
using Sir Philip Sidney’s The Old Arcadia (1580) as a case study of
rebellion in early modern fiction. In contrast to the focus on the
festive crowd and the Bakhtinian carnivalesque prevalent in
previous studies of early modern riots, the emphasis will here be
directed to the emergence of a collective mind, on how it is
represented and to what extent it allows an insight into
counterhegemonic or subversive thought.
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4/17/2015 5:00 PM

Panel 32: Mind and body
Chair: Prof. Jarmila Mildorf (University of Paderborn)
Room: Zaal Rector Blancquaert

Rebecca Bitenc
(English Studies, Durham University)
r.a.email withheld
104. Dementia Narratives: Crossing the
Narratology and the Medical Humanities

Borders

between

Dementia has become ubiquitous in our times. Not only are more
and more people affected by the disease, but it is represented across
a wide range of media and genres. While the study of dementia has
come to the fore in various disciplines – in the neurosciences in
particular – so far the wide array of stories about the experience of
dementia (by sufferers as well as caregivers) has not been
systematically studied. A project of this sort falls within the
domains of both narratology and the medical humanities, and
indeed requires building cross‐disciplinary connections between
these domains. This presentation will consider recent examples of
dementia narratives – from graphic memoir to filmic documentary
– to showcase the potential gains of creating such cross-disciplinary
dialogue. On the one hand, new tools and concepts from a mediaconscious narratology can be leveraged for medical humanities
research and contribute to a more analytically rigorous study of
narrative forms across modes and media. On the other hand, the
preoccupations of the medical humanities, as well as emergent
forms of illness narratives themselves, highlight the limits of
narrative as heuristic tool for understanding or portraying certain
kinds of experiences, and thus present important research
challenges for narratologists.

Marzia Beltrami
(School of Modern Languages and Cultures, Durham University)
marzia.email withheld
105. Trapped in embodiment. A cognitive analysis of Elsa
Morante’s Aracoeli
This paper develops a cognitive narratological analysis of Elsa
Morante’s novel Aracoeli (1982), exploring how ideas from the
cognitive sciences can help illuminate the novel’s treatment of
embodied minds, its enactment of cognitive style as manifested in
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characters’ tendency to process information in particular ways, and
its strategic use of an unreliable narrator. I argue that the critical
reception of the novel would positively benefit from such a reading,
bringing to light important aspects of its narrative structure and
content that have partly failed to be appreciated as a coherent
pattern. The novel features a main character, Manuele, who is
entangled in a relationship with his deceased mother and highly
concerned with the notion of identity – an identity that he seeks out
through memories and perceptions that heavily rely on the body,
which appears to be the main, though deceptive, source of meaning
in Manuele’s emotionally fraught world. I demonstrate how
Morante’s sharp predilection for the representations of
nonstandard modes of perception (i.e., drug-taking, physical
sensorial impairments) shapes the narrative, both in its content and
in its form (e.g., via circularity and digression).

Péter Kristóf Makai
(Department of English, University of Szeged)
email withheld
106. Mind the empathy gap: The autism novel on the border of
disability studies and cognitive literary theory
With the recent upsurge of novels in which the protagonist is on the
autistic spectrum, the condition has gained considerable visibility
within literary and narrative studies. Cognitive literary studies have
embraced the Theory of Mind-paradigm as the principal source of
social cognition and adopted its theoretical outlook that autism is
primarily understood as a neurological deficit that impairs (to
differing degrees) the ability of the autistic individual to attribute
intentions and internal states of mind to their neurotypical peers.
And yet, for a long while, cognitive literary studies have refrained
from investigating the narratological expression of neurological
difference in autism novels. In this paper, I follow the gesture of Lisa
Zunshine, who has co-authored a paper with Ralph James Savarese
to discuss the role of the ToM-paradigm in understanding autism,
inviting the interdisciplinary insights of disability studies to reposition autism within the framework of cognitive theory (Savarese
and Zunshine 2014). I investigate the indebtedness of cognitive
narratology to autism as the prosthetic foil to the neurotypical
model reader of real and fictional minds. I also examine the notion
of “unreadability” and the “unnatural mind” as it was developed in
the programme of unnatural narratology (Iversen 2013) and provide
commentary of the use of the autistic mind from a disability studies
perspective for the purposes of an “ethicognitive” theory of
processing and taking pleasure in narrative.
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Panel 33: Experimental narrative
Chair: Tobias Hermans (Ghent University)
Room: Oude Infirmerie

Prof. Karl Katschthaler
(Institute for German Studies, University of Debrecen)
karl.email withheld
107. Ich kann nicht eigentlich erzählen, ja fast nicht einmal reden:
Narrativity in the Music of György Kurtág
If we take a look at the literature on the question of narrativity of/in
music, we will find lots of case studies dealing with tonal music
especially from the nineteenth century, but only few if any focusing
on atonal or post-tonal music of the twentieth and twenty-first
century. Susan McClary even went as far as defining the avant-garde
music of the twentieth century as self-consciously ANTI-narrative"
and restricting narrativity in music to an era between around 1700
and 1900. This kind of tonal musical narrativity is closely related to
the romantic concept of subjectivity: the notion of the centred Self
and its becoming in the process of Bildung. McClarys thesis is that
towards the end of the nineteenth century trust in these stories of
the constitution of the centred Self got lost and therefore narrative
composition and even the narrative interpretation of nineteenth
century music got ditched. The decentering of the subject, however,
did not only affect musical narratives but literary narratives too as
is well known and widely researched in literary criticism and history.
In the field of literature the notion of the decentered subject is
related with modern and post-modern techniques of narration
which are often characterized by a high degree of self-reflectiveness,
i.e. by unconventional and more complicated ways if narration and
not by the end of narration. Furthermore the point of view
concerning the agency of literature was shifted from the author to
the reader, a turn paradigmatically called the "death of the author"
by Roland Barthes and Michel Foucault. Hence, two questions must
be asked concerning the field of music: 1. Can atonal and post-tonal
music really not be narrativized by the listener or is s/he wrong
when s/he does so? and 2. What does the "death of the author" mean
for the agency of the composer and the possibility or impossibility
of narrative composition? Vincent Meelberg has suggested that
alternatively to McClarys diagnosis of an anti-narrative stance a
foregrounding of narrativization should be looked for in atonal
music, a self-reflexivity turning these musical pieces into
metanarratives. In contrary to an emphasis on sound turning the
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listener into a passive receiver he ascribes to Luigi Nono, Meelberg
advocates a narrative listening stance as an active stance "that does
focus on linearity". In my paper I want to determine the relation
between musical linearity and sound in the post-tonal music of
György Kurtág in order to explore the advantages of a narrative
listening and to discuss the self-reflective problematization of the
possibility of narrative composition and narrative listening in the
post-tonal era.

Bilyana Vanyova Kostova
(University of Zaragoza (Spain))
email withheld
108. Towards Conventionalism, Narratorial Control and
Predictability? The Exhaustion of Trauma in Jeffrey Eugenides’s
The Marriage Plot
Postmodernism no longer serves as an adequate framework for
contemporary fiction which formally and thematically turns to
realism, authenticity, and traditional emplotment, forms which this
literary movement constantly parodies. Jeffrey Eugenides latest
novel, The Marriage Plot (2011), is more traditional and less
experimental than his previous novels, hinting at the absent
presence of trauma. Its heterodiegetic narrator embraces the
variable focalization of the three protagonists and centers on their
love triangle that emerges on the University campus in the 1980s.
The topic of romantic love which culminates with marriage,
championed by the novel’s unfeminist heroine Madeleine, is
opposed to the academic popularity of deconstruction, feminist
criticism and other poststructuralist criticisms of the 1980s. The
almost hyperbolic intertextuality of the novel is used to highlight
two types of literary exhaustions, to echo John Barth. On the one
hand, the exhaustion of the traditional trend which puts women,
romanticism and marriage under a common denominator and which
often relies on realistic prose, conventional closures, and narrative
control. On the other hand, the exhaustions of postmodern
narrative techniques, employed in Middlesex, lead to a “more
relaxed” style, in Toibin’s words (2011). Since the aesthetics of
trauma fiction coincides with that of postmodernism, this paper
examines whether this “relaxed” style is the beginning of the end of
the boom in trauma fiction evident in both The Virgin Suicides
(1993) and Middlesex (2002), and whether it posits a way out of the
experimental exhaustion and the rise of new “Literature of
Replenishment.”
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Tytti P. Rantanen
(School of Language, Translation and Literary Studies, University of
Tampere)
Tytti.P.Rantanen@uta.fi
109. “Am I looking from too far or too closely?” Problems and
poetics of authorial presence in writing and film: Godard, Duras,
Robbe-Grillet
After decades of well-established warnings against “intentional
fallacy” by new criticism and the declaration of death by poststructuralists, a new interest in the author in literary and narrative
studies has risen (cf. e.g. Walsh 2007; Nielsen 2013). In the field of
film studies, the separation between the author and the narrator has
never been a question of such orthodoxy, partly due to the legacy of
politique des Auteurs, partly due to the debate pro and against the
concept of ‘narrator’ and its applicability in film (cf. e.g. Chatman
1978; 1990; Bordwell 1985; Verstraten 2009; Wilson 2011). All in all,
the author need not be an oracle, who possesses the key for the
“right” interpretation of the enigmatic works of art. Rather, she can
be interwoven in the narrative texture as an essential, tangible
element, a voice among others, both with her intentions and
fallacies, hesitations and solutions. My context and media conscious
study aims at bringing together film studies and post-classical
narratology and reflect them against post-structuralist discussions
of authorship. I examine how the authorial presence in Jean-Luc
Godard’s, Marguerite Duras’s and Alain Robbe-Grillet’s writings and
films affect the narrative limits and problematize the politics and
prospects of artistic creation.
4/17/2015 5:00 PM

Panel 34: Empirical studies in narrative
Chair: Fiona Moreno (University of Pennsylvania)
Room: Zaal Rector Gillis

Fiona Moreno
(French studies/Social, Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience, University
of Pennsylvania)
email withheld
110. Narrative, Yours Truly. For a Cross-Disciplinary Study of the
Literary Text Made Memory
“Just what do we know about readers’ memory for text?” Echoing
Bortolussi and Dixon’s concern, this contribution probes into the
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concept, arguably “addressed only occasionally and not at all within
literary studies” , of memory for the literary text, with a focus on
the extent to which social scripts might influence mnesic selection,
as well as on the notion of (re) construction. The author, whose
current training in narrative studies and neuroscience hinges on a
literary background, will advocate, through a series of hypothetical
and practical cases, for both the identification and elaboration of a
common theoretical ground allowing to investigate the memory
processes correlated to the act of literary reading. Her argument will
rely on the admission of the memory-identity analogy according to
which an individual is best defined by the sum of her recollections.
If we consider that a narrative depends on its reader’s remembrance
of text past, then two theses at least call for statement and
exploration: (short-term) memory for literary text would alter the
reader’s long-term memory; the reader’s long-term memory would
affect memory for literary text, insofar as it would orient the process
by which memory objects are selected. Possible resistance to
meaning a priori in cases when such meaning does not fit stored
representations will notably be discussed. Drawing on
(neuro)cognitive, sociological, textual critical approaches and
experimental studies altogether, this paper will hopefully show how
equally central the empirical reader, on one hand, and textual
features, on the other hand, are to the second one of the above
propositions.

dr. Ilona Pikkanen
(Finnish Centre of Excellence in Historical Research, University of
Tampere)
Ilona.Pikkanen@uta.fi
111. Reading across Borders: Fictional and Non-Fictional
Premodern Peasant Uprisings in the 19th-century Cultural
Memory
My paper discusses 19th-century narratives about premodern
peasant uprisings in the Nordic countries. The case studies are from
Finland (at that point a Grand Duchy within the Russian empire),
Sweden and Denmark and they represent scholarly history writing
and historical fiction. This material offers us an excellent shortcut
to the central role literary representations about the past played in
harnessing and promoting the 19th-century political and social
transformations. In other words, the aim is not to present new
readings of individual works, but to localize narrative similarities
across generic and national borders. These texts are an efficient lens
to focus on the dynamics between academic and popular
representations, thus touching upon more general theoretical and
methodological reflections about “real-world storytelling” and its
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close relationship to the forms and contents of fictional literature.
My methodology stems from cultural/historiographical narratology
(cf. Nünning 2013; Pikkanen 2012&2013) and from theoretical and
(the rare) practical outcomes of the linguistic turn in historical
studies (White 1973; Rigney 1990; Ankersmit & Kellner 1995;
Munslow 2007; Eckel 2010). In the end the conceptual framework
offered by interdisciplinary cultural memory studies, directing
attention to repetition and circulation and patterns rather than
singularities (e.g. Erll 2010), will bring the discussion together.

dr. Jan König
(Institut für Marketing und Management, University of Hannover)
email withheld
112. The Monomyth of Narration: Bartlet’s War of Ghosts
Revisited
By the work of Joseph Campbell (1949) we know about the basic and
fundamental structure of story, which can be traced from and
proved on earliest tales to modern screen plots. Apart from
Campbell, researchers have been describing (arche‐)typical plots for
centuries, such as Aristotle, Gustav Freytag, Teun van Dijk as well
as contemporary popular authors like Syd Field. Their models are
all comparable with Campbell’s monomyth. In the 1930s, Cambridge
psychologist Bartlett observed how remembering the story War of
Ghosts changed its contents, from immediate reproduction to
recollection after several different periods of time. His work is
remarkable for remembering as well as cultural and sociological
influences on it. While Bartlett focussed on the changes in the
reproduced story compared with the original, we observe what
remains the same and, regarding the monomyth, changes to a more
precise plot with a coherent line of suspense. In our study, we had
a panel of almost 200 students who were asked to reproduce War of
Ghosts regularly over a period of four months. The results offer a
better knowledge of how important a specific narrative structure
seems to be, how we reproduce stories in this structure
automatically, and how much detail we remember by narrating even
after several months.
4/17/2015 5:00 PM

Panel 35: Transmedial narratology
Chair: Prof. Markus Kuhn (Hamburg University)
Room: Sachristie
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dr. Filippo Pennacchio
(Comparative Literature, IULM University, Milan)
filippo.email withheld
113. First-Person Omniscient Narration: Historicizing a New
Narrative Situation
Many novels and short-stories published in recent years display
atypical first-person narrators: free to read the minds of others
characters, fully equipped with a set of features traditionally
reserved for the authorial narrator, they defy the borders of the
narrative situation to which they are supposed to belong. In
“classical” terms we could define them first-person omniscient
narrators. Following the natural/unnatural debate, instead, we could
say that a narrative technique which is formally unnatural (that is,
not occurring in real-life communication) is now becoming
naturalized, accepted as another plausible way to tell a story.
However, in spite of its diffusion, this technique has not received
much attention. With the exception of some important essays by
Henrik Skov Nielsen, Ruediger Heinze and Paul Dawson, no specific
contribution has investigated in detail the topic. Moving from the
insights of these scholars and taking a novel (Middlesex, by Jeffrey
Eugenides) as an example, I will first underline the need of
historicizing first-person omniscient narration to better confront
with it, and then I will propose a new way to conceptualize texts
which exploit this technique. In doing this, I will resort to an
intermedial argument. That is, I will argue that the mechanisms
inherent to first-person omniscient narration can be explained
imaging a sort of blend between a literary frame on the one hand
and a cinematic frame on the other.

Cristina de Lucas Olmos
(Department of Dance, University of Roehampton)
email withheld
114. Narration in Dance
In dance, the narration of the story is rarely achieved by the
presence of a narrator on stage or the use of a voice-over narrator.
Most frequently, it is conveyed through a mixture of acoustic, visual,
kinetic and gestural cues included in the dance work. This
peculiarity poses the methodological challenge of designing the
adequate analytical tools to dissect that combination of semiotic
channels and explain how it achieves its narrative expressive aim. In
my presentation I will discuss three different models that tackle this
problem from different perspectives. Janet Adshead’s model of
dance analysis offers a general framework for the description and
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interpretation of the components of any dance, paying particular
attention to the most characteristic element of dance, movement.
The combination of dance and music is the special focus of
Stephanie Jordan’s choreomusical methodology and the description
of aesthetic hybrids of any kind (music, dance and design, for
instance) is the target of Daniel Albright’s analytical proposal. I will
argue that these three approaches complement each other, with
Jordan’s and Albright’s proposals offering deeper insights to some
aspects of Adshead’s broader model. I will illustrate these
considerations with pertinent examples from Kenneth MacMillan’s
one-act ballet The Invitation (1960).

dr. Elena Gordienko
(Department of cultural and social communications, The Russian
Presidential Academy of National Economy and Public Administration)
email withheld
115. Theatre narratology: types of speakers Linguo-semiotic
principles of theatre adaptation of narrative prose: on the
material of Russian and French stage adaptations
The theatre history of the past century was marked by the use of
narrative techniques in the theatre. Direct audience-address,
commenting on the stage actions, recounting events in the past
tense and third person have become a new norm of theatre
discourse. The epicisation of the drama (Szondi 1956) caused the
diversification of theatre speakers that I want to talk about. We can
list four common types of theatre speaking roles that reflect
different strategies of relation between an artist, a character and a
stage action: a character (an artist portrays a character and speaks
on his behalf); a heterodiegetic narrator (stage manager, choric
figures, announcer etc. : an artist plays a person who comments on
the actions shown on the stage that he doesn’t participate in) ; a
homodiegetic narrator (a character «in the present» recounting
events from his past that are being played on the stage) and a
'narractor', the term of Bernard Martin (1993) denoting the subject
of so called ‘théâtre-récit’ who is simultaneously a subject of
diegesis and a subject of mimesis, i.e. a person telling a story of a
character in third person while playing him. This diversity is best
shown in stage adaptations of narrative texts where a director has
to choose to whose text it’d better to transform the narrator’s text
to. The examples will be held basically from XX and XXI century
Russian and French stage adaptations.
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Panel 36: The Perturbatory Narration
Chair: Prof. Sabine Schlickers & Vera Toro (University of Bremen)
Room: Refter

Prof. Sabine Schlickers & Vera Toro

(University of Bremen)

sabine.email withheld
The Perturbatory Narration. Introduction
This panel aims to introduce a new narratological transmedial concept
which refers to an interplay of narrative devices which produce
"strange" effects in literary and filmic texts. Our aim is not primarily
reader/spectator-oriented, although we will take into account the (de)construction of the esthetic illusion. Instead we focus on the ludic,
irritating narrative devices themselves. The new umbrella-term
"Perturbatory Narration" includes elements of the histoire, but, more
importantly, it refers to the discours-level where it comprises –up to the
moment– Unreliable Narration, Paradoxical Narration, certain forms of
self-reflexive and Fantastic Narration.

Prof. Ruth Fine
(Romance and Latin-American Studies, Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
ruth.email withheld
116. Text and paratext as a paradoxical mise en abyme: the
example of Don Quixote´s prologue (1605)
The prologue of Don Quixotes first book has drawn a substantial
critical attention due to its extreme subversive nature, defying all
the expectations of the conventional paratextual genre of the period.
Indeed, besides exercising a crude and ironic parody against the
prologues and the false erudition of their authors, while announcing
the very nature of the book to come as a parody of the chivalry
genre, Cervantes prologue is a paradigmatic example of selfreflection. Notwithstanding these significant functions, our paper
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will focus on the behavior of the prologue as a mise en abyme of the
first book as a whole, not only on a thematic level but also on the
enunciation and metafictional ones. This will entail pronounced
defamiliarizing effects that project themselves in the book, creating
paradoxical ways of understanding the plot, the characters and the
multiple levels of signification of the novel.

Prof. Katharina Niemeyer
(Lateinamerika-Studien, Köln University)
email withheld-koeln.de
117. First person plural narrators or about how we can puzzle the
reader with questions of number and identity
In the last decades, some novels have attracted attention because of
their use of first person plural narrators. From Jeffrey Eugenides’
The Virgin Suicides (1993) to Julie Otsukas The Buddha in the Attic
(2011) and Saša Stanišics Vor dem Fest (2014), this particular
configuration of the narrating authority puzzles the reader for
various reasons. It is nearly impossible to distinguish between
narration by an unison choir or a single voice in representation of
the group, all the more if its members are anonymous. But even if
they have names, the concrete identity of the narrating voice(s)
remains per definitionem undecidable. Another intriguing question
is how they get to know all the things they talk or write about. The
use of communal narrators goes beyond the conventional narrative
logic, integrating contradictory models of understanding and
representing reality.
After
a
short
systematical
explanation, my contribution analyzes voice, mode and function of
first person plural narrators in selected examples from the 1960’s
to the present, with regard also to some Latin-American novels.
Prof. Inke Gunia
(Institut für Romanistik, Interdisciplinary Center for Narratology (ICN),
Hamburg)
inke.email withheld-hamburg.de
118. Perturbing effects and (aesthetic) illusion in performative
story telling
Narrative techniques with a perturbing effect are not dependent on
special media, but the range of the affective states they are intended
to trigger or may trigger in the implied and accordingly the real
reader/audience probably differs in the various media in which they
are used. Performative storytelling is only one of their areas of
application. The Spanish/ Mexican/ French film También la lluvia/
Even the Rain (2010) by the Spanish director Icíar Bollaín (*1967)
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tells two stories that are increasingly intertwined: on the one hand
the difficulties a film director and his crew have to face when
shooting their film on the Spanish Conquista in Bolivia and, on the
other, the story of the resulting film. También la lluvia intends to
produce added perturbing effects, those caused on the levels of the
implied and the real audience and those on the intradiegetic level of
the characters. These perturbing effects work with a combination
from metafictional narration, mise en abyme (mainly of the
utterance) and metalepsis are intensified by the theme chosen by
Bollaín to interrelate the two stories of her film: violence.
4/18/2015 9:00 AM

Panel 37: Narrative Knowledge
Chair: Helena Mihkelson (University of Tartu)
Room: Zaal Rector Blancquaert

Helena Mihkelson
(University of Tartu)
helena.email withheld
119. Narrative gaps in four Swedish novels: definition and
classification
In my presentation I would like to talk about defining and
systematizing narrative gaps based on four novels from the Swedish
1940s. This is a part of my ongoing PhD project where I compare
different types of gaps according to the function or effect they
perform in each novel and analyze how these effects interact with
the novels in their entirety.In defining the gap my starting point has
been Wolfgang Isers theories, however, a lot of the problematizing
and systematizing of the gaps has been done in more recent writings
by for example Bernhard J. Dotzler who presents a categorization of
possible gaps and Meir Sternberg who discusses among other things
such problems as the distinction of gaps and blanks according to
the interest value of what has been omitted. I am trying to combine
some of these and other theoretical models of gaps and at the same
time, largely with the help of Gérard Genette's classical model,
create specific narrower categories based on my findings in the
mentioned novels. It is the results of this work I would like to focus
on and hopefully also make some claims about gaps as such and
about the very possibility of systematizing them in the first place.
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Prof. Matti Hyvärinen
(University of Tampere Finland, School of Social Sciences and
Humanities)
Matti.k.email withheld
120. The limits of folk psychology
The generalized idea of folk psychology (FP) is often attached to the
phenomenon of mind-attribution (Palmer 2010, Herman 2013). The
specific meaning and the credible limits of FP as a resource of an
individual have remained somewhat under-theorized. Firstly, I
compare Bruner’s (1990) broad version of FP as sequential,
canonical knowledge, and the narrower version of FP as a calculus
of desires/reasons (Hutto 2008). Earlier, I have suggested that mind
attribution is able to turn into strategic mind projection. I argue that
mind attribution is a contextual, intentional and not necessarily a
communality-building capacity (Hyvärinen, forthcoming). The range
of social minds (Palmer 2010) should be tested rather than
presumed. I discuss mind attribution and FP by comparing Julian
Barnes’ (2013) Levels of Life, which explores the author’s memories
of loss after his wife’s death, his more conflictual Talking it over
(1991), and John Burnside’s A Summer of Drowning (2011), which
offers examples of mind attribution without a proper support from
FP. Rather than presuming a FP providing a generalized capacity to
understand other minds, I suggest a more nuanced study into the
contextual conditions of mind attribution.

dr. Reiko Ikeo
(School of Commerce, Senshu University)
email withheld
121. Unshared presuppositions in Flannery O’Connor’s Wise
Blood
Flannery O’Connor’s Wise Blood (2007 [1949]) illustrates the failures
in communication to establish common ground between the leading
characters and others. The leading characters’ presuppositions and
assumptions are denied or rejected, and the outright rejections by
other characters suggest that discrepancies exist in the characters’
beliefs and the reality in the text world (Werth 1999: 87). This paper
examines the linguistic devices used in the novel to express the
characters’ presuppositions and assumptions and discusses how
these presuppositions and assumptions are rejected in interactions
from a pragmatic perspective. By presupposition I refer to the
conditions that must be satisfied before the utterance can be used
felicitously to perform its function as a statement, a question, a
promise, a request, etc. (Lyons 1977: 604). Assumption, on the other
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hand, covers a broader notion related to suppositions and beliefs
that the characters in the novel have taken for granted. Three
linguistic devices which signal presupposition will be discussed in
this paper: conditionals, the causal conjunction ‘because’ and
negation. The main function of these linguistic devices is to open up
the characters’ mental spaces which involve presuppositions and
assumptions. Taking these linguistic devices into account, cases of
communication in which the leading characters’ presuppositions
and assumptions are not shared by other characters are analysed.
4/18/2015 9:00 AM

Panel 38: Towards a Medieval Narratology
Chair: Prof. Monika Fludernik (University of Freiburg)
Room: Oude Infirmerie
This roundtable introduces the aims and objectives of the
interdisciplinary scientific network “Medieval Narratology”, which is
funded by the German Research Foundation for a period over three
years. The network brings together thirteen narratologists and
medievalists from five different disciplines: English Studies, German
Studies, Romance Studies, Nordic Philology, and Islamicate Studies. The
central aim of the network is to advance the diachronization of
narratology, which Monika Fludernik postulated programmatically in
2003 and which still constitutes a major desideratum in the field. By
critically engaging with existing narratological theories, the participants
seek to establish the theoretical outline of a medieval narratology that
does not distort the texts but appreciates their alterity. Drawing on
selected examples from medieval narratives, the speakers at this
roundtable discuss the potentials and limitations of existing
narratological theories for the analysis of medieval narrative. In
particular, categories such as the narrator and focalization will be
scrutinized and tested for their usefulness. Lastly, we are going to
provide an outline of what medieval narratives have on offer for the
ongoing project of the
diachronization of narratology.

Prof. Stephanie Neu
(Romanistik, University of Mannheim)
email withheld-mannheim.de
122. Focalization and/or Perspective in Medieval Narratives: A
Case Study
Drawing on the results of the first workshop of the interdisciplinary
scientific network “Medieval Narratology”, in my contribution, I will
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test-drive some of the hypotheses brought forward in this context.
As the analysis of different European medieval texts has shown, the
characters, their feelings and thoughts seem to be more important
than the narrator’s own reflections and comments. Starting from
this assumption, I will focus on the question whether Gérard
Genette’s concept of “focalization” and Wolf Schmid’s concept of
“perspective” are equally suitable for the analysis of medieval
narratives. Here, I will refer to Burkhard Niederhoff’s differentiation
between focalization and perspective. According to Niederhoff,
“focalization” highlights the object of representation, while
“perspective” focuses on the perceiving subject and therefore
implies a higher degree of valuation and an emotional stance.
Examples are provided by two later medieval texts: on the one hand,
Marco Polo’s and Rustichello da Pisa’s Le divisament dou monde (late
13th century), and on the other hand Giovanni Boccaccio’s
Decameron (around 1350). Especially Le divisament dou monde
promises interesting insights, since it is a mixture of legends,
anecdotes and seemingly “objective” and fact-based descriptions of
landscapes, cities and costumes. My analysis will hence focus on the
question whether the same parameters can be applied to such
“mixed bag” texts as well as to fictional texts like Boccaccio’s novels.

Prof. Florian Kragl
(Germanistische Mediävistik, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg)
florian.email withheld
123. Understanding Heroes. A Heroic Challenge to Historic
Narratology
Within medieval literature, heroic poetry certainly is the genre
frustrating modern expectations most. One of the main reasons for
that are the characters of heroic poetry: the heroes. They often just
seem to promote the story line without gaining something like
personal identity. That is not just a problem for modern readers but
for narratological approaches as well: When, what is said (by
characters), lacks all logical consistency, when a character claims
this in one sentence and that in the next, all narratological
instruments we have to describe characters and character
motivation fail. They were made for ‘round characters’ in 19th
century novels and simply do not encompass strange characters of
the heroic kind. In my paper I will show, in a first step, that this
common sense reading of heroic characters is heavily biased on its
own and that the picture changes radically if we take into account
not only the written text but also the recital of heroic poetry. In a
second step I will discuss to what extent it is possible to make this,
of course hypothetical, medial status of heroic poetry part of a
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narratological model, and which consequences for the project of a
historical narratology would derive from that.

dr. Sabine Walther
(Germanistik, Universität Bonn)
email withheld-bonn.de
124. On the Concept of the Narrator and Old Norse Saga Literature
The concept of the narrator seems to be especially problematic to
apply to Old Norse saga literature. The corpus mainly consists of
long prose texts, the so-called sagas, some of them with
interspersed verses. Most of these texts are considered to
historiographic, i.e. factual, but some are considered to be rather
fictional depending on the saga genre. Most of the texts are
anonymous also depending on the saga genre. These genres are
however modern constructs. The indigenous, i.e. more or less the
non-translated, part of the corpus is assumed to be derived from
oral traditions although it is debated to what extent. Most of the
sagas are transmitted in several versions. Who speaks in these texts?
A narrator—although the fictionality is under discussion? An
author—although in most cases we cannot even name an author? An
anonymous voice imitating an oral narrator on parchment? The
paper will try to explore the category of voice within the field of Old
Norse saga literature, discovering the differences between more
historiographical sagas on the one hand and more entertaining
sagas on the other hand taking into account also translated sagas
which could have delivered new narrative models to medieval
Norway and Iceland.
4/18/2015 9:00 AM

Panel 39: Transgressing borders
Chair: dr. Sonja Klimek (University of Freiburg)
Room: Zaal Rector Gillis

Prof. Barbara Puschmann-Nalenz
(English Department, Bochum University)
email withheld
125. Nested Narratives
The novel of the postmodern era has a special affinity to the nested
narrative. It is particularly apt to question the fiction/reality binary,
taking issues of authenticity, identity and perception centre stage.
Margaret Atwood's The Blind Assassin or Ian McEwan's Atonement
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epitomise the 'novel-within-a-novel' and narrator-as-writer trope. I
propose to approach the literary device of 'mise-en-abyme' in two
peculiar examples: A.S. Byatt's Ragnarok (2011) and Peter Ackroyd's
The Fall of Troy (2007). Both present third-person narratives, which
frame tales of mythological dimension: Nordic sagas and Christian
theology in Ragnarok, embedded in the wartime experience of a
little girl in rural England; in The Fall of Troy the Homeric epic and
archaic relics of a written tradition excavated on the site of the
ancient Hissarlik by an enthusiastic archaeologist, a character
shaped on the historic figure of Heinrich Schliemann. It is the
purpose of my contribution to examine the special effect of this
device on the framing – and intruding – as well as on the embedded
stories. So far it seems that in going beyond the self-reflexivity of
postmodernism these nested narratives shed an interpretative light
on the frame story, but also subscribe to de-mystifying the
revelations of cultural or religious communities. Instead they
celebrate the imaginativeness of the human mind and the power of
discourse.

Veerle Van Steenhuyse
(Department of Literary Studies, Ghent University)
Veerle.email withheld
126. When Fanon Meets Plot: Fan Fiction Studies, Postclassical
Narratology, and Pride and Prejudice Fics
In recent years, several scholars have argued that it is worthwhile to
examine fan fiction through the lens of literary studies (Pugh 2005,
Kaplan 2006, Thomas 2011). This has led to an influx of
narratological concepts into fan fiction studies (see Thomas 2011,
10-13 for an overview). The question is: what are the advantages and
effects of this migration across borders? I demonstrate that
postclassical narrative theories on plot can be used to shed light on
a key concept from fandom and fan fiction studies: the “fanon,” or
the events that are created and repeated by fans in a specific fandom
(Busse and Hellekson 2006, 9). My discussion is centred on Jan H.’s
The Child and Marie A.’s Burnt Bridges, two online fan fiction texts
based on Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. When these fics are
examined through the lenses of fan fiction studies and postclassical
plot theories (such as Ryan 1991 and Dannenberg 2008), it becomes
apparent that they put pressure on Jane Austen’s realistic world to
make it produce a different, more melodramatic meaning. In The
Child and Burnt Bridges,this pressure translates into an emphasis
on the private-affective rather than the socio-political side of
marriage and into an implied reading experience that is more
emotional than sociocritical. On the basis of these case studies, I
conclude that while the concept of fanon draws attention to the
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conventional nature of the plots of fan fiction, it can be refined by
recent conceptualisations of plot. I conclude, in other words, that
postclassical narrative theories of plot throw neglected dimensions
of the concept of fanon into relief, and make it easier to discuss
those dimensions in a textual analysis of fan fiction.

dr. Sonja Klimek
(Languages and Literatures, University of Freiburg)
sonja.email withheld
127. Shifting over the Ontological Gap – Deictic Shift Theory and
the problem with transmedial metalepses
Für die Kunstform Erzählliteratur lässt sich die von Genette so
genannte “métalepse narrative“ relativ leicht explizieren: als logikwidrige Vermischung von Darstellungsebene („monde où l’on
raconte“) und Ebene des Dargestellten („monde […] que l’on
raconte“) innerhalb von fiktionalen Texten, wobei die Art der
Darstellung eine hervorbringende / erfindende sein muss.
Vermischung von Ebene des faktualen Erzählens und Ebene des
faktual Erzählten sind dagegen nicht logik-widrig, da diese beiden
Welten des Erzählens und des Erzählten kein „ontological gap“
trennt, sondern nur ein zeitlicher und/oder räumlicher Abstand. Oft
– und nicht zuletzt auch von mir – ist Genette (2004) vorgeworfen
worden, er weite den Metalepsenbegriff bis ins Unsinnige aus mit
seiner Feststellung: „Toute fiction est tissée de métalepses“. Diese
Kritik würde ich auch heute noch aufrechterhalten. Aber dennoch
weist Genette 2004 tatsächlich auf etwas hin, was offenbar
tatsächlich zur Grundausstattung aller Fiktion gehört und was man
– wenn auch nicht unter dem Metalepsen-Begriff – so doch irgendwie
anders zu fassen bekommen müsste: Wo ist in den verschiedenen
Medien und Kunstformen der „ontological gap“ – und wie kommen
Dinge und Figuren darüber? In der Grundstruktur des logikwidrigen Wechsels einer Figur oder Sache von einer Welt in eine
andere Welt – wobei eine dieser Welten durch Erfindung
/Hervorbringung in die andere eingeschachtelt sein muss – ähnelt
die „métalepse narrative“ dem mentalen Prozess der ästhetischen
Illusion, der durch fiktionale Texte ausgelöst wird. Die „Deictic Shift
Theory“ erklärt, wie in einem kognitiven Prozess Rezipienten das
„deictic centre“ verschieben und so in ihrer Vorstellung Kohärenz
erzeugen, indem sie alle Deiktika auf eine Position innerhalb der
erzählten Welt beziehen. Narrative Metalepsen lassen sich so als ein
‚foregrounding‘ dieses alltäglichen mentalen Prozesses der
‚deiktischen Projektion‘ deuten, der die kognitive Basis für die
Rezeption fiktionaler Texte bildet. Offenkundig gibt es parallele
Strukturen zu „narrativen Metalepsen“ auch in anderen
darstellenden, jedoch im Unterschied zu fiktionalen Erzähltexten
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nicht rein-sprachlichen Medien- und Kunstformen. Einige davon
haben wir in Kukkonen/Klimek (eds.) 2011 analysiert. Doch lassen
sich auch für all diese Medien die Metalepsen (die Übergänge
zwischen fiktiver, dargestellter Welt und Welt der Darstellung) mit
der Deictic Shift Theory erklären? Kendall L. Waltons Theorie nach
ist alle Mimesis ein “Game of Make-Believe”, das sowohl
Produzent/innen als auch später die Rezipient/innen mit sich selbst
spielen, wobei der Text, das Medium oder die Kunstform nur noch
„prop“ in diesem Spiel ist. Im diesem Vortrag möchte ich Waltons
universale Fiktionstheorie mit der „Deictic Shift Theory“
zusammenbringen, um transmediale Metalepsen in Bezug auf die
von ihnen ausgelösten mentalen Prozessen beschreibbar zu
machen.
4/18/2015 9:00 AM

Panel 40: Realism revisited
Chair: dr. Michel De Dobbeleer (Slavic Languages and Cultures, Ghent
University)
Room: Sachristie

dr. Jirí Koten
(Institute of Czech Literature, Academy of Sciences of the Czech
Republic, Praha)
jiri.email withheld
128. The realist novel from the perspective of contemporary
narratology
The proposed paper deals with a topic studied by the dynamically
developing field of diachronic narratology. In light of recent (often
revised) findings, I will examine whether it is possible to see specific
narrative situations and techniques as typical of literary narration
of a given historical period. The paper will focus primarily on
nineteenth-century realist novel. The impression of trustworthy
narration, often brought together with the classical novel, does not
result from the genre’s ability to depict reality or to superbly imitate
natural narration, but from its ability to create a perfect illusion of
the mirrored or directly mediated reality. Consequently, I will
scrutinize realist techniques that were developed (often rather
intuitively than consciously) by nineteenth-century writers and that
are well-known: the strategy of objectifying the narrator, which
gradually diminished the influence of strong authorial (and often
self-reflexive) narration, and methods of stylization, which was
achieved either by means of seemingly natural narratives
(memories, testimonies, neighbourly and aristocratic discussions)
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or forms of non-fictional genres (letters, memoirs, chronicles). The
paper aims to provide a new interpretation of these well-known
facts and to include them in a complex theoretical model, using
insights from possible-world theory, psychological research into
speech acts (R. Gerrig, H. H. Clark), and unnatural narratology. The
paper will refer to canonical works of both Czech and European
literature.

Lieselot De Taeye
(Dutch Literature, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
email withheld
129. Documentary montage as factual/fictional narrative
Montage is a technique in which delineated textual entities, often of
heterogeneous origin, are placed side by side, creating a general
‘story’, while at the same time maintaining their own specificity (cf.
Gfrereis 1999, 105). In literary studies, the term is traditionally used
for the novels by Dos Passos and Döblin that include newsreels and
other citations, but it can be used more widely. Because of its
fragmentizing quality and the use of external sources, montage
complicates the unity of traditional narrative devices such as plot,
narrator and character. In the same vein, documentary montages –
montages that aim to reveal something about a factual reality – are
difficult to reconcile with theories on fictional and factual narrative
that focus on textual signals (Cohn 1999, Hamburger 1957). The
problem is that the various textual fragments in a documentary
montage often function in a different way on a micro-level than on
a macro-level. A fictional story can be valued for its documentary,
non-fictional meaning in the general work, all the while maintaining
its fictional status as a smaller entity. A pragmatic approach, that
ascribes the decisive distinction between fiction and non-fiction to
the way in which the text is used (Searle 1975), is merely a partial
solution. This would explain the classification of the documentary
montage as a whole as fiction or non-fiction, but it would not
elucidate the simultaneously devious status of the fragments on
their own, their textual specificities and the interaction with both
the text in its entirety and the other fragments. Het dossier Jan [The
Jan Files] (1968) by the Flemish writer Weverbergh, can be called a
documentary montage. It combines a fictional story with other nonfictional documents and, as is revealed in the paratext, this
collection should prove the malpractices of the Flemish school
system. I will show how the concept of ‘textual entity’ can be
diversified for a work like this and how this can or cannot be
reconciled with the aforementioned theories on fictional and factual
narrative.
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dr. Bohumil Fort
(The Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic)
bohumil.email withheld
130. Realist Literary Narratives in the Labyrinth of Functions
Until now, realist literary fiction has been examined from several
scholarly points of view using various means developed during the
history of literary historical and theoretical inquiry. In my
presentation I am going to explore the possibilities of the functional
approach to the analysis of literary texts for the investigation of
realist literary fiction – examining traditional functions as well as
those which have been developed for the purpose of my talk. As a
result, I will introduce a specific system of functions that operate
and dominate realist literary fiction, I will analyze their mutual
relationships and also their close cooperation in producing the
effect of reality which is substantial for this kind of literary
production. In order to exemplify my theoretical system I will also
give specific examples taken from particular works of realist
fictional narratives by Ch. Dickens, G. Eliot, A. Dumas and others.

Session 9
4/18/2015 11:00 AM

Panel 41: Emotional turn
Chair: Prof. Ben Dhooghe (Slavic Languages and Cultures, Ghent University)
Room: Refter

Prof. Derek Hillard
(German Department, Kansas State University)
email withheld
131. Narrated Emotion and Narrative Anxiety
Why does emotion in many narratives—be it in terms of character,
atmosphere, plot, or form—appear as confusion and messiness?
Why do other narratives (or at times the same ones) seem to do the
opposite, that is, delineate authoritative, even powerful emotions,
either through gestures, plot, or everyday emotion words? I propose
that emotions in narratives are best understood when they are
understood as both chaos, confusion, the "mess inside" (Goldie), and
as the well-defined specific emotions, such as fear, hate, joy, etc.
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that seem to want to emerge as a response to confusion. This
confusion is present due to the indeterminate, imaginative, and
open qualities of narrative, qualities that even the most selfpossessed narratives display. As a response to the suspicion that a
narratives emotional terrain may be ill defined, absent of direction,
prone to turmoil or void-like, readers and narratives engage in a
process of emotional negotiation and construction, so that emotions
can take shape. Both are elemental to narrativity: turmoil as emotion
and emotional clarity. To illustrate the emergence of specific
narrated emotions as a response to narrative anxiety about emotion,
I draw on case studies from modernist Viennese texts of Hugo von
Hofmannsthal and Robert Musil.

dr. Lyubov Bugaeva

(Faculty of Philology, (St. Petersburg State

University)
email withheld
132. Film, Narrative, and Embodied Emotions
The mind is fundamentally embodied. A story can be told and
experience can be shared not only verbally but also through
gesticulation, facial and body dynamics, movement, and dance. A
range of prototypical, relatively universal narrative elements may be
assumed to be common across different cultures and are
continuously recycled in daily activities and media environments.
We call them ‘embodied proto-narratives’ to point out their bodily
character. These proto-narratives can relate directly to everyday
experience of bodily routines or have a unique character as a result
of a transfiguration that works against the anticipation of the viewer
and are frequently tied to particular emotions (fear, anger, disgust,
surprise, etc.). What triggers our emotional engagement with film
narratives? What does the body language of film characters tell us
and how does it involve us in what is going on in the fictional world?
What kinds of narrative patterns condition our responses to
emotions shown on screen? The paper seeks to determine on a
visceral level ways of telling and experiencing a story in film, the
inter-medial principles of such narration and corresponding
narrative forms. We will examine the mechanisms of narrating
emotions through body language on screen, the connection of
embodied narratives to real-life schemata and their place in broader
narrative contexts linked to certain types of events and situations.

Prof. Oksana Fedotova
(Linguistics and Narratology, Ryazan State University named for S.A.
Yesenin; Russia)
email withheld
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133. Towards modeling narrative discourse: metadiscourse of the
writer
Narrative discourse remains one of the fast developing research
domains, and the ideas of cognitive linguistics, especially the
method of modeling, can prove fruitful here. The aim of the paper
is to get an insight into narrational metadiscourse modeling the
writer’s dialogue with the reader and the writer’s introspection. The
author may speak directly to the reader, he might comment upon
events and characters and interrupt the course of fictional action to
express his view of the situation. The diachronic analysis of English
emotive prose we carried out shows that the author is always
present in the text and remains the same be it the 19C, 20C, or the
beginning of the 21C. Conceptual metaphor seems to be
instrumental in giving access to the writer’s introspection, as well
as to the introspection of the characters. Studying the role of the
author in the narrative text with the correct analysis of the
narrational metadiscourse may help to get a deeper insight into the
way the narrative is structured.
4/18/2015 11:00 AM

Panel 42: Embodied Narratology 1: The Body’s Place
Chair: dr. Marco Caracciolo (University of Groningen)
Room: Zaal Rector Blancquaert
Two linked panels (42 and 46) explore the implications of “secondgeneration,” embodied and situated cognitive science for the
theorization of narrative and readers’ responses to narrative. We argue
that narrative strategies reflect, and at the same time leverage,
embodied modes of interaction with the world: basic perceptual
patterns (Polvinen, Irving), emotional responses (Kukkonen, Caracciolo),
and the extension of mental processes through language (Anderson).
We thus aim to revisit key concepts of narrative theory (e.g., character,
plot, fictional worlds, experientiality) while extending cognitive
narratology in new directions, paying special attention to the historical
situatedness of texts and the psychological processes underlying their
reception.

dr. Merja Polvinen
(Helsinki Collegium for Advanced Studies (Finland))
merja.email withheld
134. Enactive Perception and Fictional Worlds
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This presentation examines readers’ experience of fictional worlds
from the perspective of the theories of enactive cognition and
perception. In a dialogue with theories of immersion/transportation
as well as the Deictic Shift Theory (DST), it suggests that while the
spatial metaphors of entering and exiting worlds may match many
of our intuitions about the ontological levels encountered during
reading, they are unhelpful for describing the experience of
experimental fictional environments, such as those generated by
self-reflective fiction. I suggest that the sensation of encountering a
fictional world may in such cases be better explained through Alva
Noë’s conceptualization of sensory access, with the perception
forming in cooperation between the object and the actions of the
embodied mind encountering it. I will illustrate this through an
analysis of China Miéville’s novel The City & The City (2009), where
readers’ sense of access to a fictional world is reflected in the
characters’ own, strange way of rendering parts of their
environment as cognitively inaccessible. By focusing on this
experience of access, I will show how the experience of fiction can
accommodate readers’ awareness of the fictionality of their
perceptions, and still account for how the experience itself can
retain its immersive quality.

S.P.M. Willemsen
(Department of Arts, Culture & Media, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)
s.p.m.email withheld
135. Impossible Puzzle Films: cognitive
contemporary complex film narratives

dissonance

in

Contributing to the discourse on narrative complexity in film, this
paper introduces the specific category of impossible puzzle films to
examine a set of contemporary movies that contain paradoxes,
impossible loops, and unresolved ambiguities in their storytelling
and storyworlds. Prominent examples include David Lynch’s
Mulholland Drive (2001), Christopher Smith’s Triangle (2009) or
Nacho Vigolando’s TimeCrimes (2007). Test casing a forthcoming
book on the subject (co-authored with Dr. Miklós Kiss, University of
Groningen), the presentation analyses the effects that such complex
narratives have on viewers by blending cognitive sciences, postclassical narratology, and film studies. The aim is to investigate (1)
how these films’ paradoxes, ambiguities, character multiplications,
and other narratively and cognitively unnatural incongruities
strategically create complexity and confusion, evoking a mental
state of ‘cognitive dissonance’; (2) how these films' narratives
strategically keep their puzzled viewers in a loop of sense-making
(countering their complexity with generic markers, conventional
storytelling procedures, preventing a poetic or lyrical mode of
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apprehension); and (3) what the appeal of such persistently
dissonant narrative experiences can be.

Daniel Irving
(Stony Brook University (USA))
email withheld
136. “Readerly Enaction and Engagement with Experimental
Narratives”
In this paper, I utilize insights from enactive and embodied
dynamicist frameworks of cognition as well as online-published
reader reviews of experimental novels to argue that narratives with
higher levels of embodiment—what I will deem high-embodied
narratives—tend to result in higher levels of readerly engagement,
while low-embodied narratives tend to result in lower levels of
engagement. The case studies stem from the work of the
experimental novelist Nicholson Baker, known for his employment
of various narrative conceits in his short novels. The Mezzanine, for
instance, is a 135-page, nearly plotless narrative detailing one man’s
trip up an escalator upon returning from his lunch break;
Checkpoint, published nearly two decades later, consists of 128
pages of straight dialogue, with one man attempting to convince the
other to abandon his plan of assassinating the president. Despite
the plotlessness of The Mezzanine, Baker provides a high level of
what I will call “textual embodiment,” or blueprints for readerly
enactions, and this is what allows the reader to engage with the text
in the absence of a linear narrative progression; conversely, despite
the relatively straightforward plot of Checkpoint, the dialogue-only
narrative renders the text nearly devoid of textual embodiment,
subsequently lacking blueprints for readerly enaction and resulting
in a lower degree of engagement.
4/18/2015 11:00 AM

Panel 43: On the borders of fictionality
Chair: dr. Michal Mrugalski (Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen)
Room: Oude Infirmerie
The aim of the proposed panel is to introduce the scholarly community
to the rich tradition of Polish narratological reflections on the nature
and limits of fictional discourse. While the output of Polish narratology
remains largely unrecognized outside Polish-speaking academia, with a
minor exception for the Warsaw Structuralists’ concept of literary
communication, the theory of fictionality formulated in 20th century
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Poland stands a good chance of enhancing the discourse of world
narratology and philosophy of literature, language, rhetoric, as well as
general esthetics. (The speakers are engaged in a translation and edition
project with sdvig press that will make the most significant texts of
Polish narratology accessible to international students of literature in
open access.) The panel will present the historical context and the
intrinsic developments of narratology that produced the particular
Polish sensitivity for the problematic nature of the border between the
fictional and the factual. In short, imaginative literature and its theory,
which both emerged in Poland, that is at the place called “Bloodlands”
in a recent book by Timothy D. Snyder, were confronted with the task
of witnessing events that surpassed the imaginable. Before that,
throughout the whole 19th century, literary fiction had been the only
real bedrock of a nation and a language that were supposed to perish.
As for the intrinsic development of fictionality theory, the panelists will
endeavor to make explicit the connection between the mentioned
historical context and central theoretical notions, such as modality,
pseudo-judgment, border cases,
secondary genres, biography, document, and reportage.

dr. Michal Mrugalski
(Slavisches Seminar, Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen)
michal.email withheld-tuebingen.de
137. “The Moving Borders of Fictionality.
Controversies of Polish Narratology”

The

Central

The talk gives a general overview of the notions and positions of the
Polish theory of fiction in chronological order. The “borders”
mentioned in the title are not only those between imaginative and
non-fiction discourses, but also between literary theory and
philosophy (both analytical and continental) as well as between
literary theory and arts, such as performance art or conceptual art.

dr. Joanna Jeziorska-Haladyj
(Literary Theory, University of Warsaw)
joanna.email withheld
138. Beyond Fiction. Polish Narratology and the Challenge of the
Factual
The aim of the paper is to present the attempts of Polish narratology
to come up with effective analytical tools for coping with explicitly
non-fiction texts. Those attempts date back to the early 1970s,
which is worth stressing in the context of Gérard Genette’s famous
remark, who noted in his 1991 Fiction et diction that narratology so
far had systematically favoured works of fiction, being helpless
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towards non-imaginative texts. One of the possible explanations for
the special interest Polish narratology had – and still has – for nonfiction is the need to tackle texts which refer to Poland’s World War
II trauma: those that have a clearly testimonial value as well as those
blurring the border between the referential and non-referential. The
main protagonist of the paper is the Warsaw Structuralist Micha
Gowiski, a child Holocaust survivor whose oeuvre encompasses not
only theoretical works central to Warsaw Structuralism, but also
autobiographical texts."

Prof. Greger Andersson
(Comparative Literature, Örebro Universitet)
greger.email withheld
139. Where is narratology?
The current discussion concerning subjects as the narrative turn,
travelling concepts or narratology across borders appears, at least
at times, to be based on the assumption that narratology has a
natural habitat and some kind of homeland or country of birth in
narrative fiction. But this assumption is presently put in question
by so-called exceptionalists or segregationalists. They seem rather
to hold that narratology refers to some kind of hypothetical
category or a mixture of factual or fictional narratives. As a
consequence these theoreticians argue that the theory with its
common distinctions and concepts cannot simply be applied even
in the study of fiction. The distinctions and concepts must instead
be defined in relation to the narrative that is to be analyzed. In my
paper I discuss these suggestions referring to common
narratological concepts like “the narrator”, “focalization” and
“unreliable narration”. I ask if, and in such case how, these concepts
change meaning when applied to for example narrative fiction, nonfictional narratives and narrative interviews.
4/18/2015 11:00 AM

Panel 44: Rhetorical Narratology
Chair: Prof. Ralph Müller (University of Freiburg)
Room: Zaal Rector Gillis

Olivier Couder

(Aspirant FWO, VUB/Ghent University)
Olivier.Couder@vub.ac.be
140. What’s the Catch? Humour and Literary Narrative
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Why is it exactly that a novel such as Joseph Heller’s Catch-22 (1961)
is widely considered to be a thoroughly funny book? Why is it
funny?? And what role exactly does humour play in the narrative
composition? How does it affect narrative elements such as
characterisation and the construction of story worlds? This paper
aims to illustrate how instances of humour in Catch-22 impact these
narrative elements, and vice versa. Literary narratives are a complex
and often multi-layered medium and in consequence our experience
and interpretation of literature, and the humour found within, is
highly mediated. Information is not necessarily transmitted between
one unambiguously defined sender and receiver, but there exist
many levels in between (author, implied author, narrator, narrate,
reader, etc.) Thus, humour in literary narratives cannot be studied
in strictly linear terms. In humour studies, however, it is generally
believed that the way in which people communicate and experience
humour is essentially no different from everyday communication.
Such an approach, however appealing in its simplicity, does not
adequately account for the specificities of the medium, in this case
the literary text. This paper, then, revisits extant theories of humour
and outlines an approach to humour in narrative fiction that does
justice to narrative and literary complexity.

dr. Tommi Kakko
(Institute for Modern and Contemporary Culture, University of
Tampere)
Tommi.Kakko@uta.fi
141. Metalepsis in Narratology, Renaissance Rhetoric, Comics and
Literature
Metalepsis is a key concept in narratology. It is used to identify the
diegetic movement of characters between different storyworlds and
the ways in which narrators refer to their medium of choice.
Metalepsis can also be seen as a way of commenting on the
differences and similarities between the fictional worlds of stories
and objective reality. In Renaissance rhetoric, metalepsis was seen
as a special figure of transference, a far-fetched metaphor. In a wider
sense, metalepsis might be said to name the process by which
figuration takes place, or even a way of enabling figurative language.
The two definitions of metalepsis in narratology and rhetoric differ
greatly, but they share some common ground in that they reveal
mechanisms of figurative representation to readers. My paper will
explore some aspects of metaleptic language in both theoretical
approaches and offer brief analyses of metalepsis in Grant
Morrison’s comic The Invisibles and other literary representations of
hallucinations.
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dr. David Stromberg
(Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
david.email withheld
142. From Mode to Method: Platonic Irony in Dostoevskys Idiot
In Anatomy of Criticism (1957), Northrop Frye compared the ironic
fiction writer to Socrates, suggesting that pretended objectivity and
suppression of explicit moral judgement are "essential" to what he
considered the ironic method. Frye classified Dostoevsky as such an
ironic fiction writer, claiming that The Idiot (1869), as ironic comedy,
also exemplified "ironic deadlock" – in which a character is judged
as less "valuable" by his fictional society than by real readers. In my
paper, I will revise the distinction between mode and method,
suggesting that Dostoevskys irony has more in common with Plato
than Socrates, and showing the structural parallels between the two.
I will discuss the ironic method as setting contradictory elements
into relational tension – a dialectical technique that precipitates
reflection and response in the reader. Situating my discussion
between Wayne Booths Rhetoric of Irony (1974) and Jonathan Lears
Case for Irony (2011), I will outline a narratological approach to
irony in which dialectical techniques are explored through narrative
structure. Using examples from Plato and Dostoevsky, I will attempt
to model irony across various approaches to narrative study.
4/18/2015 11:00:00 AM

Panel 45: Crossing Invented Borders: Original
Translation / Pseudotranslation and Narratology
Chair: dr. Brigitte Rath (FU Berlin / Innsbruck University)
Room: Sachristie
Writing an original text as if it were a translation creates a specific kind
of fiction: it overlays the act of authorship with an invented author, and
the original text with an invented original in a different language, aimed
at a different audience. Beyond creating a fictional world, original
translation invites readers to imagine a fictional genesis for the very
text they read. Although the phenomenon spans many centuries and
literatures, more focused research on “translations without an original”
(Apter), “pseudotranslations” (Toury), “fictitious trans- lations”
(Bassnett) or “original translations” has emerged only recently, mostly
from the disciplines of translation studies and comparative literature.
This panel suggests that studying original translation from a
narratological approach will benefit both fields, for two reasons: (1)
Canonical texts of various narrative genres, such as Montesquieu’s
Lettres persanes for epistolary fiction or Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto
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for the Gothic novel invite their readers to read them as translations of
a preexisting text in a different language. Original translation thus
occurs at crucial points in the literary history of narrative genres, and
this suggests a systematic link between original translation and
narrative that still remains to be made explicit. (2) Original translation
doubles the communicative frame of the text by inviting readers to
imagine a fictitious preceding original text in a different language. This
challenges some narratological concepts that were developed with a
“normal,” single-layer narrative text in mind. This panel will focus on
original translation to explore and push the boundaries of three
narratological concepts: the narratological aspects of genre, the (un)reliability of the translator character, and the distinction of voice and
focalisation.

Prof. Tom Toremans
(CERES, KU Leuven)
tom.email withheld
143. Walladmor and the Narratology of Pseudotranslation.
This paper pursues a comparative narratological analysis of the
different versions of Walladmor, an alleged translation of a Walter
Scott novel published in Germany in 1823-24 and in its turn
translated (back) into English (by Thomas De Quincey in 1824),
French (1825), and Dutch (1827). The paper will provide a close
analysis of the creative reproduction of the genre of the historical
novel that is at the basis of this chain of pseudotranslations. In his
own response to the hoax, Scott himself ironically foregrounded this
process of narratological reproduction by suggesting (in the preface
to The Betrothed) the design of a machine that would generate
historical novels by means of endlessly rearranging basic
narratological elements such as characters, temporal development,
setting, etc. Interestingly, the different versions of Walladmor
engage with this narratological reproduction in different ways:
whereas the German version ends up in an experimental dissolution
of its fictionality (by staging Scott himself as a character claiming
authorship), De Quincey erases this metafictional play and
substantially reconfigures the story’s narratological composition. By
pursuing such a comparative analysis, this paper aims to arrive at a
closer narratological understanding of the process of
pseudotranslation as a creatively imitative genre.

dr. Beatrijs Vanacker
(Literary Studies, KU Leuven / FWO Flanders)
beatrijs.email withheld
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144. From the narrator to the translator and back again: some
notes on (un-) reliability in 18th century French pseudotranslations
While pseudo-translations (or original translations) are mostly
conceived of as textual constructions, overlaying the original text
with an invented original in a different language, th this paper seeks
to explore the ways in which a selection of 18 century French
pseudo-translations engage with the idea of narratorial (un-)
reliability, as discussed in the novels’ paratexts. For instance, both
in Prévost’s Cleveland (1731) and in Desfontaines’ Le nouveau
Gulliver (1730) the translator comments on certain inconsistencies
within the invented “original” (English) narrative, playfully
questioning the homodiegetic narrator’s reliability. At the same
time, however, the (French) translator character’s own reliability is
also at stake, since his own (paratextual) narrative can be used to
deconstruct the literary hoax of a supposed preceding English
original from within the novel, for instance by inserting textual
markers which suggest his unreliability as a translator. Given the
fact that the very functioning of these literary hoaxes is also a
matter of interpretation, contemporary readers’ responses to these
novels shall also be taken into account, in a more constructivist
approach. By exploring the narrator and translator characters of
these novels, which claim to somehow “incorporate” different
versions of the same narrative within one and the same work, I aim
to gain new insights into the narratological concept of (un)reliability in a multi-layered narrative construction.

dr. Brigitte Rath
(Comparative Literature, FU Berlin / Innsbruck University)
Brigitte.Rath@uibk.ac.at
145. Original translation:
focalization and voice

questioning

the

boundaries

of

Famously, Gérard Genette draws a categorical distinction between
seeing and speaking: the question “Who speaks?” aims at the
narrator, the question “Who sees?” at focalization. This implies that
perception is independent of language: As Genette argues with
reference to James’ What Maisie Knew, what one character has
perceived may be told in a different “voice” and with different
words. Original translation invents an original text in a different
language “preceding” the text we read and thus draws attention to
the text’s specific language. This heightened linguistic awareness
may be used to challenge the analytical separation of language and
perception. As a case in point, “first contact” novels such as C.S.
Lewis’ Out of the Silent Planet or Stanislaw Lem’s His Master’s Voice
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invite their readers to imagine the (fictitious) “original” alien text,
claiming that within their respective fictional worlds the alien's
perception cannot be phrased in a human language. This
assumption governs the fictional worlds of these novels. Does it,
however, influence focalization and voice and their separability in
these texts? Do these original translations with their fascination for
the opacity of language, for the untranslatability of perceptions into
someone else’s words challenge Genette’s analytical distinction
between voice and focalization?

Session 10
4/18/2015 2:30 PM

Panel 46: Embodied Narratology 2: The Body’s
Experiences
Chair: dr. Karin Kukkonen (University of Turku)
Room: Refter

dr. Miranda Anderson
(College of Humanities and Social Science, University of Edinburgh)
miranda.email withheld
146. “Finiteness, Mutability and Extendibility in Renaissance
Narratives”
In the Renaissance, notions of the mind and self as variously finite,
mutable or extended are evident across a variety of narrative forms,
including “factual,” quasi-factual and fictional narratives. This
paper will explore the ways in which concerns about the reliability
of experience were reflected in concerns about the reliability of
language, narrators and narratives. Language is described as
fundamentally formative of human cognition and subjectivity, and
even as another perceptual modality on account of its ability to
augment human perceptual and cognitive capacities; Andy Clark
similarly recently described language as akin to a new perceptual
modality. However, language was also considered an unreliable,
unruly and feminine asset that was potentially less trustworthy than
gestures and facial expressions. Ambivalence expressed about the
printed, written, and spoken word participated in ambivalent views
about the nature of being human, with language in its various forms
potentially acting as redeemer, or conversely as sign and
perpetuator of man’s fallen state. Certain theories of language
emphasized the notion that forms of language function like, and
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therefore should be treated as, cognitive processes, whilst other
theories instead emphasized the distinctions between language and
psychophysiological processes, while still holding them both to be
cognitive. This paper examines a range of works, including those by
Francis Bacon, George Puttenham, Walter Raleigh, John Bulwer and
Michel de Montaigne. The closing sections demonstrate how such
issues and concepts are playfully explored in Shakespeare’s
depictions of narrators and narratives and how these depictions
might be helpfully related to recent definitions of narrative in more
open terms than conventionally was the case, such as Monika
Fludernik’s emphasis on experientiality and David Herman’s
description of narrative as both an object of interpretation and as a
means of interpreting experience.

dr. Karin Kukkonen
(University of Turku (Finland))
karin.email withheld
147. “Narrating the Passions: Some Eighteenth-Century Views on
Plot, Embodiment and Emotions”
In his Theatre of the Greeks (1730), the Jesuit Pierre Brumoy holds
that poetry is much superior to philosophy in engaging our
passions. “The human heart loves its own sentiments,” he writes
“and its weaknesses.” By plucking and playing the heart-strings of
the audience, the skilful writer can design her plot in such a way
that the narrative is both exciting and educational. On this
understanding, on the one hand, emotions are elicited in the raw
through the events of the narrative, and on the other hand, the
narrative ties into predictive models of which emotions are
appropriate in this situation and how they should be embodied (on
stage and in readers). These predictive models, as Brumoy is well
aware, might change from ancient to modern times, determining
what emotional outbursts are presented and what horrors are left
off-stage. The present paper brings the eighteenth-century
discourse around the emotions, in the critical writings of Brumoy
and others and in the novels of Charlotte Lennox and Eliza
Haywood, into dialogue with current models of “interoceptive
predictive coding” (Seth 2013), in which emotions and the
interoception of bodily states are connected on a Bayesian model of
probabilistic prediction. Working out the points of connection
between eighteenth-century narrative theories and current
embodied cognitive science, the paper proposes to develop further
current accounts of the role of plot, embodiment and the emotions
in narratology (such as Hogan 2011).
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dr. Marco Caracciolo
(University of Groningen (The Netherlands), University of Groningen)
m.email withheld
148. “Perspectives on Narrative, Mood, and Embodiment”
What does it mean for a narrative to have a certain “tone,” “mood,”
or “atmosphere”? These notions appear as easy to grasp intuitively
as resistant to theorization. One thing seems uncontroversial: tone,
mood, and atmosphere are experiential phenomena rather than
purely textual ones; they arise at the intersection of style, narrative
strategies, readers’ interpretive judgments, and emotional
responses. Integrating previous models, such Carroll’s (2003) and
Hite’s (2010), this paper paves the groundwork for a principled
account of narrative mood. It seeks to differentiate tone, mood, and
atmosphere conceptually while investigating their common
experiential basis. It also shows, through specific examples, how
attributions of tone, mood, and atmosphere can become attached to
stylistic features, storyworld existents (e.g., characters or an entire
storyworld), and narrative progression. Moreover, this paper
explores the parallel between experiencing narrative mood and the
concept of mindfulness as it has been discussed by theorists of
embodied cognition (Varela, Thompson, and Rosch 1991, chap. 2)
and clinical psychologists (Chambers, Gullone, and Allen 2009).
Mindfulness has been defined as a form of focused, “moment-bymoment awareness” (Germer 2005, 6) typical of meditative or
contemplative practices. This paper argues that, by giving rise to
moods which elicit sustained attention, narrative can achieve
something akin to the mindful exploration of experiential states.
4/18/2015 2:30 PM

Panel 47: Mise en abyme across the Media: Fiction,
Film, Comics, Lithography, Painting, and Photography
Chair: dr. Erika Fülöp (University of Hamburg)
Room: Zaal Rector Blancquaert
This panel contains papers, each of which addresses the phenomenon
of mise en abyme in at least two media, offering comparative
approaches to various combinations between literary fiction, film,
comic strips, lithography, painting, and photography. The transmedial
and interdisciplinary approach to the concept elaborated by Lucien
Dällenbach primarily as a literary theoretical term proposes to
contribute to the central question of the conference, the “lateral
compatibility” of the
terminological toolkit of narratology.
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Yoko Tsuchiyama
(CRAL-EHESS)
yoko.email withheld
149. Self-Reflexive Images in Photography
Kendall Walton has argued that the photographic image can mediate
between the viewer and reality (Walton 1984). Indeed, the viewer
sometimes finds in a photograph his or her own mirror image and
the image of his or her relationship to reality. The relation between
the photographer and the photographed subject has been visually
represented in the self-portraits of various artists through
reflections in a mirror, a glass, water surface, etc. In a self-portrait,
the photographer is both the subject and the object of seeing.
However, the framing of the picture makes the perspective of the
viewer of the photo correspond to that of the photographer or
camera lens. Unlike traditional representation in paintings,
photographic mediation and the contact it creates between the
viewer and the represented reality make the viewer become part of
the mise en abyme. A number of contemporary photographic works
highlight the reflexivity of the relation between the photographer
outside the frame, the viewer of an image inside the frame as the
photographed subject, and the viewer of the photography in the real
world, who is thus also included in the image they are looking at.
This paper proposes to examine, on the one hand, the differences
between the mise en abyme in painting and in photography, and on
the other hand, the ways in which a narratological approach can
further our understanding of the photographic mise en abyme.

dr. Erika Fülöp
(University of Hamburg)
email withheld
150. Paradox Structures and the Structure of Paradoxes: Aporetic
mise en abyme in fiction, film – and Escher?
In Le Récit spéculaire, Lucien Dällenbach distinguishes three main
types of mise en abyme:“réduplication simple”, “réduplication à
l’infini”, and “réduplication aporistique”. In the latter, an
“embedded” narrative is shown to be identical with the framing one,
which according toDällenbach generates a paradox and challenges
logical principles.Similar structures also occur in films, such as
Charlie Kaufman’s scripts or Marc Foster’s Stranger than Fiction. In
the atemporal medium of individual fixed images, however, it is
more difficult to find examples. While simple or infinite
reduplications often appear in paintings and photographs, the
aporetic structure seems to escape them, suggesting the temporal
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dimension to be essential for it.M.C. Eschers Print Gallery
nevertheless seems to offer a rare counterexample: a picture it
represents continues into the city which contains the picture gallery
where the picture is hanging. At the same time, in the case of
literature and film a closer look reveals that self-containing
structures do not necessarily involve logical impossibility either. So
is Dällenbach’s analysis correct, and can we apply it to a picture?
The paper proposes to explore these questions by discussing (1) by
what specific means each of the three medium achieves the
(appearance of) a paradox; (2) what distinguishes real paradoxes
from apparent ones in each; and (3) how these structures, in film
and visual artworks in particular, relate to the concept of mise en
abyme as defined by Dällenbach.

dr. Mário Semião
(ULICES, Portugal / Dalarna University, Sweden)
email withheld
151. “Wanting everything, he is left with nothing”: The mise en
abyme of Paradoxical Duplication in Gabriel Josipovici’s
Goldberg: Variations
Gabriel Josipovici’s novel, Goldberg: Variations (2002), establishes at
onset an immediate connection to music as it alludes to Bach’s
colon-less Goldberg Variations. The reference naturally moves
beyond the title as Josipovici appropriates the well-known anecdote
in Johann Sebastian Bach’s life and transposes it to an English
country house in the 1800s. In the novel, Goldberg is not a
harpsichordist, but rather a jobbing writer of Jewish origin, whose
task is to write during the day in the hope of later at night sending
to sleep Tobias Westfield, an insomniac aristocrat. A constellation
of allusions to this episode from Bach’s life informs the novel
throughout, and together with other multiple musical references
(there are, for instance, reflections on the notions of polyphony and
fugue in different chapters of the novel), it becomes clear that music
is bound to play an important role in the economy of the novel. But
nowhere is this more evident than in Chapter 16, when Josipovici
yet again draws on Bach and restages his The Musical Offering, with
Goldberg offering a series of literary treatments of one theme. This
variation-based structure of the chapter reflects the macrostructure
of the novel as a whole and can thus be taken seen as a mise en
abyme, for it seems “to contain the work that actually contains it”,
as Juliana de Nooy concisely put it. Drawing on this, this paper shall
seek to explore how the trope of the mise en abyme of paradoxical
duplication operates in Josipovici’s novel, focusing on a first stage
on the way that duplication takes place and then reflecting on the
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thematic implications which the use of that literary device enacts on
the text.
4/18/2015 2:30 PM

Panel 48: Concepts and media of narratology
Chair: Prof. John Pier (Cral (CNRS/EHESS) & University of Tours)
Room: Oude Infirmerie

dr. James Harker
(Literature and Rhetoric, Bard College Berlin)
j.email withheld
152. Narrative Theory’s Origin Stories
In Aspects of the Novel, E.M. Forster imagines the origin of stories
as something “immensely old…back to neolithic times, perhaps to
paleolithic.” Recent evolutionary approaches to narrative have
concurred, focusing on how narrative’s demands allow for the
practice of socially useful forms of shared attention, mind reading,
and pattern recognition—all areas of natural human strength given
the selection pressure of countless millennia of evolution. But
Forster’s origin story wasn’t a celebration of our distant past; it was
a lament about the formal limitations of fiction and a suggestion
that the art of the novel lies as far from its evolutionary heritage as
possible. In this respect, a Forsterian legacy can be read into the
recent surge of interest in “unnatural” narratology, which seeks to
isolate the features of contemporary narrative that exceed natural
narrative or what Monika Fludernik calls its “cognitive parameters.”
Unnatural narrative does not allow us to practice socially useful
ways of thinking so much as it transcends them. This paper argues
for the long history of narrative theory’s concern with the natural,
naturally selected, and the unnatural and aims to show how this
grounding tension animates even the most contemporary of
perspectives.

Hamid Asiayee
(University of Osnabrück)
email withheld
153. Process Narrative
The aim of this study is primarily to maintain an understanding of
Narrative as a major cognitive process as opposed to a fictional or
factual input to the human cognitive system. For this purpose
distinctions are made between sensation, emoting, meaning-making
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and sense-making in a narratological framework. It is then argued
that how linguistic concepts behave differently in the formation of
meaning and sense where the knowledge of the world and the expert
knowledge of a perceived domain play their parts. In order to make
a narrative sense of a linguistic and/or non-linguistic input, the
cognitive agent needs to contextualize the input in a normative
possible context (world) to retain the (ab)normality of the input in
the context via a probable conscious presence in the context. With
the adopted definition of sense-making here, it does not necessarily
come after mean ing-making. There are cases where no linguistic
concept is directly triggered between sensations and making a
sense, although non-direct call of linguistic meanings is always an
option. The caveat is that while sense-making via the cognitive
process termed Process Narrative here is essential to any form of
human communication, it does not presuppose that any sensory
stimulus is supposed to get cognized narratively.

Prof. John Pier
(Université de Tours and CRAL (CNRS) Paris)
j.email withheld
154. André Breton’s Nadja: An Intermedial Web of Coincidences
and Complicities
Nadja (1928; revised ed. 1963), a masterwork of the surrealist novel,
contains an implicit narrative theory which is at the same time a
harbinger of intermedial narratology. The work is underlain by the
transformation of Nadja-person into Nadja-book, a passage from
the lived to the written, the intertwining of life and writing conveyed
through a series of “rapprochements soudains,” “pétrifiantes
coincidences” and “invraisemblables complicités” and out of which
there emerges an esthetics of convulsion. The discourse develops
along two types of facts – “faits glissades” (objects or places that
produce a sensation of something serious, essential) and “faits
précipices”
(a
combination
of
circumstances
escaping
understanding) – both aimed at capturing the unforeseen and the
random in the making, thereby diverging from the pre-established,
the rationally thought out. These textual properties carry over to the
forty-eight photos included in the novel. Bound to the work through
fragments extracted from the text that serve as captions, these
photos, meant, according to Bremond, to compensate for the lack of
description, in fact drive a wedge between the read and the seen for
a number of reasons. First, what is shown in the photos portrays
elements not found in the text, inserting elements of meaning
peculiar to visual representation. Second, the photos, largely
autonomous from one another by what they represent, are arranged
spatially rather than chronologically, thus creating various series in
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their own right: doors, portraits, statues, photos of drawings by
Nadja that “tell” a story of their own. Third, while disparities
proliferate between the read and the seen, meanings running
parallel to the narrative are created through the use of mise en
abyme and other devices, resulting in a multifarious intermedial
web of coincidences and complicities.
4/18/2015 2:30 PM

Panel 49: Narrative and Science
Chair: dr. Joshua Parker (University of Salzburg)
Room: Zaal Rector Gillis

dr. Kris Rutten & Ronald Soetaert
(Pedagogical and Cultural Studies, Ghent University)
kris.email withheld
155. A rhetorical analysis of the representation of the ‘two
cultures’ in literary fiction.
In this paper, we start from the ongoing debate between the ‘two
cultures’ focusing on how scientific perspectives are represented in
literary fiction. From a theoretical perspective, our work will be
based on C.P. Snow’s concept of the two cultures (science versus the
humanities), Jerome Bruner’s confrontation between narrative and
logico-scientific modes of thinking and Kenneth Burke’s distinction
between motion and action (natural and intentional activity). We will
also confront perspectives from the humanities (humans as ‘symbol
using animals’ – Kenneth Burke) with perspectives from
science/biology (humans as ‘The Symbolic Species’ – Terence
Deacon). We will specifically focus on how literary fiction can be
used as ‚equipment' to analyse the debate between the ‘two cultures’
by exploring how this discussion is represented, thematized and
problematized in recent novels. As case studies for this rhetorical
analysis (based on central concepts introduced by Kenneth Burke)
we have selected the following novels: Richard Powers (Galathea: a
computer learns to love literature, The Echo Maker: a confrontation
between neuroscience, ecology and literary storytelling), Michael
Houellebecq (Atomised: two half brothers - a molecular biologist and
an author - represent the two perspectives, The Possibility of an
Island: clones try to live without art and literature), Ian Mc Ewan
(Saturday: the narrator confronts us with a scientific and a literary
way of living).
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Alex Solomon
(Rutgers University)
email withheld
156. “I shall prove to you that I see them”: Narrative as Scientific
Demonstration in Seventeenth-Century Fantastic Travels
In our current understanding, experimental scientists produce
knowledge about the natural world in the artificial setting of a
laboratory that, ideally, is understood to be utterly independent of
the conditions of its production, while writers of literary fiction
convey ideas about the real world that can exist only in reference to
the fictional conditions of their revelation. My paper explores the
articulation of this separation over the course of the seventeenth
century through an analysis of the relationship between narration
and description in fantastic travel narratives. I argue that fictional
texts such as Johannes Kepler’s Somnium (1634) and Francis
Godwin’s The Man in the Moone (1638) contain scientific claims that
seem to be independent of the truthfulness or even possibility of
their surrounding narratives, but that these texts use techniques
similar to those of later verisimilar fictions to communicate
impossible-to-verify truths through possibilistic narration. The
manner in which Kepler and Godwin revise classical accounts of
extraterrestrial travel to include tenets of Copernican astronomy
through the realistic rendering of experiential detail shifts the
burden of displaying knowledge from description to narration.
These texts convey what it is like, as a bundle of experiential and
sensuous data, to travel between the earth and moon. This gesture,
fictional as it is, enables a kind of virtual knowledge of astrophysics,
and, importantly, a kind of knowledge created by and not simply
reflected in narrative.

dr. Ondrej Sládek
(Institute of Czech Literature, The Czech Academy of Sciences)
email withheld
157. Narrative Modelling in Science and Humanities
The modelling function of the narrative or narrative modelling is
very important in the creation of scholarly theories. Despite the fact
that modern science has perceived narratives mostly as secondary
and mere illustrations, it cannot be denied that especially when
complex concepts in theoretical physics were explained or
mathematical proofs and experimental evidence presented,
scientists never forgot to use the explanatory power of narratives.
Quite on the contrary. Modern physics and mathematics has been
increasingly drawing on the explanatory power and modelling force
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of narratives. It is especially in mind experiments that a specific
narrative models a problem situation the theory seeks to resolve. As
an example of narrative modelling are often usually quoted the
Chinese room argument used by John Searle or mind experiment
proposed by Erwin Schrödinger known as the Schrödinger’s cat. The
key questions of this paper are: What is narrative modelling? How is
the narrative modelling possible and what forms does it take in
current science and humanities? What is the relationship between
narrative modelling and narrative explanation? To answer these
questions I firstly outline differences between particular forms and
functions of narrative and modelling narratives in science and
humanities. Secondly, I analyze in detail basic elements of narrative
modelling used in the aforementioned fields, and finally I shortly
show the potential and possibilities of this investigation, which falls
between narratology and the philosophy of science.
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Pre-conference Specialist course
Narratology between Hermeneutics and Computation. With a
Hands-on Workshop on Collaborative Markup and Textual Analysis of Narrative
14-15 April 2015
Taught by: Prof. Jan Christoph Meister & Janina Jacke (Hamburg University)
Funded by: Doctoral School Arts, Humanities and Law (Ghent
University)
Topics







Introduction to non-deterministic text annotation
with CATMA: functional and technical principles
Story / histoire / script / event: theoretical definitions
and practical application of key concepts for the
analysis of narrative representations of action
Events, Episodes, Actions: Computer aided annotation, analysis and modelling of narratively encoded
action-constructs
Conceptual prospects and limitations of a computational narratology: “Can we progress from event annotation to automated event mining and if so, why
would we want to do so as narratologists in the first
place?
Dense markup vs. data science –based approaches in
the modelling and analysis of narrative representation: Can we integrate hermeneutics and computation to create a ‘next generation narratology’?
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Pre-conference Specialist course Participants
Itay Marienberg-Milikowsky (Hebrew Literature, Ben-Gurion University
of the Negev)
(email withheld)
Beyond the Matter: Stories and their Contexts in the Babylonian Talmud
– Repeated Stories as a Test Case (Paper number: 15)
Tobias Hermans (Ghent University)
(tobias.email withheld)
Profiling critical voices in narrative music criticism (Paper number: 18)
dr. Mary Anne Schofield (Villanova University)
(mary.anne.email withheld)
War narratology: A new version (Paper number: 29)
Agatha Frischmuth (Free University of Berlin, Germany) (agatha.email
withheld)
Narrative without action. The denial of a story in Bora Ćosić s Nulta
Zemlja (Paper number: 47)
Didem Uca (University of Pennsylvania)
(email withheld)
A Saved Tongue, a Redeemed Childhood: Focalization and Narration in
Canetti (Paper number: 49)
Jörg-Christian Klenk (HU Berlin / University of Bern)
(email withheld)
Framing in der mittelhochdeutschen Literatur am Beispiel des ›Parzival‹
Wolframs von Eschenbach" (Paper number: 60)
Silvia Van Aken (LUCA school of arts & KU Leuven)
(Silvia.email withheld)
Conceptualisation of mindfilm: Palmer's private and social minds
applied to feature films (Paper number: 89)
Cristina de Lucas Olmos (University of Roehampton)
(email withheld)
Narration in Dance (Paper number: 114)
Veerle Van Steenhuyse (Ghent University)
(Veerle.email withheld):
When Fanon Meets Plot: Fan Fiction Studies, Postclassical Narratology,
and Pride and Prejudice Fics (Paper number: 126)
dr. Mário Semião (ULICES, Portugal / Dalarna University, Sweden)
(email withheld)
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“Wanting everything, he is left with nothing”: The mise en abyme of
Paradoxical Duplication in Gabriel Josipovici’s Goldberg: Variations
(Paper number: 151)
Alex Solomon (Rutgers University)
(email withheld)
“I shall prove to you that I see them”: Narrative as Scientific
Demonstration in Seventeenth-Century Fantastic Travels (Paper
number: 156)
Sanna Qvick
(email withheld)
Tales for Ear: Narrative Strategies of Soundtrack in Finnish Fairy Tale
Films for Children
Milota Megan (Antwerp University)
(megan.email withheld)
Jan Horstmann (Institut für Germanistik, University of Hamburg)
(email withheld)
“Theatre Narratology. A narratological model for analyzing stage
performances”
Roberta Hofer (University of Innsbruck)
(Roberta.email withheld)
“I’m like a character in my own life.” The Narratological Paradox of
Human Marionettes
Golnaz Shams (PhD student, English Department, University of
Freiburg, Germany) (email withheld)
A Reflection on the Position of Drama in Cognitive Narrative Studies
Kata Varju (PhD student, Budapest, University Eötvös Lorand)
(email withheld)
Deep life structures: Highlighting the importance of vies imaginaires in
Roberto Bolaño’s mature works
Mareike Katharina Höckendorff (University of Hamburg, Germany,
Department of language, Literature and Media)
(mareike.email withheld-hamburg.de)
The Interaction of Cultural and Narrative Urban Spaces. A large Scale
Analysis of Fictional and Factual Narratives set in Hamburg
Gerda Zimmermann (ELTE University, PhD programme of "Russian
Literature and Contemporary Research”)
(email withheld)
Analysis of Narrative at the Turn of the 19th-20th Century in Russian
Literature. The Narrative Representation of Archetype and Instinct in
Texts
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Zsófia Pál-Lukács (Doctoral School of Literary Studies, University of
Pécs, Hungary) (email withheld)
Arndt Lümers (Harvard)
(email withheld)
Resonant narration - Alfred Döblin's early novels
Lukas Gloor (Basel)
(lukas.email withheld)
Precarious Narration in Robert Walser
Evdokia Nesterova (email withheld): Classification of fantasy literature
basing on time-space organisation
Tracey Taylor (Central Saint Martins, University of the Arts London)
(tracey.email withheld): Thinking of Others: Character Systems in
Narrative Exhibition Design
Tufan Atmaca (Ghent University)
(Tufan.email withheld):
Ṣûfî Diaspora in Historical Perspective. An Analysis of Turkish ṣûfî Networks in Western-Europe in the 20th century
Tiziano Toracca (Ghent University)
(Tiziano.email withheld)
1970ies Italian Novel: Pasolini and Volponi
Roy L. Youdale (Bristol, Translation studies)
(roy.email withheld)
Translation of the 1965 novel Gracias or el Fuego [Thanks for the Light]
by Mario Benedetti into English
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Poster session
Kata Varju (Budapest, University Eötvös Lorand)
email withheld
Tamara Kesic (University of Vienna)
kesic.email withheld
Sanna Qvick (Musicology, University of Turku)
email withheld
Tracey Taylor (Central Saint Martins, University of the Arts
London)
tracey.email withheld
Thinking of Others: Character Systems in Narrative Exhibition
Design
Sabine Schlickers & Vera Toro (Bremen University)
sabine.email withheld
Hanna Meretoja (Tampere University)
Hanna.Meretoja@uta.fi
Narrare: Centre for Interdisicplinary Narrative Studies
Anaïs Oleron (Reims University, France)
email withheld
The unreliable narrator
Christophe Verbruggen & Sally Chambers (Ghent University)
sally.email withheld
Director & Coordinator, Ghent Centre for Digital Humanities &
DARIAH-BE
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John Pier, for his outstanding service as ENN president during
the past term;
Wolf Schmid and the other editorial board members of Narratologia for their benevolent support of ENN;
Katrien De Clercq and Wendy Lelièvre for their assistance;
Marc Boone, dean of the Arts & Humanities Faculty;
Marysa De Moor, director of the Doctoral School Arts, Humanities and Law for her generous financial support;
Kristoffel Demoen, head of the Department of Literary Studies
for his sympathy and financial support;
The Flemish Research Foundation (FWO-Vlaanderen) for its financial support of the conference and the research project
“Text Theatricality” (Director: Gunther Martens);
All of the participants, chairs and visitors who helped to make
this a splendid conference.

See you at #ENN5!
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